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“When the whole of the country is frowning, the 
fashion industry is smiling.”
Gareth Bryn Lewis
>LSJVTL[V[OLÄM[OPZZ\LVM;OPYK-SVVY(M[LY[OLZ\JJLZZ
of last years ‘Inspiring Minds’ issue, 2012 has seen the 
publication take a new direction, creatively and innovatively 
evolving Third Floor into an established fashion publication 
[OH[KLÄULZ[OLMHZOPVU^VYSKVM[VKH `
0UÅ\LUJLZ Z\JO HZ [OL YLJLZZPVU [OL 3VUKVU YPV[Z VM
summer 2011, global climate change and the suggestion 
of the end of the world have had a huge impact on the 
JVU[LU[VM [OLÄM[O PZZ\L>LHYLJ\YYLU[S`HTPKZ[H [PTL
of great change, living in a turbulent and uncertain society 
^OLYL[OLM\[\YLPZ\URUV^U
;OLÄM[OPZZ\LVM;OPYK-SVVYHKVW[Z[OL[OLTLVMº9LZPSPLUJL»
examining the different ways people manage, explain and 
KLÄUL[OLTZLS]LZPU[OLMHJLVMHK]LYZP[ `;OLW\ISPJH[PVU
will be broken down into three chapters; State of Mind, State 
VM3PMLHUK:[H[LVM,TLYNLUJ `;OLZ\I[OLTLZVM6ISP]PVU
*VUZWPYHJ ` 6W[PTPZT <UP[ ` *OHVZ HUK /LKVUPZT HYL
L_LTWSPÄLK[OYV\NOHUHYYH`VMMHZOPVULKP[VYPHSZPU[LY]PL^Z
HUKHUHS`[PJHS^YP[PUN
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CONSPIRACY - OBLIVION - SUBCONSCIOUS 
The subconscious choices our minds 
THRL PU VYKLY [V YLÅLJ[ HUK HKHW[ [V
J\YYLU[ JPYJ\TZ[HUJL HUK HK]LYZP[ `
Consciousness versus oblivion and the act 
VMJVUZWPYPUN[VÄUKHTLHUZVML_WSHUH[PVU
and understanding for all that is going on 
HYV\UK\Z
Illustration by Joe Staples; Photography by Sam A B Vaughan
ROB   TEMPLEMAN
Recently appointed chairman of Graduate Fashion Week, 
Rob Templeman discusses his extensive retail experiences, 
Graduate Fashion Week and how businesses can succeed 
in the tough economic climate.
Rob Templeman is a widely respected businessman, perhaps best 
known for his positive work towards the turnaround of Debenhams 
K\YPUNOPZ [PTLHZJOPLML_LJ\[P]LVM [OLJVTWHU `4VYLYLJLU[S `9VI
has been appointed chairman of the largest graduate fashion event in 
[OL^VYSK¶.YHK\H[L-HZOPVU>LLR.->;OPZ`LHYOL^PSS[HRLV]LY
MYVT;LYY`4HUZÄLSK*),^OVOHZILLUJOHPYTHU MVY [OLWHZ[ZL]LU
years, and will be working with a fresh new team that Martyn Roberts, 
co-founder and director of Vauxhall Fashion Scout and newly appointed 
THUHNPUN KPYLJ[VY VM.->^PSS V]LYSVVR ;OPZ OPNOS` PTWVY[HU[ MHZOPVU
event gives graduating fashion students the opportunity to showcase their 
ÄUHSJVSSLJ[PVUZHUKL_OPIP[[OLPYWVY[MVSPVZ^P[O[OLOVWLVMRPJRZ[HY[PUN
HJHYLLY PU[OLMHZOPVU PUK\Z[Y `.->PZX\P[LHJVU[YHZ[[V9VI»ZWHZ[
accomplishments; previously he has spent time in senior management 
YVSLZH[IV[O/VTLIHZLHUK/HY]L`»Z9VIPZJ\YYLU[S`JOHPYTHUVM.HSH
Coral Group, the RAC and the British Retail Consortium, as well as a 
[Y\Z[LL MVY*OPSKYLU^P[O*HUJLY;OYV\NOOPZJVTTP[TLU[ [V [OL YL[HPS
and fashion industry and his success at Debenhams, Rob was awarded 
the prestigious Draper’s Lifetime Achievement Award in 2011; this is a 
TVTLU[PUOPZJHYLLYVM^OPJOOLPZ]LY`WYV\K9VI[VSK;OPYK-SVVY!¸0
was very proud to win that award and a lot of it is about having a good 
[LHTHYV\UK`V\¹
0THNLJV\Y[LZ`VM^^ ^JH[^HSRPUNJVT
GFW is an important fashion event, with more than 40 UK and international 
universities showcasing their work; what led you to the role of chairman?
1LMM)HURZVULVM[OLMV\UKLYZVM.YHK\H[L-HZOPVU>LLRHUK0NVIHJRX\P[LHML^
`LHYZHUKOLHWWYVHJOLKTLYLNHYKPUN[OLYVSL>OH[HWWLHSZ[VTLHIV\[.YHK\H[L
Fashion Week is that it was initially put into place to help students and introduce them to 
[OLMHZOPVUPUK\Z[Y`HZH^OVSL^P[O[OLHPTVMOLSWPUN[OLTÄUK^VYR^OL[OLYP[ILPU
KLZPNUYL[HPSPUNVYTHU\MHJ[\YPUN([[OLTVTLU[P[PZWHY[PJ\SHYS`OHYKMVYZ[\KLU[ZHUK
NYHK\H[LZ[VÄUK^VYR0[OPUR[OH[^HZ[OLIPNNLZ[KYP]LMVYTLP[^HZHUVWWVY[\UP[`
[VOLSW0HSZVOHWWLU[VOH]LHKH\NO[LY^OVPZHMHZOPVUZ[\KLU[ZVP[PZ]LY`JSVZL[V
OVTL
;OPZ`LHY`V\OH]L [HRLUV]LY [OL YVSL MYVT[OL PUZWPYPUN;LYY`4HUZÄLSK"OV^
would you like to see Graduate Fashion Week progress this year?
Terry has done a fantastic job; he has been the chairman for the last seven years, but 
TV]PUNMVY^HYK^LOH]LH^OVSLUL^[LHTH[.->UV ^;OPZ`LHY^LHYLNVPUN[VIL
IHZLKH[,HYS»Z*V\Y[HUKP[PZNVPUN[VILZSPNO[S`KPMMLYLU[[VWYL]PV\Z`LHYZ0[OPUR[OL
following year is when we are going to take Graduate Fashion Week to a slightly different 
dimension and bring it more central to London, and to perhaps widen it so it becomes 
the premier employment forum on the internet for graduates, as well as the shows and 
[OLL]LU[Z0HSZV[OPURP[PZPTWVY[HU[[VLUJV\YHNL[OL^OVSLPUK\Z[Y`[VWHY[PJPWH[LHSV[
TVYLPUP[
>P[O[OLJ\YYLU[LJVUVTPJJSPTH[LP[PZHKPMÄJ\S[[PTLMVY` V\UNWLVWSLNYHK\H[PUN"
what advice would you give to a young person delving into the fashion industry in 
order for them to succeed?
*\YYLU[S`TPSSPVU¶`LHYVSKZHYLV\[VM^VYRHUK0[OPUR[OH[PZHU\TILY[OH[
^PSSJVU[PU\L[VYPZL0[OPUR[OLNV]LYUTLU[ULLKZ[VJVTL[VNL[OLY[VOLSWÄUK[OLZL
Z[\KLU[ZHUKNYHK\H[LZHUKOLSW[OLTÄUK^VYR;OLÄYZ[HK]PJL 0^V\SKNP]L PZ[OH[
you need to decide what you want to do in the fashion industry, because there is a 
lot more work in the fashion industry than just being a designer, and other pathways 
JHUILPUJYLKPIS`YL^HYKPUNHUK]LY`^LSSWHPK4VZ[WLVWSL[LUK[VSVVRH[.YHK\H[L
Fashion Week centred just around the design side, and what we are trying to do now 
PZLUJV\YHNLWLVWSL[VYLHSPZL[OLYL PZHT\JOIPNNLY^VYSKV\[[OLYL PU[OL PUK\Z[Y `
Another bit of advice would also be work experience; it certainly helps to crystallise what 
P[PZ`V\^HU[[VKVHZHUPUKP]PK\HS
What does fashion mean to you?
0[OPURMHZOPVUPZVULVM[OLTVZ[]PIYHU[PUK\Z[YPLZ`V\JV\SKJVTLPU[V0[PZHSSHIV\[[OL
product, and the great thing about fashion is that it has no boundaries for talent, in terms 
VMHNLHUKNLUKLY¶HU`IVK`JHUTHRLP[HZSVUNHZ[OL`OH]L[HSLU[
In the current economic climate, what do you think makes a company resilient?
The management of a company has a huge sway over the future and I think if you have 
forward-thinking management that can anticipate or predict what the future might hold, 
[OH[PZ]LY`RL `:[YVUNIHSHUJLZOLL[ZHYLHSZVL_[YLTLS`PTWVY[HU[HUKWLVWSL[OH[JHU
PU[LYWYL[[OLJVUZ\TLY»Z[OV\NO[ZHZ\UKLYZ[HUKPUN[OLJ\Z[VTLY PZHIZVS\[LS`RL ` 0
think what people want to see from management is a clear sense of direction and how 
`V\HYLNVPUN[VKLHS^P[OPZZ\LZ0[LUK[V[HRLVIZ[HJSLZPUT`Z[YPKLILJH\ZLP[PZH
MHJ[VMYL[HPSPUN[OH[`V\HYLNVPUN[VMHJL[V\NO[PTLZ
What gives you hope for the future?
I am positive about the future; we have had two very tough years, but if you look at some 
VM[OLJVTTVKP[`WYPJLZ[OL`OH]LJVTLKV^U;OLNV]LYUTLU[PZKVPUNHNVVKQVI
KLHSPUN^P[OZVTLVM[OLKLÄJP[ZHUK[OLPZZ\L(ZHUH[PVU^LHYLHUH[PVUVMZOVWWLYZ
HUK^LHYLYLZPSPLU[*VUZ\TLYZOH]LILLUHSV[Z[YVUNLYV]LY[OLSHZ[TVU[OZ[OHU
WLVWSL[OV\NO[[OL`^V\SKIL
Words by Katie Handy-Beith
13
COOLHUNTING, 
T R E N D I N G 
AND FASHION 
FORECASTING - 
THE MANY FACES 
OF   PROVISIONAL 
RESEARCH
Marco Pedroni is a research fellow at the University of 
Bergamo and is also a collaborator at the fashion institute 
and research centre ModaCult/Università Cattolica of 
Milan. Pedroni specialises in sociology, carrying out 
several works into the coolhunting and fashion forecasting 
phenomenon, and through his research he has interviewed 
many coolhunters and trend forecasters who are currently 
working within the creative industries. In the past, Pedroni 
has published books and articles discussing the social 
contexts of fashion, the creative professions and culture. 
The following article is a summation of a more in-depth 
piece of work entitled Coolhunting: Genesis of a Heretical 
Professional Activity (Milan: FrancoAngeli, 2010), p.192.
MARCO PEDRONI
At the end of the 1960s, the fashion industry invented a new model of research known 
HZMHZOPVUMVYLJHZ[PUN;OPZUL^TL[OVKVMYLZLHYJOJVUZPZ[LKVM[OLWYLKPJ[PVUVMUL^
trends, taking into consideration the colours, materials and forms that consumers would 
I\` PU[V PU [OLZOVY[ [LYT;OL PU]LU[PVUVM MHZOPVU MVYLJHZ[PUN^HZHKPYLJ[ YLZ\S[VM
the industry’s transition from haute couture to prêt-à-porter, which went on to become 
YL]VS\[PVUHY`PU[LYTZVMIV[OWYVK\J[PVUHUKJVUZ\TW[PVU^P[OPU[OLÄLSKVMMHZOPVU
From the perspective of fashion brands, one of the most relevant aspects of the fashion 
forecasting process was the emerging demand for the prediction of future consumer 
[YLUKZ)YHUKZYLJVNUPZLK[OLVWWVY[\UP[`[V\ZL[OPZPUHJX\PYPUNHJVTWL[P[P]LLKNL
over their rivals, which eventually led to the structured activity of collecting information 
about the future directions of fashion, managed by the Bureaux de Style and embodied 
PU[YLUKIVVRZ0UYLJLU[[PTLZ[OPZHJ[P]P[`OHZVM[LUILLUYLMLYYLK[VHZºJVVSO\U[PUN»H
striking term which implies that trend research is an intuitive ‘hunt’ for the incipient signals 
PUMHZOPVU[OH[YLÅLJ[PUJVUZ\TLYZ»SPMLZ[`SLZ(UV[OLY^VYK\ZLK[VYLMLY[V[OPZHJ[P]P[`PZ
[YLUK^H[JOPUNHS[OV\NOTHU`V[OLY[LYTZHYLHSZV\ZLK
;OLTL[OVKZVM [OL ºJVVSO\U[LY» IYVRL [OLTV\SKVM [YHKP[PVUHSTHYRL[PUN [LJOUPX\LZ
during the 1990s by using ideas more in line with anthropology and sociology in an 
attempt to achieve full immersion into the lifestyle and consumption habits of its (mostly) 
`V\UN[HYNL[THYRL[;OLWYVMLZZPVUHSYVSLVM[OLJVVSO\U[LY^HZPU[LYWYL[LKI`ZVTLHZ
a signal that the rules of trend diffusion had been inverted: style and fashion would now 
ILMVY[OL` V\UN[OLZ\IJ\S[\YLZHUK[OLLMMLY]LZJLU[HYLHZ[VWYVK\JL6YPNPUH[PUNMYVT
the bottom of the fashion pyramid, style innovation would spread through to the highest 
ZVJPHSJSHZZLZ(JLSLIYH[VY`[HSLKLWPJ[Z[OLJVVSO\U[LYHZH`V\UNTHU[YH]LSSPUN[OL
world with his digital camera in hand, searching for cool images to send to customers 
HUK YLZLHYJO HNLUJPLZ :VTL KPZW\[L [OPZ ]PL^ VM H JVVSO\U[LY»Z YVSL HUK H\[OVYZ
such as Naomi Klein have described coolhunting as a myth, a frivolous activity in which 
the coolhunter exploits authentic subcultures in order to sell to brands and companies 
Z\NNLZ[P]LPUMVYTH[PVU[OH[OHZX\LZ[PVUHISLJVTTLYJPHS]HS\L
Exploring the topic from a historical perspective, we notice that coolhunting, on the one 
hand, is rooted in fashion forecasting, but on the other is characterised by a search for 
UV]LS[ `(IV]LHSSP[PZ[OLZOPM[PUNVMYLZLHYJOMYVTHUV]LYYPKPUNPU[LYLZ[PUMHZOPVUMHKZ
to socio-cultural trends that involve the fast changing wants, needs and imagination 
VM [OLJ\Z[VTLY 0U[LYLZ[PUNS`HUK PTWVY[HU[S ` [OL MHZOPVU MVYLJHZ[PUNTVKLSOHZUV^
extended to many branches of cultural production, which have become increasingly 
PU]VS]LKPU[OLJVUZ[HU[LMMVY[[VZWV[LTLYNPUN[YLUKZ
;VIL[[LY\UKLYZ[HUK[OPZ^LULLK[VSVVRPUHIP[TVYLKLW[OH[MHZOPVUMVYLJHZ[PUN
-YVT[OLVWLUPUNVM[OLÄYZ[H[tSPLYI`*OHYSLZ-YtKtYPJR>VY[OPU[V[OLÄYZ[:HSVU
du prêt-à-porter in Paris in 1957, fashion functioned according to a highly centralised 
TVKLS PU^OPJO[OL-YLUJOJHWP[HS^HZ[OLPUKPZW\[HISLºQL[LUNPUL»VMZ[`SL 0[^HZUV[
until the 1960s that the forecast of trends emerged as a necessity, when the birth of 
prêt-à-porter allied with fundamental shifts in youth culture and radically changed the 
MHJLVMMHZOPVU;OLPU[YVK\J[PVUVM[OLPUK\Z[YPHSWYVK\J[PVUVMJSV[OPUNNH]LIYHUKZ[OL
opportunity to develop their own lines of products, thereby abandoning the imitation 
of high-end fashion, and offering the public accessibly priced clothing in up-to-the-
15
TPU\[LZ[`SLZ(ZMHZOPVUJOHUNLKMHZOPVUKLZPNULYZZ[HY[LK[VJVW`PKLHZMYVT\YIHU
subcultures as they recognised the need to produce clothes in line with the trends that 
were emerging from the media and pop culture – or, as many love saying, ‘from the 
Z[YLL[»
From an industry point of view, the growing competition emphasised the need for brands 
to stay on top of market movements, giving rise to frenetic activity in an attempt to 
MVYLJHZ[[YLUKZ-HZOPVUMVYLJHZ[PUNILNHU[VMVJ\ZVU[^VHYLHZVMPU[LYLZ[;OLÄYZ[
inside the fashion industry, tried to identify lines and colours for new collections through 
HJVUZ[HU[KPHSVN\L^P[O[OLWYVK\J[PVUMHJ[VY`HUK[OLVIZLY]H[PVUVMJVTWL[P[VYZ;OL
second, outside the industry, looked at what was happening ‘on the street’ in the fashion 
aVULZH[[LTW[PUN[V\UKLYZ[HUKJOHUNLZPU[OLZ[`SLZVMJVUZ\TLYZ
It is now possible for us to make a distinction between fashion forecasting and 
JVVSO\U[PUN-HZOPVUMVYLJHZ[PUNPZHWYHJ[PJLVYPLU[LK[V^HYKZ[OLPU[LYUHS[YLUKZVM[OL
MHZOPVUZ`Z[LT^OLYLHZJVVSO\U[PUNYLZWVUKZ[VZVJPHS[YLUKZ0UYLHSP[ `[OPZ[OLVYL[PJHS
distinction is less than clear-cut and is the reason why a fashion company’s acceptance of 
the coolhunting process can range from the sourcing of external consultation to working 
MYVTKPYLJ[S`^P[OPU [OL MHZOPVUIYHUK ;OL MHZOPVU J`JSL PZ ]LY` MHZ[ HUKKLTHUKPUN
^OPJOWVZLZHWYVISLTMVYMHZOPVUIYHUKZ0M[OL`HYL[VWYV]PKLYHKPJHSUV]LS[PLZH[H
rhythm of every six months, then the industry has to chase after a continual recycling of 
Z[`SLZL]LUPMHSYLHK`ZLLU\WKH[LKYLPU[LYWYL[LKHUKYLPTHNPULK;OPZYLSLU[SLZZJ`JSL
PUL]P[HIS`SLK[V[OLULLK[VZ[\K`HUKHU[PJPWH[L[YLUKZ-HZOPVUOHZWYV]PKLKHTVKLS
of production and consumption that is today expanding into the ever-multiplying sectors 
VM[OLºJ\S[\YHSPUK\Z[Y`»-VYL_HTWSL[OLTHYRL[YLZLHYJOHNLUJPLZ[OH[\ZLJVVSO\U[PUN
(sometimes given different names like trendwatching or trendspotting) are based today 
on the interdependence between fashion and lifestyle, considering clothing as only a part 
of a more complex picture in which the consumer buys items less as a status symbol 
HUKTVYLHZH SPMLZ[`SLZ`TIVS 0U[OPZ^H `JVVSO\U[PUNHJX\PYLZHUL^MHJLTHRPUN
itself autonomous from the fashion sector: If the internal trend research of the fashion 
system is the job of the fashion designer, then the analysis of socio-cultural trends needs 
[VIL^PKLYHUKSLZZZLJ[VYZWLJPÄJ;OPZMVYTVMJVVSO\U[PUNMHYMYVT[OLZPTWSLHJ[P]P[`
VMYLZLHYJOPUNZ[`SPZ[PJKL[HPSZYLWYLZLU[ZHX\HSP[H[P]LYLZLHYJOHWWYVHJO[OH[SVVRZH[
socio-cultural images and analyses the evolution of the consumption experience with 
the commercial aim of translating it into creative ideas for the client or buyer, through 
[OL WYVK\J[PVU VM KLZJYPW[P]L YLWVY[Z JVUJLW[\HS THWZ HUK JSHZZPÄJH[PVUZ VM UL^
[YLUKWOLUVTLUH*VVSO\U[PUNVMMLYZ YLZLHYJO[LJOUPX\LZ¶Z[PSSKL]LSVWPUNHUK^P[O
little structure – with the ambition to have a rapid impact on transforming the world of 
JVUZ\TW[PVUH^VYSK[OH[PZILJVTPUNL]LYTVYLZ\IQLJ[[V[OLJ`JSPJHSSH^ZVMMHZOPVU
If we focus for a while on the geography of trends, we may ask ourselves if there is a 
risk that the activity of coolhunting is creating a homogenised world where trends are 
NSVIHSPZLKL]LY`VULSVVRZ[OLZHTLHUK^HU[Z[OLZHTL[OPUNZ0UV[OLY^VYKZKVLZ
the army of trend observers deployed in both acknowledged and emerging trend cities 
risk creating a cauldron of information that dilutes geographical and cultural differences? 
This contamination between styles and cultures could wind up creating a style that is 
YH[OLY\UPMVYTHUKNSVIHS
(UHS`ZPUN[OLHIV]LX\LZ[PVU^LJHUZLL[OH[VU[OLVULOHUKJVVSO\U[PUNPZVM[LU
accused of promoting a homogeneous sense of fashion taste and a globalisation of 
Z[`SLZ6U[OLV[OLYP[PZLTIYHJLKLU[O\ZPHZ[PJHSS`HZHUV]LY[\YUPUNVM[OLº[YPJRSLKV^U»
trend diffusion model, giving power back to the consumer, and to the styles and fashion 
JYLH[LKI`[OVZLH[[OLIV[[VTVM[OLMHZOPVUZ`Z[LTW`YHTPK(IHSHUJLK]PL^VM[OL
X\LZ[PVUZ\NNLZ[ZHTVYLHY[PJ\SH[L]LYZPVUVM[OLZJLUHYPV!JVVSO\U[LYZHYLUL^WSH`LYZ
in the industry who set out to identify stylistic trends and ideas from every corner of the 
globe, regardless of the ‘geography of fashion’, the symbolic power of fashion capitals 
and the cyclical nature of style: identifying a trend in Moscow or Cape Town does not 
H\[VTH[PJHSS`THRL[OVZLJP[PLZPU[VUL^JLU[YLZVMPUÅ\LUJL9H[OLYP[TLHUZ[OH[[OL
ZV\YJLZVM[YLUKPUZWPYH[PVUHYLT\S[PWSPLK;OLKL]LSVWTLU[HUK[YHUZMVYTH[PVUVM[OPZ
inspiration into product lines is still a highly structured system, and the creative industrial 
structure of cities such as Paris, London, New York and Milan means that they are much 
IL[[LYWYLWHYLK[VYLZWVUK[VUL^[YLUKZ5L^JP[PLZLU[LYPUN[OLNSVIHSMHZOPVUTHYRL[
VM[LUÄUK[OLTZLS]LZWSH`PUN[OLYVSLVMJOHZLYZW\YZ\PUN[OLZ[`SLVMMHZOPVUJHWP[HSZ
HUK[O\ZYLUKLYPUN[OLNLVNYHWO`VMZ[`SLHUKMHZOPVUT\JOTVYLK`UHTPJ
:V MHY 0OH]L\ZLKJVVSO\U[PUNHUK[YLUK^H[JOPUNHZ PU[LYJOHUNLHISL^VYKZ-PUHSS `
I would like to explain why, in my view, the former is the most powerful description of 
[OLWOLUVTLUVU;OPZPZWYPTHYPS`K\L[V[OLZLTHU[PJYPJOULZZVM[OL^VYKºJVVSULZZ»
[OH[ PZ [OL Z\IQLJ[ VM [OL O\U[ ;OL ZVJPHSS` JVUZ[Y\J[LK ZLHYJO MVY ºH\[OLU[PJP[`» HZ
something to be sought after and valued is common to both mainstream and alternative 
JVUZ\TLYZ;OLYVSLVM [OLJVVSO\U[LYHZ PUKPJH[LK PU [OLUHTLOHZ[VKV^P[O [OL
ZLHYJOMVYºJVVSULZZ»HUPU[HUNPISLX\HSP[`[OH[ZPT\S[HULV\ZS`YLWYLZLU[ZHUPUKP]PK\HS»Z
preference, but also an ‘aesthetic for managing economic power’ and the ethics of late 
JHWP[HSPZTHZ7V\U[HPUHUK9VIPUZWVPU[LKV\[
However, what are the distinctive characteristics of coolness? And what are the elements 
[OH[THRLHWLYZVUHUVIQLJ[VYHSPMLZ[`SLºJVVS»&0UT`VWPUPVU^LJHUSPZ[H[SLHZ[Ä]L!
authenticity, self-expression, the search for novelty, empowerment and adaptability to 
JOHUNPUNZP[\H[PVUZ/H]PUNZHPK[OH[JVVSULZZVM[LUTHUPMLZ[Z P[ZLSM PU [OLJVU[L_[VM
consumer behaviour, where the ‘cool’ demonstrate their mastery of social context and 
their ability to feel appropriate to the current situation through self-expression and in how 
[OL`WYLZLU[[OLTZLS]LZ[V[OL^VYSK
º*VVSULZZ»[O\ZILJVTLZHNVHS^OPJOPZZ\IQLJ[[VHÄLYJLS`JVTWL[P[P]LNHTLHTVUN
WSH`LYZ^ OVH[PUK\Z[Y`SL]LS^ PZO[V[HRLJVU[YVSVM[OLKLÄUP[PVUVMJVVSULZZHZZVJPH[PUN
P[ ^P[O ZWLJPÄJ IYHUKZ THYRL[HISL WYVK\J[Z HUK ZLY]PJLZ HUK VU [OL JVUZ\TW[PVU
side look for visible ways to express their cool attitude, or, more accurately, their 
ºJVVSULZZJHWP[HS»;OPZNHTLOHZPUJYLKPIS`OPNOZ[HRLZHUKUV[VUS` PU P[ZLJVUVTPJ
JVUZLX\LUJLZ;OLKYP]L[VIHW[PZLJVVS SPMLZ[`SLZHUKJVUZ\TLYNVVKZOHZH SV[ [V
do with the power to categorise which, in the words of the French sociologist Pierre 
Bourdieu, involves a ‘struggle for the monopoly of the legitimate representation of the 
ZVJPHS ^VYSK» *VVSO\U[PUN [VKH` PZ H JVTWSL_ ÄLSK WVW\SH[LK I` [OYLL JH[LNVYPLZ VM
WSH`LYZHSSJVU[LUKPUNMVYHZ[HRLPUHTHYRL[^ P[OO\NLLJVUVTPJ]HS\L-HZOPVUPUK\Z[Y`
insiders, research agencies and freelance ‘coolhunters’ mediate between production 
HUKJVUZ\TW[PVUHUKHYLHSSºJ\S[\YHSPU[LYTLKPHYPLZ»^ P[O[OLWV^LY[VKLÄUL^ OH[PZHUK
what is not) ‘cool’, dominating and guiding the tastes and choices of particular groups 
VMJVUZ\TLYZ
Words by Marco Pedroni
Edited by Emma Rehling
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HASAN HEJAZI
Since graduating, up-and-coming womenswear designer Hasan Hejazi has 
HSYLHK`HJOPL]LKH [YLTLUKV\ZHTV\U[HUKZOV^ZUVZPNUZVMZSV^PUNKV^U
Hasan graduated two years ago from The London College of Fashion with a 
THZ[LY»ZPU-HZOPVU+LZPNU/PZNYHK\H[LJVSSLJ[PVUJVUZPZ[LKVMNSHTVYV\ZHUK
powerful evening gowns that combined decadent luxurious fabrics with an indigo 
JVSV\YWHSL[[L ;OLJVSSLJ[PVU^HZ ZOV^JHZLKH[ [OL=(HUKZVVUHM[LY^HZ
ZLSLJ[LKHUKZ[VJRLKPU/HYYVKZHZWHY[VM[OLº/HYYVKZ3H\UJOLZ»PUP[PH[P]L¸4`
ÄYZ[JVSSLJ[PVUNV[WPJRLKI`/HYYVKZHUKP[ZVSKYLHSS`^LSS^OPJO^HZHTHaPUN¹
Growing up, Hasan had a keen interest in fashion design and at a young age he 
Photography by Katie Handy-Beith
Photography Courtesy of Neil Francis Dawson
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;OL /HZHU /LQHaP ^VTHU PZ JVUÄKLU[ M\U HUK ZL_ ` /HZHU
discusses with Third Floor his opinion on the fashion industry 
HUKOV^[VYLTHPUWVZP[P]LPU[OPZKPMÄJ\S[JSPTH[L
ILNHUL_WLYPTLU[PUNI`ZRL[JOPUNKYLZZLZ ¸>OLU 0^HZ YLHSS` `V\UN 0 Z[HY[LK
KLZPNUPUN^LKKPUNKYLZZLZMVYT`T\T:OL^HZHSYLHK`THYYPLK[OV\NOZV0»T
UV[[VVZ\YL^O`0KPK[OH[¹/HZHU»ZWHZZPVUMVYKYLZZLZZ[PSSPUÅ\LUJLZ[OLTHPU
body of his work today, with his signature luxury gowns and dresses accounting 
MVY[OLTHQVYP[`VMOPZKLZPNUZ
When it comes to fashion design, Hasan has always been persistent and 
determined: he applied to study at Manchester University and, after being knocked 
[OLÄYZ[[PTLOLW\YZ\LKOPZKYLHTHUKH`LHY SH[LY^HZÄUHSS`HJJLW[LK(M[LY
graduating from Manchester University, his talent was recognised by London 
College of Fashion and he secured a place on their master’s Fashion Design 
JV\YZL
Hasan’s design aesthetic combines luxury garments with a fresh sporty edge, 
and for him the strong relationship between celebrities and his brand is extremely 
PTWVY[HU[>OLUKLZPNUPUN/HZHUOHZILLURUV^U[VUHTLOPZKYLZZLZHM[LY
[OLJLSLIYP[PLZ[OL`OH]LILLUPUZWPYLKI`!¸6ULVM[OLTVZ[PUZWPYH[PVUHS^VTLU
to me is Madonna, so I named one of the dresses M because I didn’t want to 
IL [VVVI]PV\ZHIV\[ P[¹(UV[OLYKYLZZ [OL º2`SPL»^HZUH]`HUKJOPMMVUHUK
PTTLKPH[LS`/HZHU[OV\NO[P[^V\SKZ\P[[OLJLSLIYP[`!¸0MV\UK[OLLTHPSHKKYLZZ
MVY2`SPL»ZZ[`SPZ[>PSSPHT)HRLYHUKOLZHPK[OL`SV]LK[OLJVSSLJ[PVUHUKHÄ[[PUN
^P[O2`SPL^HZHYYHUNLK<UMVY[\UH[LS `2`SPL^HZU»[]LY`^LSSZV[OLÄ[[PUNKPKU»[NV
HZ^LSSHZWSHUULK/V^L]LY[OL`[VSKTLZOL[YPLKVUVULKYLZZ^OPJOZOLMLSS
in love with and it turned out to be the dress I named after her, before she even 
RUL^^OH[P[^HZJHSSLK¹
Kylie Minogue, Marina and the Diamonds, Fergie from The Black Eyed Peas and, 
TVYLYLJLU[S `1LZZPL1OH]LWYL]PV\ZS`^VYU/HZHU»ZKLZPNUZ/PZNHYTLU[ZOH]L
graced the pages of Dazed and Confused, Tank and Vogue India, and the highly 
respected photographer Rankin shot his Spring/Summer 2011 collection look 
IVVR :JV[[ *SHYR [OL Z[`SPZ[ MVY 4HYPUH HUK [OL +PHTVUKZ JVU[HJ[LK /HZHU
HIV\[4HYPUH^LHYPUNVULVMOPZKLZPNUZMVY[OL54,T\ZPJH^HYKZ/HZHUHUK
:JV[[I\PS[\WHZ[YVUN^VYRPUN YLSH[PVUZOPW:JV[[HSZVOHWWLULK[V^VYRHZH
Z[`SPZ[MVY9HURPU»ZZOVV[Z!¸0[HSSJHTLHIV\[MYVTJVUULJ[PVUZHUKOLSV]LK^OH[
0KPK0MV\UKT`ZLSMJVTWSL[LS`Z[HYZ[Y\JRI`OPT¹
>OLU[HSRPUNHIV\[OPZ[`WPJHSJ\Z[VTLY/HZHUKLZJYPILZOLYHZ!¸(^VTHU^OV
PZZ\YLHIV\[^OVZOL PZ:OL PZWV^LYM\SI\[ZVTL[PTLZZOLTPNO[ MLLSTVYL
WV^LYM\SI`W\[[PUNVUVULVMT`KYLZZLZ0NL[PUZWPYLKI`SV[ZVMKPMMLYLU[[`WLZ
VM^VTLU¹-VYOPZZLJVUKJVSSLJ[PVU/HZHUKLJPKLK[VUHTLOPZKYLZZLZHM[LY
Illustration courtesy of Hasan Hejazi
^VTLU[OH[OLOHZMV\UKPUZWPYH[PVUHS[OYV\NOV\[OPZSPML¸:VTL[PTLZ0^PSSKLZPNU
a dress and I think it would suit a certain celebrity or musician so for my second 
JVSSLJ[PVU0KLJPKLK[VUHTLHSSVMT`KYLZZLZ¹+\YPUN[OLKLZPNUWYVJLZZJVSV\YZ
HZMVYHU`KLZPNULYHYLL_[YLTLS`PTWVY[HU[MVY[OL[HSLU[LK/HZHU0[^HZHM[LYOPZ
graduate collection that he made the decision to include pink in every collection, 
HUKP[PZUV^LZ[HISPZOLKHZOPZ[YHKLTHYRJVSV\Y¸:VTLIVK`VUJL^YV[L[OH[
=HSLU[PUVOHZOPZYLKHUK0OH]LT`WPUR7PURJHUILYLHSS`M\UHUKZL_ `HUK[OLU
YLHSS`ZVWOPZ[PJH[LKH[[OLZHTL[PTL3HZ[ZLHZVUL]LUPMHKYLZZ^HZ^OP[LVY
NYLLU[OLSPUPUN^HZHS^H`ZIYPNO[WPUR"P[PZT`[YHKLTHYRJVSV\Y¹
Despite the current economic climate, Hasan remains optimistic and has a 
WVZP[P]LTPUKZL[^ OLUP[JVTLZ[VKLZPNUPUN¸ ;VILJYLH[P]LKVLZU»[JVZ[TVUL`"
I love sketching and will happily sit and sketch away, although it can often be 
KPZOLHY[LUPUN RUV^PUN ZVTL KLZPNUZ TPNO[ UV[ NL[ THKL¹ 6MMLYPUN HK]PJL [V
[OVZLZ[HY[PUNV\[PU[OLMHZOPVUPUK\Z[Y `/HZHUZ[H[LZ!¸0M`V\OH]LU»[NV[WHZZPVU
and designing isn’t something that excites you every minute of the day, I would say 
NP]L\WUV ^¹/V^L]LYOHYZOHYLHSP[`[OPZTH`ZLLT/HZHU»ZWHZZPVUMVYMHZOPVU
KLZPNUOHZOHKHO\NLPTWHJ[VU[OLZ\JJLZZOLJVU[PU\LZ[VOH]L[VKH `¸;OL
MHJ[[OH[0SV]LKLZPNUPUNZVT\JOOLSWZTLZ[H`WVZP[P]LHUKL_JP[LK¹>P[OYLN\SHY
celebrity commissions and private consultancies coming in thick and fast, Hasan 
has made the decision to go against the grain, taking a couple of seasons out to 
KLZPNU^OH[OL^HU[ZHUK^OLUOL^HU[Z
Words by Katie Handy-Beith
SOMEBODY ONCE 
WROTE  THAT VALENTINO 
HAS HIS RED AND  I 
HAVE MY PINK. 
“
“
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Black sheer body from Miss Selfridge; Spiked shoulder pads by Nikita Karizma; Black cubic zirconia ring by Vamp London; Pleated maxi skirt by Anne Jeanne
Photography by Jennifer Frazer; Styling by Sophie Hawkes
S
Opposite Page: Lace black crop top from River Island; Pleated black skirt by Jaida Hay; Black leather belt from Topshop
This Page: Black sheer body from Miss Selfridge; Trousers from Aqua by Aqua; Black cubic zirconia ring by Vamp London; Chunky heeled shoe boots from Topshop
Black sheer body Stylist’s Own; Cigarette trousers by Corrie Nielson; Leather spiked necklace from Topman; Studded metal earring and black court shoes from Topshop; Mask by Vamp London
This Page: Black sheer cut out dress from Miss Selfridge; Black body Stylist’s Own; Buckled black leather belt, wire cuff bracelet, studded metal earring and black court shoes from Topshop
Opposite Page: Black lace top from H&M; Leather spiked necklace from Topman; Black turned up trousers by Jaida Hay; Socks by Calzedonia; Shoes by Underground London
Model: Stephanie Tanner; Hair & Make up:Tasha B Harris & Danielle Batey; Photography Assistant: Sam A B Vaughan; Fashion Assistant: Kiera Liberati
THE VISION 
BEHIND   THE 
VISION
With the current economic climate in the state that it is, people are 
becoming even more careful with how they spend their money. 
Brands are now using visual merchandising such as window 
displays and in store point of sales, brands have the opportunity 
to entice more customers to part with their cash.
=PZ\HSTLYJOHUKPZPUNWSH`ZHO\NLYVSL PU[LYTZVMHU PUZ[VYLYL[HPSL_WLYPLUJL
6YPNPUHSS` RUV^U HZ^PUKV^KYLZZLYZ [OLWLVWSL^OVJYLH[LK ZOVW^PUKV^Z
were often unseen, but behind the scenes they were there, busy creating 
PUZWPYH[PVUHSL`LJH[JOPUN^VYRZVMHY[;VKH` [OL YVSLVMH]PZ\HSTLYJOHUKPZLY
PZHT\JOZV\NO[HM[LYWVZP[PVU^P[OPU[OLMHZOPVUYL[HPSPUK\Z[Y `;OLJYLH[P]LYVSL
of visual merchandising provides the opportunity to be creative and imaginative 
^OPSZ[ HZZPZ[PUN [OLWYVJLZZVM I\PSKPUN HIYHUK»Z PKLU[P[ ` =PZ\HSTLYJOHUKPZPUN
is essentially a method used to increase sales and to ensure that customers 
YLJLP]LHWVZP[P]LHUKTLTVYHISLYL[HPSL_WLYPLUJL(^LSSKYLZZLK^PUKV^JHU
subconsciously entice customers into a store and provides an effective advertising 
[VVS MVY [OL YL[HPSLY PU JYLH[PUN IYHUK H^HYLULZZ >OH[ PZ P[ [OH[ THRLZ ]PZ\HS
merchandising such an important part of the retail experience for consumers?
Consumer psychology has great value when considering the role of visual 
merchandising, also known as the ‘silent salesman’; the way that a product is 
KPZWSH`LK ^PSS KPYLJ[S` HMMLJ[ ZHSLZ :OVWWLYZ TPNO[ UV[ YLHSPZL [V ^OH[ L_[LU[
[OL` HYL HMMLJ[LK I` ]PZ\HS TLYJOHUKPZPUN I\[ \UKV\I[LKS` KPZWSH` [LJOUPX\LZ
greatly impact on the store atmosphere, ambience and the buying decisions that 
[OL`L]LU[\HSS`THRL;VKH`^PUKV^KPZWSH`ZHYLVM[LUHUL`LJH[JOPUNWPLJLVM
HY[^VYRHZ^LSSHZHTL[OVKVMKPZWSH`PUNTLYJOHUKPZLHUKWYVTV[PUN[OLZ[VYL
In 2011, Barney’s, the luxury department store in New York, collaborated with 
ZPUNLY3HK`.HNH[VJYLH[LH3HK`.HNHPUZWPYLKYHUNLVMNPM[Z;VHJJVTWHU`
and aid in promoting the merchandise, they created a series of innovative and 
HY[PZ[PJ ^PUKV^ KPZWSH`Z 6UL ^PUKV^ KPZWSH ` LU[P[SLK º3HK` .HNH»Z )V\KVPY»
ÄSSLK[OL^PUKV^ZWHJL^P[OHILH\[PM\SS`JYHM[LK)HYVX\LZ[`SLZL[)HYUL`»ZHSZV
infused digital technology within their window displays for the collection, with one 
^PUKV^ZOV^PUNHUPU[LYHJ[P]L]PKLVVM[OLHY[PZ[
6M[LU OPNOS` WYLZ[PNPV\Z KLWHY[TLU[ Z[VYLZ HYL [OL SLHKPUN PUUV]H[VYZ PU ]PZ\HS
merchandising, with eye-catching window displays and the huge array of window 
ZWHJLHUKTLYJOHUKPZL[OL`OH]L[V^VYR^P[O:LSMYPKNLZ PZRUV^UHZVULVM
[OL TVZ[ PUÅ\LU[PHS [YLUKZL[[LYZ PU [OL ÄLSK VM ]PZ\HS TLYJOHUKPZPUN 0[Z ÅHNZOPW
Z[VYLPU6_MVYK:[YLL[PZ^LSSRUV^UMVYP[ZZ[YPRPUNHUKH[[LU[PVUNYHIIPUN^PUKV^Z
Selfridges revolutionised the world of visual merchandising when it started leaving 
[OL ^PUKV^ SPNO[Z VU ^OLU [OL Z[VYL ^HZ JSVZLK 0U 1\S`    3V\PZ )SLYPV[
MHTV\ZS` ILJHTL [OL ÄYZ[ H]PH[VY [V Å` V]LY^H[LY HUK^P[OPU OV\YZ:LSMYPKNLZ
HYYHUNLK MVY [OL WSHUL [OH[ )SLYPV[ ÅL^ [V IL ZLU[ [V [OL 3VUKVU Z[VYL [V IL
L_OPIP[LK;OLWSHULZWLU[MV\YKH`ZH[[OLZ[VYLHUKZ[HNNLYPUNPUNS`V]LY
people visited, making it a very exciting time for the retail environment in general 
HUK:LSMYPKNLZPUWHY[PJ\SHY
>PUKV^KPZWSH`ZHYLX\P[LVM[LUÄSSLK^P[OZLHZVUHSWYVK\J[ZHUK[OLTLZ[OH[HPT
to not only promote the store but also remind passers-by of upcoming events, such 
HZ=HSLU[PUL»Z+H `,HZ[LYVY*OYPZ[THZ7YPU[LTWZ[OL7HYPZPHUKLWHY[TLU[Z[VYL
showcased a beautifully crafted winter wonderland-themed window display for 
Christmas 2011, which was injected with a dose of humour, displaying countless 
TPUP]LYZPVUZVM*OHULSKLZPNULY2HYS3HNLYMLSK;OLTLZTLYPZPUNKPZWSH`ZOV^Z
how window displays can still be interesting and eye-catching when following a 
ZLHZVUHSWH[[LYU
Words and Photography by Katie Handy-Beith
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Lecturer and chief expert in visual merchandising, Jonathan 
Baker makes a huge impact on the visual merchandising industry 
and with his work and passion for visual merchandising he has 
the opportunity to travel the world, analysing the malls of Dubai 
to the luxury stores in Paris and New York.
1VUH[OHU)HRLY PZHTHUVMTHU`[HSLU[Z/LPZJ\YYLU[S`[OLJV\YZLKPYLJ[VYVM
Visual Merchandising at the prestigious London College of Fashion, a position he 
OHZOLSKMVYV]LY`LHYZ/LPZHSZV[OLMV\UKLYVM[OLWVW\SHYISVN9L[HPS:[VYL
>PUKV^Z^OPJOOHZILLUSP]LMVYHSTVZ[[OYLL`LHYZ(Z^LSSHZ[OPZ1VUH[OHUPZ
also a freelance consultant and has worked for clients such as Dubai Duty Free at 
Dubai International Airport and Timberland (USA) and is chief world expert in Visual 
4LYJOHUKPZPUNMVY>VYK:RPSSZ
1VUH[OHU»ZÄYZ[KLNYLL^HZ PU 0U[LYPVY+LZPNUHWHZZPVU^OPJOOHZ MLK PU[VOPZ
PU[LYLZ[PU]PZ\HSTLYJOHUKPZPUN/L[OLU^ LU[VU[VKVHTHZ[LY»ZKLNYLLPU(Y[HUK
(YJOP[LJ[\YL>OPSZ[^VYRPUNH[;VWZOVWPU6_MVYK*PYJ\Z1VUH[OHUMV\UKOPZSV]L
MVY]PZ\HSTLYJOHUKPZPUN!¸0JHTLHJYVZZ^PUKV^KPZWSH`ZHUKQ\Z[^HU[LK[V[Y`P[
HUKHWWS`T`KLZPNUZRPSSZ^OLYL0JV\SK¹1VUH[OHU[OLUZLJ\YLKHQVIH[(YJHKPH
OLHKVMÄJLHUK^ HZ^ VYRPUNMVYLPNO[VM[OLPYIYHUKZVU^ PUKV^KPZWSH`Z0U
Jonathan was approached by University of the Arts, London about teaching and, 
OH]PUNHSYLHK`NHPULKOPZWVZ[NYHK\H[LJLY[PÄJH[LPULK\JH[PVU7.*,P[ZLLTLK
JONATHAN BAKE
SPRLHWLYMLJ[PKLH¸0[^HZUV[ZVTL[OPUN0^HU[LK[VKVMYVTH`V\UNHNLI\[[OLUHNHPU
0^HZUL]LYNVPUN[VILHÄYLTHU¹
You are currently the course director at London College of Fashion, a chief expert 
in visual merchandising and, to top it off, a design external examiner; where do you 
ÄUK[PTLMVY`V\YZLSM&
I love what I do and am really passionate about my industry and subject area, I couldn’t not 
KV^OH[0KV[OPZPZT`[PTLMVYT`ZLSM0OH]L[VKVZVTL[OPUNJYLH[P]LL]LY`ZPUNSLKH`
VY0^V\SKNVTHK,]LU[OV\NO0OH]LHSV[VMYVSLZ0YLHSS`LUQV`HSS[OH[0KV0NL[[V[YH]LS
HSV[HZ^LSS^OPJOPZNYLH[0[PZMHU[HZ[PJILJH\ZLP[PZ[OLWH`IHJRMVYHSS[OLOHYK^VYR0
have to do, all the long nights,working through my weekends and walking the streets in 
[OLTPKKSLVM[OLUPNO[[VNH[OLYPU]PZ\HSYLZV\YJLZMYVT^OLYL]LY0ÄUKT`ZLSMPU[OL^VYSK
^OH[L]LY[OL^LH[OLY4`ISVNNLULYH[LZHSV[VMPU[LYLZ[ZVMYVT[OPZ0»]LILLU^VYRPUN
in New York, Amsterdam, Paris, Dubai, China, Germany, Sweden and of course here in 
3VUKVUT`LK\JH[PVUHUKL_WLYPLUJLOHZVWLULKHSV[VMKVVYZ
When you started your blog, did you expect it to become as popular as it did?
No not at all; I started my blog mainly because nobody was actually talking about the 
PUK\Z[Y`HUKUVIVK`OHKH]VPJLVYZ[HUK\WHUKZH`HU`[OPUNLP[OLY([ [OL [PTL^L
were going through a recession, I have seen about three recessions, and every time it 
OHWWLUZ[OL]PZ\HSTLYJOHUKPZLYZHYLMVYZVTLYLHZVUHS^H`Z[OLÄYZ[[VNV4`ISVN
was really a voice to say ‘hang on a minute this is wrong, they should be the key people in 
`V\YJVTWHU`»:VTLIVK`OHK[VZ[HUK\WHUKZH`P[ILJH\ZLHZ0HTULP[OLYHZ\WWSPLY
to the industry nor a retailer I was in an ideal position to be able to write whatever I thought 
through my blog and while I never intentionally intend to offend anybody I do tend to tell 
P[SPRLP[PZ(M[LYHSSYL[HPSLYZYLS`VU\ZHZJ\Z[VTLYZ[VZWLUKV\YTVUL`ZV^O`ZOV\SK
we accept poor vision standards? Although Visual Merchandising education is still on the 
WLYPWOLY`VMV\YPUK\Z[Y`P[PZZ[PSS]LY`T\JOHWHY[VMP[;OPZNH]LTL[OLVWWVY[\UP[`[V^ YP[L
HIV\[^OH[0YLHSS`[OV\NO[HIV\[[OLPUK\Z[Y`HZUVVULLSZLZLLTLKWYLWHYLK[VKVP[0
HTX\P[LJYP[PJHSHIV\[ZVTLIYHUKZVU[OLOPNOZ[YLL[I\[LX\HSS`SH]PZOWYHPZLVUV[OLYZ
^OVJSLHYS`NL[P[ºYPNO[»(ZHYLZ\S[VM[OPZIYHUKZUV^HJ[\HSS`JVU[HJ[TL[VILPUJS\KLK
HUK HJ[\HSS` ZLLT H SP[[SL VMMLUKLK PM 0 OH]LU»[ 4` VYPNPUHS [OPURPUN ^HZ [OH[ PM JYLH[P]L
directors couldn’t achieve what the brand wanted on their small budgets that they were 
given, and many clearly couldn’t, then by being critical of various brands, those creative 
KPYLJ[VYZ^LYLHISL[VSL]LY[OLPYPUÅ\LUJL[VNL[TVYLÄUHUJPHSPUW\[[OYV\NO[OL\ZLVM[OL
ISVN0HTVM[LUHZRLKI`JYLH[P]LKPYLJ[VYZ[VYL]PL^[OLPYZJOLTLZWHY[PJ\SHYS`^OLU[OL`
OH]LHKPMÄJ\S[*,6[VJVU]PUJL[OH[^OH[[OL`HYLKVPUNPZYPNO[[VSH]PZOWYHPZLVU[OLPY
ZJOLTLZPUVYKLY[VNL[[OLPYJYLH[P]L]PZPVUPUWSHJL;OLISVNPZZPTWS`HUV[OLY]VPJLHUK
ISVNNPUNLZZLU[PHSS`PZQ\Z[HIV\[PUÅ\LUJL
Is there a brand or designer that stands out to you when it comes to an innovative 
approach to visual merchandising?
6ULVM [OL SLHKPUNIYHUKZ PU ]PZ\HSTLYJOHUKPZPUNH[ [OLTVTLU[ PZ3V\PZ=\P[[VU" [OL
displays they have in their London, Paris and New York Maison’a and also what they roll 
V\[NSVIHSS` PZVMHWOLUVTLUHSS`OPNOZ[HUKHYK3V\PZ=\P[[VU^PSSWPJRH [OLTL MVY [OLPY
Z[VYL^PUKV^ZHUKYLHSS`^VYR^P[OP[:LSMYPKNLZ)LYNKVYM.VVKTHU)HYUL`»ZHUK/HY]L`
5PJOVSZ HYLHSZV MHU[HZ[PJ HUKHYL ]LY`T\JO SLHKPUN [OL^H `:LSMYPKNLZ YLHSS`WPJR\W
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Photography by Katie Handy-Beith
You carried out a forecast for the future of VM in 2020, where you collated opinions 
from various designers, bloggers, visual merchandisers and industry suppliers to 
see their predictions. In conclusion to this, what do you see for the future of VM?
0[PZYLHSS`KPMÄJ\S[[VWYLKPJ[HJJ\YH[LS`^OH[^L[OPUR^PSSOHWWLUPUHUK^LJHUVUS`
YLHSS`N\LZZH[P[0JHUVUS`THRLNLULYHSHZZ\TW[PVUZIHZLKVU^OH[PZOHWWLUPUNYPNO[
now, although these can only ever be like reading your horoscope which are so general 
[OH[[OL`JHU»[OLSWI\[JVTL[Y\L;OH[ZHPKHUKSVVRPUNPU[VT`JY`Z[HSIHSS0[OPUR[OH[
we will see a lot more digital technology within retail through the use of new technology 
[OH[^LUL]LY [OV\NO[^V\SKILWVZZPISL 0U MHJ[ZVTLVM P[HJ[\HSS`HSYLHK`L_PZ[ZHUK
being used within window displays, such as augmented reality and this will have a massive 
PTWHJ[ VU ]PZ\HS TLYJOHUKPZPUN 0[ PZ HSZV PTWVY[HU[ 0 ILSPL]L [V YLPU]LU[ VY JVU[PU\HSS`
YLKLÄUL^OH[^L[OPURVMHZ]PZ\HSTLYJOHUKPZPUN0MMVYL_HTWSL^LSVVRH[[OLMYVU[VMH
newspaper, we see the brand logo at the top, you have a main photograph as your store 
window, you have your strap line and so on, so that even a newspaper or magazine can 
be seen as visual merchandising although these may no longer exist in their same format 
HZ[OL`KVUV ^>LTH`ZLLS\_\Y`IYHUKZYLHJOPUNV\[[V\ZPUUL^S`KLÄULKWVW\W
versions of their brands at the end of our own streets and we could be using technology 
^OPJO^HZVUS`L]LY MHU[HZ`\W\U[PS [OH[WVPU[)YHUKZTH`IYHUJOV\[ PU[VWYL]PV\ZS`
\URUV^U [LYYP[VY` Z\JOHZLK\JH[PVU^LKKPUNZHUK M\ULYHSZ*HU `V\ PTHNLH 3V\PZ
=\P[[VU<UP]LYZP[`&(=LYZHJL^LKKPUN&6YH.\JJPM\ULYHS&:P[LZZ\JOHZ@V\;\IL^OV
have made pop stars and celebrities out of previously unknown people is still relatively in its 
infancy with regards to Visual Merchandising so who can tell what opportunities may exist 
[OH[HYL`L[[VILL_WSVYLK<S[PTH[LS`0OVWLP[JVU[PU\LZ[VILM\U
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VU [OLÄULHY[ [YLUKZHUKLTLYNPUNHY[PZ[Z PU)YP[HPUHUK [OL`OH]LHU PUJYLKPISLUPJOL
Z[`SL3V\PZ=\P[[VUHUK)LYNKVYM.VVKTHUJVUZPZ[LU[S`KVHTHaPUNKPZWSH`Z"[OPZPZ=PZ\HS
4LYJOHUKPZPUNH[P[ZTVZ[ZWLJ[HJ\SHY
Do you think there was a turning point for visual merchandising?
@LZ0KV"\W\U[PS [OLLHYS`UPUL[PLZ P[^HZW\YLS`RUV^UHZ^PUKV^KPZWSH `;OPUNZ^LYL
YLHSS`JYLH[P]LHUK[OLYL^LYLSV[ZVMJYLH[P]L[LHTZ)YHUKZ^LYLWYVK\JPUNZVTLYLHSS`
creative ideas and heavy weights such as Salvador Dali, Andy Warhol and even Vincente 
4PUULSSP ^LYL PU]VS]LK +\YPUN [OL SHZ[ YLJLZZPVU L]LY`[OPUN ^LU[ JVYWVYH[L HUK [OH[»Z
^OLYL[OLJYLH[P]P[`^HZ[OLUJY\ZOLKZV[OH[L]LY`^PUKV^SVVRZ[OLZHTL>OH[^L
are starting to see now is brands that will have their corporate look but then have some 
Z[VYLZWHY[PJ\SHYS`ÅHNZOPWZ[VYLZ^OPJO^PSSOH]LHZSPNO[S`KPMMLYLU[ZJOLTLVYZ\IIYHUKZ
^P[OKPMMLYLU[PKLU[P[PLZ
With the current economic climate, people are becoming more careful about how 
they spend their money. What do you think brands can do to overcome this and 
YLTHPUWYVÄ[HISL[VKH`&
By constantly making things desirable, research tells us that it takes a few seconds to 
entice a customer into a store, so from a VM point of view it is important to make sure 
[OLWYVK\J[PZKLZPYHISLHUK[OH[[OLJ\Z[VTLY^HU[ZP[)LPUNHISL[V[\YU[OPUNZHYV\UK
X\PJRS` PZRL`¶(:6:HYLNYLH[H[KVPUN[OPZ¶[OL SL]LSVMZLY]PJL[OH[TLHUZ[OH[`V\
can buy a product and then send it back in the same day-incredible! The future will be 
]LY`T\JOZLY]PJLVYPLU[H[LK>P[OL]LY`VULZWLUKPUNZVT\JO[PTLVUZVJPHSTLKPHI\[
not actually interacting personally, what we are now beginning to experience in retail are 
J\Z[VTLYZ^HU[PUNZVTLMVYTVMWLYZVUHSPU[LYHJ[PVU4HU`WLVWSL^PSSUV^ZWLUKOV\YZ
^P[OPUS\_\Y`Z[VYLZVY PUKLWLUKLU[YL[HPSLYZ^P[OV\[L]LYI\`PUNHU`[OPUNQ\Z[[VM\SÄS[OLPY
ULLKMVYJVTWHU `:VTLZ[VYLZUV^L]LUNVHZMHYHZOPYPUNºWYVWZ»Z\JOHZJHYZHUK
clothes to view luxury homes that they will never be able to afford, just to live the fantasy of 
SP]PUNPUZ\JOWSHJLZL]LUQ\Z[TVTLU[HYPS `
As previously mentioned, you travel a lot with your work; if you could choose 
one city in the world, where would you say is the most inspiring in terms of visual 
merchandising?
I live in it, London! Sometimes I think it is a shame I am from here, because I always wish I 
^HZJVTPUNHZH]PZP[VYW\YLS`ILJH\ZLP[PZZVL_JP[PUN;VILIHZLKYPNO[VU6_MVYK:[YLL[
PZNYLH[¶0JV\SKU»[ILHU`JSVZLY[V^OLYL`V\ULLK[VIL(S[OV\NOPM0^HZVMMLYLK[OL
VWWVY[\UP[`[V^VYRPU5L^@VYRVY;VR`VMVYHWLYPVKVM[PTL0HIZVS\[LS`^V\SK3VUKVU
ÄYZ[[OLU5L^@VYRHUK[OLU;VR`V
What excites you about the creative talent in London?
;VZ[HY[^P[O[OLYLPZZVT\JOVMP["0[OPUR3VUKVUYLHSS`KVLZIYLLK[OLX\HSP[ `0[PZHSZV
LX\HSS`OHYZOOV^L]LYHZP[YLHSS`KVLZZVY[V\[[OLTLUMYVT[OLIV`Z>LOH]L[V^ VYRZV
hard in the VM industry, otherwise you will just fall by the wayside and maybe in the worst 
JHZLZJLUHYPVLUKV\YKH`Z^VYRPUNPUHIHUR0[OPUR0^V\SKNVTHK-VY[OVZL^OVYLHSS`
OH]LHWHZZPVU[OL`^ PSSTHRLP[HUKNL[[OLNVVKQVIZHUKZ\JJLLKPU[OLPUK\Z[Y `0[YLHSS`
PZOHYK^VYRI\[^LSV]LP[
Words and Photography by Katie Handy-Beith
Nostalgia for a forgotten era 
creates an oblivious sense of being. Fading 
fabrics and dramatic layering against 
a crumbling backdrop.
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This Page: Lace bra top from <YIHU6\[Ä[[LYZ; Lace embroidered cardigan from Zara; Caged pannier skirt from National Theatre Costume Hire; Pearl and cubic zirconia ring by Vamp London; Fan Stylist’s Own
Opposite Page: White button up shirt from <YIHU6\[Ä[[LYZ; Caged pannier skirt from National Theatre Costume Hire; Vintage brooch Stylist’s Own; Cream tights and buckled boots from Topshop
This Page: Vintage white lace dress from Hepwright’s; Umbrella Stylist’s Own
Opposite Page: Lace bra top from <YIHU6\[Ä[[LYZ; Netted underskirt from National Theatre Costume Hire; Red cubic zirconia Ring by Vamp London
Vintage white lace dress from Hepwright’s
Model: Rosanna Derrick; Hair & Make up: Danielle Batey; Photographic Assistants: Katie Handy-Beith & Jay Wennington; Fashion Assistant: Kiera Liberati
NEW TECHNOLOGY
Advances in technology are having an increasing impact on the 
MHZOPVU PUK\Z[Y ` WHY[PJ\SHYS` ^P[OPU [OL ÄLSK VM MHZOPVU KLZPNU
Third Floor explores the ways in which new technology is being 
utilised and considers the affects this is having on the industry.
In the past, the fusion of fashion and technology has generally focused more on 
practicality and heightening the functionality of clothing rather than on inspiring 
MHZOPVU KLZPNULYZ HUK [OLPY JH[^HSR JVSSLJ[PVUZ ;OL YLSH[PVUZOPW IL[^LLU
electronics and textiles initially started to become popular with prototypes such as 
sunglasses which, in addition to simply protecting your eyes from the sun, also 
LUHISLK[OL\ZLVM)S\L[VV[OHUKWOVULM\UJ[PVUZMVY[OLPY^LHYLY,_WLYPTLU[PUN
with fashion and technology has grown evermore popular within recent years and 
PZILPUNKYP]LUI`JVUZ[HU[HK]HUJLTLU[ZPU[LJOUVSVN `
6UL^H` [OH[ [LJOUVSVN` OHZ PTWHJ[LK VU [OL MHZOPVU PUK\Z[Y` HZ H^OVSL PZ
[OYV\NO[OL\ZLVM[OLPU[LYUL[-YVTTHYRL[PUNJHTWHPNUZVUZVJPHSUL[^VYRPUN
ZP[LZ[VVUSPULTHNHaPULZHUKZ[VYLZ[OLPU[LYUL[PZHZPNUPÄJHU[JVU[YPI\[PUNMHJ[VY
[V[OLZ\JJLZZVMZVTLMHZOPVUIYHUKZ[OYV\NOP[Z\ZLHZHWYVTV[PVUHS[VVS;OL
element of instant accessibility and the worldwide audience that the internet allows 
[OLT[VYLHJOOHZTLHU[PUJYLHZPUNWVW\SHYP[`MVYIYHUKZZ\JOHZ(:6:HUK5L[
n7VY[LY6M[LUUV^HKH`ZUL^THNHaPULZ Q\Z[Z[HY[PUNV\[^PSSILIHZLKZVSLS`
VUSPULJH\ZPUNZVTL[VX\LZ[PVU[OLM\[\YLVM[OLWYPU[LKTHNHaPUL
Throughout the world, Fashion Week remains one of the most important dates 
in the fashion calendar, but because of easy access to the internet via smart 
WOVULZ[OLL_JS\ZP]P[`VMMHZOPVUZOV^ZPZ[VZVTLL_[LU[H[OPUNVM[OLWHZ[0[
is now common practice for designers to stream their fashion shows live for the 
rest of the world to watch, which means that the exclusivity and importance that 
MHZOPVUZOV^ZVUJLJVU]L`LKJHUZVTL[PTLZILSVZ[;^ P[[LYVMMLYZ[OLJOHUJL
for those interested to get ‘to-the-minute’ fashion updates and inside information 
H[MHZOPVUL]LU[ZHZSVUNHZ[OL`RUV^[OLYPNO[WLVWSL[VMVSSV ^3P]LPTHNLZVM
catwalk shows and new collections are now often sent to Twitter and Facebook, 
NP]PUNWLVWSLHUPUZPKLSVVRH[[OLMHZOPVU^VYSK
-VY*OSVt»Z(\[\TU>PU[LYJVSSLJ[PVU[OLKLJPZPVU^HZTHKL[VVUS`ZOV^
[OLPY7HYPZMHZOPVUZOV^VUSPULPU[OLMVYTVMHWYLYLJVYKLKZOV ^;OLHIZLUJL
of a bank of photographers, front row celebrities and exclusive goody bags can, 
[VZVTLWLVWSLKPTPUPZO^OH[HMHZOPVUZOV^PZHSSHIV\[/V^L]LYPU[OLJ\YYLU[
LJVUVTPJJSPTH[LP[JV\SKILZLLUHZHZTHY[TV]LMVYHIYHUKZ\JOHZ*OSVt
^OVZLKLZPNUZHYLMVY[OLYLHK`[V^LHYTHYRL[)`ZOV^PUN[OLPYJVSSLJ[PVUVUSPUL
*OSVtHYLWLYOHWZYLHJOPUNH^PKLYH\KPLUJLHUK[OLHWWYVHJO[VHUVUSPUL
VUS`MHZOPVUZOV^JV\SKILTVYLILULÄJPHSMVY[OLT7LYOHWZPU[OLMVY[OJVTPUN
seasons more designers might opt for online fashion shows in a bid to cut costs 
HUKPU[OLOVWLZVMYLHJOPUNH^PKLYH\KPLUJL
;OLZLKH`Z[LJOUVSVN`JHUVM[LUHJ[HZHUPUÅ\LUJLMVYKLZPNULYZHZ[OL`SVVR
[V^HYKZ[OLPUJVYWVYH[PVUVM[LJOUVSVN`HZHJOHSSLUNLPU[OLKLZPNUWYVJLZZ-VY
ZVTLKLZPNULYZ[LJOUVSVN`WSH`ZHSHYNLYWHY[PU[OLPYJVSSLJ[PVUZ[OHUV[OLYZ-VY
instance, Burberry is one of the leading innovators in luxury fashion and infuses 
t e c h n o l o g y in driving the 
brand forward to a modern-
day image, KLÄUPUN [OL
very essence VM [OL IYHUK
For Burberry’s S p r i n g /
S u m m e r c o l l e c t i o n , 
the British brand staged 
a ‘tweetwalk’: only minutes 
before the show was 
about to start, images of the 
V\[Ä[Z ^LYL sent directly to 
Twitter, offering an exclusive 
p r e v i e w ^VYSK^PKL 0[
was a clever move by 
Burberry, who not only sat at 
number two on global trending 
charts, but also went on 
to break their own personal 
record of mentions-per-
TPU\[L
H u s s e i n C h a l a y a n 
is another d e s i g n e r 
who has built a strong 
r e l a t i o n s h i p with the use of 
[LJOUVSVN`[OYV\NOOPZIVK`VM^VYR*OHSH`HU^HZVULVM[OLÄYZ[KLZPNULYZ[V
inject the use of technology into his collections, as he astonished his audience 
^P[OZOHWLZOPM[PUNKLZPNUZPUOPZ:WYPUN:\TTLYJVSSLJ[PVULU[P[SLKº6UL
Hundred and Eleven’, where the garments transformed themselves to represent a 
JOVZLULYH;OPZ^HZTHKLWVZZPISL[OYV\NO[OL\ZLVMTPJYVJOPWWLKNHYTLU[Z
and a collaboration with the special effects team behind the ‘Harry Potter and the 
7YPZVULYVM(aRHIHU» ÄST:PUJL [OLU/\ZZLPUOHZJVU[PU\LK [V PTWYLZZH[OPZ
catwalk shows, and in A/W 2007 he designed a pixelated LED dress with 15,000 
3,+ZPUOPZº(PYIVYUL»JVSSLJ[PVU6UJLHNHPUPUOPZ:WYPUN:\TTLYJVSSLJ[PVU
pushed the boundaries of fashion through his experimentation with technology, 
HZ OL WYVK\JLK H SHZLY KYLZZ ^P[O [OL OLSW VM KLZPNULY 4VYP[a >HSKLTL`LY
>HSKLTL`LY PZ ^PKLS` YLJVNUPZLK PU [OL ÄLSK VM MHZOPVUHISL [LJOUVSVN` HUK PZ
RUV^UHZVULVM[OLTVZ[PUUV]H[P]LHUKL_JP[PUNKLZPNULYZVM[VKH `/PZKLZPNUZ
\ZLHJVSSHIVYH[PVUVMHY[[LJOUVSVN`HUKMHZOPVU
45
CREDIT
(UL_JP[PUNHUKNYV\UKIYLHRPUNJVTWHU`PU[OLÄLSKVM^LHYHISL[LJOUVSVN`PZ
3VUKVUIHZLK*\[L*PYJ\P[)LZ[RUV^UMVY[OLPYL_[YHVYKPUHY`PU[LYHJ[P]LKLZPNUZ
the company’s designers Francesca Rosella and Ryan Genz take wearable 
technology to the next level, as they continually push the boundaries of fashion 
KLZPNU ;OL .HSH_` +YLZZ JYLH[LK PU   ^HZ [OL JLU[YLWPLJL VM º-HZ[
Forward: Inventing the Future’, and contains 24,000 full colour LEDs, making it the 
SHYNLZ[^LHYHISLKPZWSH`PU[OL^VYSK>OLUHZRLK^O`OL[OPURZ[OLYLSH[PVUZOPW
IL[^LLU[LJOUVSVN`HUKMHZOPVUPZZVPTWVY[HU[9`HU.LUa*,6VM*\[L*PYJ\P[
LSHIVYH[LK!¸7LYOHWZILJH\ZLPUUV]H[PVUJHUZLLT[VTV]LZSV^S `ZVTL[PTLZ
we tend to forget that design and innovation are intimately linked; until suddenly 
some startling new approach surprises us and reminds us that new technologies 
VMMLY NYLH[ VWWVY[\UP[PLZ MVY KLZPNU¹ ;OL PUW\[ VM [LJOUVSVN` PU[V *\[L*PYJ\P[»Z
KLZPNUZJHU]HY `HUKJHUVM[LUIL\ZLK[VHJJLU[\H[L[OLW\YWVZLVMHUV\[Ä[
HZ [OL` JVU[PU\L [V L_WLYPTLU[ ^P[O M\UJ[PVUHSP[` HUK ^LHYHIPSP[ ` ( THNUPÄJLU[
example of this creation of ‘wearable technology’ by CuteCircuit is the ‘M-dress’, 
^OPJOW\ZOLZ[OLIV\UKHYPLZVMWYHJ[PJHSP[`HUKHJ[ZHZHWOVULHZ^ LSSHZHJVH[
The coat accepts a regular sim card, it is activated when the wearer lifts their arm 
HUK[OLJHSSPZLUKLK^OLU[OL^LHYLYSV^LYZ[OLPYHYT
Another designer to watch in the fashion tech industry is Netherlands-based 
Anouk Wipprecht who creates both concept-based and technology-driven 
MHZOPVU WPLJLZ (M[LY HJOPL]PUN H IHJOLSVY»Z KLNYLL PU -HZOPVU +LZPNU H[
Hogeschool voor de Kunsten Utrecht, she pursued her interest in technology 
HUK Z[\KPLK 0U[LYHJ[PVU +LZPNU H[ [OL <UP]LYZP[` VM 4pSTV /LY KLZPNUZ OH]L
included a ‘disappearing’ dress, ‘DareDroid’, ‘Pseudomorphs’ and more recently 
a technology-infused piece for Fergie from The Black Eyed Peas to wear at the 
:\WLY)V^SOHSM[PTLWLYMVYTHUJL6ULVMOLYTVZ[ PUUV]H[P]LJVUJLW[
based designs is ‘Pseudomorphs’, which was inspired by her fascination with the 
ºKHUJL» [OH[OHWWLUZ^OLU PUR PZKYVWWLK PU[V^H[LY;OLWYVQLJ[ PUJS\KLZ PUR
absorbed dresses, creating uncontrolled patterns from a ‘controlled’ source, and 
[OLYLZ\S[ZWYV]LZWLJ[HJ\SHY4VYLYLJLU[S `(UV\ROHZVYNHUPZLKHUL_OPIP[PVU
entitled ‘Technosensual’ which will showcase pieces under the slogan ‘Where 
MHZOPVUTLL[Z[LJOUVSVN`»
Although the future remains unknown, it would appear that technology will continue 
[VOH]LHO\NLPUÅ\LUJLVU[OLMHZOPVUPUK\Z[Y`HZ[OLKLTHUKMVY[LJOUVSVN`
and fashion is becoming increasingly evident through celebrity commissions and 
L]LU[ZZ\JOHZ[OLHMVYLTLU[PVULKº;LJOUVZLUZ\HS»L_OPIP[PVU>P[OJVTWHUPLZ
such as CuteCircuit and designers like Anouk Wipprecht, Burberry and Hussein 
Chalayan embracing the relationship between fashion and technology, their 
KLZPNUZ^PSSJVU[PU\LVUHU PUUV]H[P]LHUKL_WLYPTLU[HS YV\[L;OL PU[LYUL[ PZH
ZPNUPÄJHU[HZWLJ[VMTVZ[I\ZPULZZLZUV^HKH`ZHUK[OYV\NO[OL\ZLVMZVJPHS
networking sites, will continue to inform those not in the fashion industry of new 
KL]LSVWTLU[ZHUKUL^Z
Words by Katie Handy-Beith
0THNLJV\Y[LZ`VMO[[W!^^ ^HUV\R^PWWYLJO[US
>OPSZ[ KPMÄJ\S[ JPYJ\TZ[HUJLZ JHU
bring out the worst in some, it can 
HSZV IYPUN V\[ [OL ILZ[ PU V[OLYZ
Unity: pulling together for a brighter, 
TVYL VW[PTPZ[PJ M\[\YL 2LLWPUN
hope, faith and aspirations alive and 
KYLHTPUNIPNNLY[OHUL]LYILMVYL
unity - optimism - faith
Illustration by Joe Staples; Photography by Emma Rehling
A TEXTILE VISION
REALISED
With growing concern for Fairtrade products, it 
PZILJVTPUNPUJYLHZPUNS`KPMÄJ\S[MVYJVUZ\TLYZ
to ignore where their products originate from and 
who they are produced by. Heshima is a project 
that was founded in northern Tanzania by Alison 
Rogers and Steve Ngugi in 2009 and aims to 
teach local Maasai women textile skills in the 
hope that it will help them to build a sustainable 
source of income for themselves. Naomi Crocker, 
manager of the Harrods textile department, 
shares her experiences at Heshima and how 
she has helped the founders realise their vision.
Words by Emma Rehling
‘Heshima’ means ‘respect’ in Swahili and I came to know 
the true meaning of the word after spending three weeks in 
May 2011 volunteering for a little known project in Kisongo, 
Q\Z[ V\[ZPKL (Y\ZOH PU UVY[OLYU ;HUaHUPH 0 ^LU[ [OLYL
ZWLJPÄJHSS`[VYLHSPZL[OL]PZPVUVMJOHYP[`JVMV\UKLYZ(SPZVU
Rogers and Steve Ngugi, helping to set up a textile handicraft 
training centre for a small group of local unemployed Maasai 
^VTLU <W \U[PS [OLU [OL JOHYP[` ^HZ HPTLK WYPTHYPS` H[
offering local deprived children education through creative 
tools such as sport, art and drama, but it was felt by 
Alison and her friend Emily Rowe that the local women’s 
livelihoods could be greatly enhanced by learning new 
ZRPSSZ 0^HZZVZ[Y\JRI`[OLHTHaPUNS`NYHJPV\ZOVZWP[HSP[` 0
encountered, and so deeply moved by my experience with 
the women and the inspirational testimonies of Alison and 
Steve, that I revisited the project later in the year, this time 
[V PTTLYZL T`ZLSM PU SPML ^P[O [OL ^VTLU MVY [^V TVU[OZ
I was born in a remote village in northern Zambia and lived 
in the country until we returned as a family to the UK when 
0 ^HZ Ä]L ;OLYL PZ ZVTL[OPUN HIV\[ (MYPJH [OH[ ZLLTZ
[V \UPX\LS` YVV[ P[ZLSM PU [OL OLHY[Z VM THU` WLVWSL 0 OH]L
known over my lifetime who have been blessed enough to 
spend any length of time there, and my fondness for the 
JVU[PULU[ OHZ HS^H`Z PUZWPYLK HUK PUÅ\LUJLK T` V\[SVVR
VU SPML IV[O J\S[\YHSS` HUK JYLH[P]LS ` 0 ILSPL]L P[ ^HZ [OL
colours, atmosphere and heat within the culture experienced 
in my early years that led me to have the passion I did for 
art, textiles and fashion as I progressed through school, 
HY[ JVSSLNL \UP]LYZP[` HUK UV^ PU T` JHYLLY H[ /HYYVKZ
2011 was a life-changing year, marrying my creativeness, 
commercial and sales knowledge together with a calling 
[V YL[\YU [V (MYPJH PU H ILH\[PM\SS` YL^HYKPUN JOHSSLUNL
;OYV\NOHMHTPS`JVU[HJ[/LZOPTHWYLZLU[LKP[ZLSM[VTL(
new venture for the charity was to develop a textile training 
JLU[YL MVY [OL SVJHS ^VTLU PU [OL 4HHZHP JVTT\UP[ ` 0
Z[\KPLK MVY T` KLNYLL PU [L_[PSLZ H[ /\KKLYZÄLSK <UP]LYZP[`
HUK MVY [OL SHZ[ MV\Y `LHYZ OH]L^VYRLKH[/HYYVKZ 0 UV^
manage the Furnishing Fabrics department, a position 
assigned to me since returning from my latest trip to 
;HUaHUPH(M[LYT`ZOVY[LY[PTL^VYRPUNH[/LZOPTHSHZ[4H `
Harrods supported the contribution I was able to make and 
gave me sabbatical leave to spend a further two months 
SH[LY PU [OL `LHY [V M\Y[OLY KL]LSVWPUN [OL [L_[PSL JLU[YL
Heshima and the life of a Maasai woman
;OL SPML VM H4HHZHP^VTHU PZ [V\NO:OL PZ H^PML VM[LU
to a polygamous husband), mother, builder and home-
THRLY JVSSLJ[VYVM ÄYL^VVK^H[LY HUK MVVKHUKHJVVR
She looks after the cattle and makes beaded decorations for 
OLYMHTPS `(S[OV\NOZOLKVLZTVZ[VM[OL^VYRZOLOHZUV
WVZZLZZPVUZ;OLOV\ZLHUKJH[[SLHYL[OLO\ZIHUK»ZWYVWLY[ `
In northern Tanzania, traditional life for the Maasai is being 
[OYLH[LULK 3HUK PZ ILJVTPUN L_WLUZP]L (Y\ZOH PZ MHZ[
becoming a major Tanzanian city due to its close geographical 
proximity to Mount Kilimanjaro and the Rift Valley, with some 
VM (MYPJH»Z TVZ[ MHTV\Z UH[PVUHS WHYRZ (SZV ZPUJL   
the city has hosted the International Criminal Tribunal for 
9^HUKH^OPJOOHZÄUHSS`JVTL[VHJSVZL[OPZ`LHY(Y\ZOH
is also the location of the African Court on Human and 
7LVWSLZ»9PNO[Z0[PZPUL]P[HISL[OH[[OLJP[`PZNYV^PUNPUZPaL
and is therefore encroaching on what has for generations 
ILLU [OL SHUK VM [OL 4HHZHP WLVWSL ;OL V\[SVVR MVY [OPZ
WHZ[VYHSPZ[ O\U[LYNH[OLYLY JVTT\UP[` PZ ILJVTPUN ISLHR
Alison’s vision for the textile training centre and 
empowering local women
>P[OPU[^V^LLRZVMÄUKPUNV\[HIV\[[OLWV[LU[PHSMVYTL[V
JVU[YPI\[L[V(SPZVU»Z]PZPVUT`ÅPNO[Z[V5HPYVIPHUKZO\[[SL
I\Z [PJRL[Z MYVT [OLYL [V (Y\ZOH ^LYL IVVRLK ;OLU [OL
L_JP[LTLU[ HUK ULY]LZ VM [OPZ WLUKPUN HK]LU[\YL OP[ TL
I knew very little from Alison and Emily about their expectations 
for this new venture, but I did know that the long-term aim 
was that the women would learn skills at the centre which 
would eventually lead to a fair income from the products 
[OL` WYVK\JLK 0[ ^HZ OHYK [V RUV^ ^OH[ [V L_WLJ[ PU
[OVZLTVU[OZ SLHKPUN\W [VT` ÅPNO[ PU4H ` 0 WYLWHYLKH
folder of images from the Fairtrade magazines Trade Craft 
and People Tree, together with images and photographs 
collected during my degree and cuttings of articles and 
[YLUKZ MYVT OH\[L JV\[\YL W\ISPJH[PVUZ Z\JO HZ =VN\L
It was great to get back into this kind of research again, 
^P[O Z\JO H WVZP[P]L NVHS MVJ\ZPUN T` JYLH[P]L LULYN `
Arriving on African soil was very exciting but the realisation of 
ILPUNPU5HPYVIPVUT`V^U^P[OX\P[LHSVUNQV\YUL`HOLHK
of me was a little daunting and kept me focused, rather 
than contemplating any emotional thoughts about ‘returning 
OVTL»;OLQV\YUL`^LU[ZTVV[OS `WHZZPUNMHU[HZ[PJZJLULY`
SLHYUPUN6]LY[OVZLZOVY[^LLRZ[OL^VTLUHJJVTWSPZOLK
so much and were starting to really explore ideas of fabric 
THUPW\SH[PVU HUK WYVK\J[ WVZZPIPSP[PLZ -YVT OHUKZ[P[JOLK
LTIYVPKLY` [LJOUPX\LZ [V WH[JO^VYR UHWRPUZ [V J\ZOPVU
covers, hair-bands and scrunchies, the women were 
becoming more and more creative and exploring their 
V^U PKLHZ YH[OLY [OHU Q\Z[ TPUL >L OHK ZV T\JO M\U
together and there was a beautiful buzz in the room, made 
V]LY^OLSTPUN MVYTL^OLU [OL SHKPLZZHUN^OPSZ[^VYRPUN
4` ÄYZ[ [YPW ^HZ PUJYLKPISL HUK P[ SLM[ TL ^P[O SP[[SL KV\I[
[OH[ [OLZL ^VTLU OHK NYLH[ WV[LU[PHS ;OL` OHK UL]LY
been exposed to the creative sources that I had always 
taken for granted, yet they were imaginative, innovative 
and rich in a beautiful culture centred on the importance 
of community and surviving together as a strong unit – I 
RUL^HM[LY[OPZL_WLYPLUJL[OH[0^V\SKILIHJRHNHPUZVVU
Second trip
Within a month of returning to the UK, Harrods agreed 
to me taking sabbatical leave and once again I booked my 
ÅPNO[ZHUKZ[HY[LK[OLZOVY[JV\U[KV^U[V[YPWU\TILY[^V
which this time was to last two months: a real opportunity for 
TL[V[OYV^T`ZLSMPU[VSPMLPU;HUaHUPH4`PUKLWLUKLUJL^ HZ
NYLH[S`LUOHUJLKI`[OLSVHUVMHIPRLHUK]LY`X\PJRS`T`
JVUÄKLUJLPUJYLHZLKLUV\NOMVYTL[VNVPU[V[V^UVUT`
own using local transport – a sure way to feel the full impact of 
SVJHSSPML0»TZ\YL0WYV]PKLKHSV[VMLU[LY[HPUTLU[VUT`KHPS`
J`JSLYPKLZIHJRHUKMVY[O[V/LZOPTHT`TH_PKYLZZLZÅV^PUN
behind me whilst being overtaken by countless safari jeeps!
It was fabulous to be reunited with the women, including a 
ML^UL^MHJLZ;OPZ[PTLOV^L]LY0^HZHJJVTWHUPLKVUS`
I`T`:^HOPSPKPJ[PVUHY`HUKWOYHZLIVVR4LSPZZHOHKNVUL
[V+HY,Z:HSHHT[VZ[HY[OLYÄYZ[[LYTH[\UP]LYZP[ `:PU`HU[P
one of the ladies who had been there in May, wasn’t there this 
time but I soon found out she had just had a baby daughter 
[OYLL ^LLRZ LHYSPLY 0 Q\Z[ OHK [V NV HUK ZLL OLY 4HHZHP
mothers stay indoors for six months until the baby’s defence 
Z`Z[LTZHYL[OV\NO[[VILZ[YVUNLUV\NO0Q\Z[JV\SKU»[OLSW
[OPURPUNOV^KPMÄJ\S[[OH[T\Z[ILMVY[OLTV[OLY:OLTHKLP[
clear that she wished she could see how we were getting on, 
ZV0MYLX\LU[S`]PZP[LKHUKZOV^LKOLYWPJ[\YLZVMV\YLMMVY[Z
Grace and I worked together very closely to begin with, so 
that she could understand that for Heshima to succeed, 
JVUZPZ[LUJ` ^HZ LZZLU[PHS >L ^LU[ ZOVWWPUN [VNL[OLY
and Grace showed me the best shops to get the highest 
X\HSP[` ROHUNHZ H[ [OL ILZ[ WYPJLZ LZWLJPHSS` ^P[O [OL
I\SR VM JSV[O 0 ^V\SK ULLK [V I\` VU LHJO VJJHZPVU 0
became very good at bargaining and the shopkeepers 
LUQV`LK [OL IHU[LY VUJL 0 ILJHTL H YLN\SHY J\Z[VTLY
0UT`ÄYZ[^LLRIHJR[OLSHKPLZHUK0OHKM\UJ\[[PUNHUPTHS
ZOHWLZHUK[OLUHWWSPX\tPUN[OLTVU[VJVU[YHZ[PUNMHIYPJZ
\ZPUN]HYPV\ZOHUKZ[P[JO[LJOUPX\LZ;OLZL^V\SKSH[LY
develop into products including Christmas stockings, 
I\U[PUN HUK IHNZ (U` \ZHISL ZJYHWZ VM MHIYPJ ^LYL
separated and small greetings cards with arrangements 
of layered, embellished fabric used up any tiny scraps; 
the women were able to stamp their own personalities 
VU[V [OLZL [PU ` `L[ ILH\[PM\S PUKP]PK\HS WYVK\J[Z
I felt that real relationships were now being formed and the 
thought of eventually leaving these beautiful women was 
OHYK[VZ[VTHJO,]LY`IYLHR[PTLILJHTLHU,UNSPZO
lesson, and with no one to help me translate this time, my 
:^HOPSPWYVNYLZZLKZ\YWYPZPUNS`X\PJRS `4HHZHPILPUN[OLPY
ÄYZ[SHUN\HNLHUK:^HOPSP[OLPYZLJVUK[VSLHYUH[OPYKPZ
KPMÄJ\S["OV^L]LY[OL`KLZWLYH[LS`^PZO[VSLHYU,UNSPZO
as when it comes to employment, it is invaluable in such 
HJ\S[\YHSS`KP]LYZLJP[`HZ(Y\ZOH;OLPY\UKLYZ[HUKPUN
of English certainly increased and Grace made a point 
VMLUJV\YHNPUN[OLSHKPLZ[VZWLHR[VTLPU,UNSPZO0»T
sure that the dictionary I left with them is being used well!
As the time for me to leave drew closer, the bonds 
JYLH[LK HTVUNZ[ HSS VM \Z ^LYL L]PKLU[ >VYYPLZ HUK
concerns about my departure and how Heshima would 
JVU[PU\L [V [OL ZHTL Z[HUKHYK HSZV NYL ^ 0 WSHUULK
to take a week’s break towards the end of my trip to 
see more of the country, but I felt very worried leading 
\W[V[OPZ[PTL/V^L]LY 0 SLM[HSPZ[VM^OH[0L_WLJ[LK
.YHJL[VHJOPL]LV]LY[OL^LLR 0[^HZHJ[\HSS`H]LY`
good idea for me to completely step away for that 
week as it gave me the opportunity to establish how 
[OL`^V\SKJVWL^P[OV\[TL0[OLUOHKT`ÄUHS^LLR
at Heshima, seeing how they had got on without me 
and spending my time observing, speaking mainly to 
Grace, rather than allowing the ladies to depend on 
TL MVY JVUÄYTH[PVU VM NVVK ^VYR 0 OHK [V ZLL [OL
JVUZPZ[LUJ` ILPUN PUZ[PSSLK [OYV\NO .YHJL HSVUL UV ^
I’m so proud of all that the women have achieved 
and feel encouraged by the dedication to learning 
[OL` L_OPIP[LK ^OPSZ[ 0 ^HZ PU 2PZVUNV (SS [OL ^VTLU
[YHPUPUN HUK ^VYRPUN HYL \UPX\LS` [HSLU[LK HUK OH]L
amazing skills, but they need help to expose this talent 
[V[OLYLZ[VM[OL^VYSK0U[PTL(SPZVUHUK:[L]LOVWL
to offer a fair income, as well as basic business skills 
and English lessons, through the textile centre, so that 
[OL`JHUILJVTLTVYL PUKLWLUKLU[/LZOPTH PZHSZV
^VYRPUN[VVMMLYH YLJVNUPZLKJLY[PÄJH[LVUJVTWSL[PVU
of training, so that the women can set up their own 
I\ZPULZZLZ (SVUNZPKL [OPZ SVUN SPZ[ VM HPTZ /LZOPTH
PZHSZV^VYRPUN [V^HYKZNHPUPUN º-HPY[YHKL*YHM[»Z[H[\Z
Heshima is a UK registered charity: 1114419
Words and Photography by Naomi Crocker
H[[OL2LU`H;HUaHUPHIVYKLYHUK[HRPUNPUT`ÄYZ[NSPTWZLZ
of the primitive nature of the people I’d be working alongside 
MVY [OL UL_[ [OYLL ^LLRZ ;OL L_[YLTL VM T` SPML ^VYRPUN
at Harrods, was a million miles away, but I felt instantly 
[OH[ [OPZ ^HZ NVPUN [V IL [OL ILZ[ L_WLYPLUJL VM T` SPML
0[^HZNYLH[ [VOH]L,TPS`TLL[TLH[ [OLI\ZZ[VW-YVT
there we travelled to the International School, Braeburn, 
^OPJO ^V\SK IL T` OVTL K\YPUN T` Z[H ` 0 ^HZ PUP[PHSS`
surprised by the beautiful school compound and the very 
good accommodation for the teachers, the majority of whom 
HYL^LZ[LYU 0^HZX\PJRS`THKLH^HYL[OH[ SP]PUNL_[YLTLZ
and opportunities for good education and social mobility 
are prevalent in all communities, especially when seeing the 
WVVY JVUKP[PVUZ VM [OL SVJHS Z[H[L ZJOVVS HJYVZZ [OL YVHK
My contribution
0[ ^HZ MHU[HZ[PJ [V ÄUHSS` TLL[ (SPZVU HUK [V IL[[LY
understand how Emily and Alison’s idea of introducing a 
[L_[PSL ZPKL [V /LZOPTH JHTL HIV\[ 0 MLS[ [OH[ (SPZVU HUK
Emily were somehow re-energised about the idea with 
me being there (with them holding down full-time jobs at 
Braeburn, it must have been very frustrating not to be able 
to commit more time to their vision), so I was pleased to 
MLLS [OH[ 0 JV\SK OVWLM\SS` W\ZO [OPUNZ VU MVY [OLT H SP[[SL
Day one at Heshima was so exciting, and made less daunting 
when I was introduced to Melissa who would be my translator 
MVY [OL UL_[ [OYLL ^LLRZ ;YLHKSL ZL^PUN THJOPULZ ^LYL
lined up along the walls of their temporary workshop and 
[OL^VTLU^LYL PU [OLTPKKSLVM]HYPV\ZWYVQLJ[Z5LHYI `
there was a massive waterlogged hole in the ground, which 
^V\SK L]LU[\HSS` IL [OL ZP[L VM [OLUL^ [L_[PSL JLU[YL ;OL
ladies make do very well with the smaller space – but what a 
difference it will make when they have a purpose-built building! 
Access is also restricted to the site by there not being the 
infrastructure from the main road to the site, so in the rains, 
P[ PZ PTWVZZPISL [V THRL WYVNYLZZ VU [OL I\PSKPUN ^VYR
Melissa was so helpful in introducing me to the ladies and 
explaining what I’d come to help them achieve, and right from 
the start the women were open to the idea of learning new 
[LJOUPX\LZ HUK KL]LSVWPUN WYVK\J[ PKLHZ -YVT KH` VUL
I was so moved by the ladies’ enthusiasm and eagerness 
[VSLHYU6ULJVUJLYU0OHK^HZ^OL[OLY.YHJL/LZOPTH»Z
paid seamstress and trainer) might feel that I was taking 
V]LY [OLWYVQLJ[I\[OLYUHTLZ\TTLKOLY\W 0 YLHSPZLK
VU [OH[ ÄYZ[ KH` [OH[ [OL SHKPLZ OHK UV[ Z[P[JOLK I` OHUK
ILMVYLZV[OLÄYZ[SLZZVU^HZ[V[LHJO[OLTQ\Z[[OH[0[ZVVU
became apparent that the ladies were not used to measuring 
MHIYPJ HUK [OL ZL[ ZX\HYL ^HZ H MVYLPNU [VVS [V [OLT
+\YPUNT`[PTL[OLYL0W\[[VNL[OLYH[LJOUPJHSÄSLVMHSS[OL
[LJOUPX\LZ^LTHUHNLK[VJV]LY 0[^HZYLHZZ\YPUN[VZLL
ZVTL VM [OL SHKPLZ THRPUN [OLPY V^U ÄSLZ [V Z\WWVY[ [OLPY
David
+H]PK+V^U[VUPZVULVM[OLTVZ[WYVSPÄJHUKPUZWPYH[PVUHSMHZOPVUPSS\Z[YH[VYZ
working in the industry today. His iconic illustrations are featured everywhere: 
from the pages of the world’s most prestigious fashion magazines, to luxury 
fashion brand ad campaigns, M&S shopper bags and the store windows of 
some of the world’s most famous department stores. For anyone even vaguely 
interested in fashion or art, David’s illustrations are instantly recognisable from 
his distinctive, visionary drawing style and his ability to capture an element of 
elegant spontaneity within each of his illustrations.
downton
55
After graduating from Wolverhampton University 
in 1981, David spent the beginning of his 
career taking on a diverse range of projects, 
^OPSYL^VYRPUNHZH MYLLSHUJL PSS\Z[YH[VY 0[^HZ
not until 1996 that David realised his natural 
aptitude for fashion illustration when the Financial 
Times sent him to Paris to draw the Couture 
ZOV^Z :PUJL [OLU +H]PK OHZ THUHNLK [V
build up an impressive fashion portfolio, with 
commissions from clients such as Tiffany & Co, 
Bloomingdales, Harrods, Topshop, Chanel, 
+PVY=VN\LHUK/HYWLY»Z)HaHHY/LOHZHSZV
produced portraits of some of the most beautiful 
^VTLU PU [OL^VYSK PUJS\KPUN,YPU6»*VUUVY
Dita Von Teese, Paloma Picasso and Linda 
,]HUNLSPZ[H 0U H YLJLU[ PU[LY]PL^ ^P[O ;OPYK
Floor, David Downton discussed his illustrious 
career, his experiences in industry and also 
how he thinks fashion illustration has managed 
[VZ\Y]P]LKLZWP[L[OLKPNP[HSHNL^ LUV^SP]LPU
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>OH[^HZP[HIV\[Z[\K`PUNPSS\Z[YH[PVU[OH[ÄYZ[
appealed to you?
0^ HZHS^H`ZKYH^PUN(ZHJOPSK0[OV\NO[0^ HZHNLUP\Z
Picasso boasted that he could draw like Raphael from 
the age of eight and that’s roughly how I felt … although 
0OHKUL]LYOLHYKVMLP[OLYHY[PZ[0[^HZVUS`^OLU0NV[
to art school that I realised that I was not so special, that 
L]LY`VUL JV\SK KV ^OH[ 0 KPK 0 ILJHTL HU PSS\Z[YH[VY
YLHSS`ILJH\ZL 0^HU[LK[VTHRLT` SP]PUNI`KYH^PUN
You say that your career as a fashion illustrator 
started by accident; now that it’s happened, 
could you ever imagine doing anything else?
Truthfully, I am having the best time doing what 
0 HT KVPUN 0 JHU»[ PTHNPUL KVPUN HU`[OPUN LSZL
Despite the fashion industry now being so 
photography-based, fashion illustration has still 
managed to survive – why do you think that is?
Everyone thinks they can be a photographer today, 
PU WHY[ [OHURZ [V [OL P7OVUL @V\ ZLL [OLT WVPU[PUN
everywhere! Although drawing predates photography 
by centuries, right now I think it looks more considered 
HUK PU H Z[YHUNL ^H ` TVYL TVKLYU 0 [OPUR
PSS\Z[YH[PVU PZ TVYL WLYZVUHS 0[ PZ VUL WLYZVU»Z ]PZPVU
Capturing the essence of Couture collections in 
your illustrations is something that you excel at. 
>OH[ PZ P[ZWLJPÄJHSS`HIV\[*V\[\YL[OH[TV]LZ
you?
I count myself very lucky to work with some of the 
TVZ[JYLH[P]LWLVWSL PTHNPUHISL-HZOPVU PSS\Z[YH[PVU PZ
really about absorbing someone else’s creativity and 
YLPU[LYWYL[PUNP[(UK^OLUP[PZZ\JJLZZM\SP[YLWYLZLU[Z
[OL ILZ[ VM IV[O VM `V\ 0 KLM` HU`VUL ^OL[OLY [OL`
are interested in fashion or not, to fail to be inspired 
by a Galliano or Gaultier show, or not to be amazed 
I`3HJYVP_»ZL_[YHVYKPUHY`HUKZ\YWYPZPUN\ZLVMJVSV\Y
For you, what makes an interesting fashion 
subject?
;OL WLYZVU ^LHYPUN P[ 6Y H[ SLHZ[ [OL YLHJ[PVU
VM [OL IVK` [V [OL JSV[OLZ HUK ]PJL ]LYZH
Of all the amazing designers you have had the 
opportunity to illustrate, who is your favourite 
and why?
I loved Christian Lacroix couture, it was a masterclass 
in artistry, in drama, in the mixing (but never matching) 
VMJVSV\Y0[^HZ]LY`KPMÄJ\S[[VKYH ^LZWLJPHSS`MVYTL
HZ 0NLULYHSS`YLZWVUK[VHRPUKVMWHYLKKV^UÅ\PKP[ `
(3HJYVP_ZOV^^HZHS^H`ZH[YHUZJLUKLU[L_WLYPLUJL
Throughout your career, what has been the most 
KPMÄJ\S[Z[HNL[OH[`V\JHUYLTLTILYHUKOV^
did you overcome this?
As for most people, the hardest thing was getting 
Z[HY[LK 0KPKU»[OH]LHWHY[PJ\SHYZ[`SLVY MVJ\Z^OLU 0
ILNHU0Q\Z[RUL^0^HU[LK[VILHUPSS\Z[YH[VY0[OV\NO[
that the best thing I could do would be to be versatile, 
[V [HJRSLHU`Z\IQLJ[TH[[LY( SV[VM^OH[ 0KPK PU [OL
early days was dross, but to be honest it didn’t bother 
TL0^HZSLHYUPUNHUK0SV]LK[OLWOVULYPUNPUN"P[^HZ
SPRLILPUNHZRLK [V [OLWHY[ `>VYR^HZLHZPLY [V ÄUK
when I started out in the 1980s, but good, challenging 
^VYR ^HZ HZ ZJHYJL [OLU HZ P[ PZ UV ^ ;OLYL HYL
always highs and lows in any career, but in the end, 
[OLYLHYLML^WYVISLTZ`V\JHU»[KYH^`V\YZLSMV\[VM
The elimination of detail in your illustration must 
IL]LY`KPMÄJ\S[/V^KV`V\KLJPKL^OPJO
details remain and which ones go?
Before I can start eliminating what I consider to be 
extraneous detail, I have to know where everything goes, 
OV^P[^ VYRZ;OLU0JHUILNPU[V\UWPJR0SPRL[VSLH]L^ OH[0
call a ‘breathing space’ in my drawings, a gap, something 
MVY[OLL`L[VÄSSPU;OLU0\ZLHSPNO[IV_HUKZ[HY[[V^ VYR
PUPURVUNVVKWHWLYSLH]PUNV\[^ OH[0MLLSPZL_[YHULV\Z
What is the most important thing you always try 
to communicate through your work?
( ZLUZL VM º[OL TVTLU[» ( JLY[HPU Å\PKP[ ` [OL
HWWLHYHUJLVMLMMVY[SLZZULZZ 0[ PZHIV\[JHW[\YPUN [OL
spirit of the person/the clothes as economically as 
WVZZPISL 3PUL OHZ HS^H`Z MHZJPUH[LK TL" ^L JHU HSS
draw a line, but some people can make the line funny, 
some can make it sexy or invest it with emotion – yet 
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Z[PSS P[»Z Q\Z[H SPUL 0^VYR]LY`OHYK [VTHRL P[ SVVRLHZ `
In recent years there has been a lot of talk about 
the ‘revival’ of fashion illustration. What do you 
feel is the reason for this?
Fashion illustration hasn’t been ‘fashionable’, at least in 
THNHaPULZMVY[OLSHZ[`LHYZ;OH[ZHPKMVYHUHY[MVYT
that has been dying on its feet for all that time, it does seem 
[VILPUYLTHYRHIS`NVVKOLHS[O;OLKLW[OHUKIYLHK[OVM
[HSLU[[VKH`PZL_[YHVYKPUHY `;OL[Y\[OPZ[OH[^ L^ PSSHS^H`Z
ULLKHY[PZ[Z[VYLJVYKHUKPU[LYWYL[HKLZPNULY»Z^VYR0[»Z
HZ`TIPV[PJYLSH[PVUZOPW"VULHY[MVYTKLZJYPIPUNHUV[OLY
Working to the variety of different briefs and 
deadlines that you do requires you to be very 
versatile and experimental. Over the years, what 
has been your favourite job?
(S^H`Z[OLUL_[VUL
What is the most challenging aspect of your job 
and how do you manage to keep it all together?
0SS\Z[YH[VYZ HYL JVTTLYJPHS HY[PZ[Z I\[ ZV HYL ÄUL
artists today – have you seen Damien Hirst’s trainers 
for Converse?) and you have to remember that 
P[»Z H I\ZPULZZ" H WYVMLZZPVU HZ ^LSS HZ H WHZZPVU
You say that a lot of your work has been inspired by 
timeless, classic fashion illustrators such as Gruau, 
Antonio and Eric. Is longevity and timelessness 
something you consider when creating your 
KYH^PUNZ& /V^ ^V\SK `V\ SPRL WLVWSL [V MLLS
when looking back on your work in 20 years’ time?
I never wanted to be the illustrator of the moment, 
ILJH\ZL [OL TVTLU[ HS^H`Z WHZZLZ 6UJL 0 ILJHTL
MVJ\ZLK HUK Z[HY[LK ^VYRPUN ^P[OPU MHZOPVU 0 KLÄUP[LS`
^HU[LK [VIL PU P[ MVY [OL SVUNOH\S.Y\H\^VYRLK PU[V
OPZ ZHYVSLTVKLSMVY\ZHSS0MWLVWSLHYLZ[PSSSVVRPUNH[
T`^VYRPU`LHYZ»[PTL0^PSSILKLSPNO[LK0OVWLP[^PSS
JVUQ\YL\WHRPUKVMUVZ[HSNPH^P[OV\[SVVRPUN[VVKH[LK
What is it that inspires you about fashion today?
Mainly it’s the people in the industry who are driven by 
beauty, by passion, by a love of what they do and who, in 
T`L_WLYPLUJLJHUIL[OLTVZ[M\U[VILHYV\UK>LHSS
know the AB FAB stereotypes and they do exist for sure, 
I\[[OLYLPZH^OVSLV[OLYZPKL[VMHZOPVU0JLSLIYH[L[OH[
Words by Emma Rehling
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disillusion
Panelled nude and black bra top and shorts from <YIHU6\[Ä[[LYZ; Vertically striped nude & black tights and platform shoes from Topshop
Photography by Jennifer Frazer; Styling by Sophie Hawkes
Polka dot button up shirt and silk striped trousers from Zara; Black and white platform shoes from River Island
This Page: Black and white striped dropped hem shirt from ASOS; Sheer black dress by Project; Black platform shoes from Topshop Dropped Waist Dress by Peridot; Vertical Striped Tights and Platform Black Shoes fro
Opposite Page: Dropped waist dress by Peridot; Vertical striped tights and platform black shoes from Topshop
White Shirt by Peridot; Tight black shorts and platform shoes from Topshop; Polka dot black and white tights from H&M
Model: Toni Caroline; Hair & Make Up: Tasha B Harris; Photographic Assistant: Uljana Rättel; Fashion Assistant: Kiera Liberati
terry mansfield
>P[OHJHYLLYZWHUUPUNV]LY` LHYZ;LYY`4HUZÄLSK
CBE is undoubtedly one of the industry’s most 
PUÅ\LU[PHS HUK PJVUPJ ÄN\YLZ -VYTLY JOHPYTHU VM
Graduate Fashion Week, and ex-CEO of National 
Magazines, Terry is something of an expert in the 
world of media and publishing. One of the most 
striking things about Terry, aside from his charismatic 
persona, is his unique ability to adapt and change with 
[OL [PTLZ /L JVU[PU\LZ [V YLTHPU Q\Z[ HZ YLSL]HU[
MYLZOHUK PUUV]H[P]L [VKH`HZOL^HZ^OLUOLÄYZ[
began work at the age of 16. Awarded a CBE in 2002 
for services to the magazine industry, Terry’s wide 
breadth of experience has given him an aptitude for 
spotting new creative talent, something that really has 
ILJVTLHRPUKVM[HSLU[^P[OPUP[ZLSM/PZPU]VS]LTLU[
with Graduate Fashion Week as chairman for the 
last seven years has allowed Terry to stay at the very 
forefront of fresh British fashion talent, and although 
he has now stepped down as chairman in 2012, he is 
still very much involved in the creative industries and, 
of course, in nurturing tomorrow’s talent.
>OH[ ^HZ P[ [OH[ ÄYZ[ H[[YHJ[LK `V\ [V ^VYR PU [OL
media and publishing industries?
It was the day I was taken by my school to see the local 
UL^ZWHWLY>LZWLU[[OL^OVSLKH`[OLYLHUK0[OV\NO[P[
^HZ[OLTVZ[L_JP[PUN[OPUN0OHKL]LYZLLU0MHU[HZPZLKHSS
the way home that I would wear a press card in my trilby hat 
(which was fashionable in those days!) and I would discover 
HTHQVYZ[VY `HT\YKLYVYZVTL[OPUNSPRL[OH[0^V\SKZ[VW
the front page, get the story in the newspaper and get the 
NPYSI\[\UMVY[\UH[LS`P[KPKU»[X\P[LOHWWLUSPRL[OH[HUK0OHK
[VZ[HY[I`NL[[PUNH QVI;OLV^ULYVM [OL ÄYZ[HK]LY[PZPUN
agency that I went to work for said that, as I was the only 
one that had applied for the job, he would give me a try, and 
if I was hopeless I would have to be gone by the end of the 
TVU[O 0 [YPLK [VTHRLZ\YL 0^HZU»[ [V[HSS`OVWLSLZZHUK 0
only got promoted because they said my tea was terrible; 
one of the golden rules in life is never to make good tea, 
V[OLY^PZL`V\^PSSILKVPUNP[MVYL]LY
@V\OH]LILLUHJLU[YHSÄN\YLPU[OLPUK\Z[Y`MVYZ\JO
a long time – what do you think has been the key to 
your success?
My father always used to tell me that I have two ears and 
one mouth, which means it’s twice as important to listen as it 
PZ[VZWLHR0»]LHS^H`Z^ VYRLK]LY`OHYKHUK0SV]LJYLH[P]P[`
HUK0SV]LPKLHZ>OLU`V\OH]LPKLHZHUK^OLU`V\HYLH
creative person, you just have to do it, you can’t not do it as 
P[PZQ\Z[ZVTL[OPUN[OH[`V\OH]L[VKV(SZV0»]LILLU]LY`
S\JR`¶WLVWSLOH]LNP]LUTLHJOHUJL 0UTHU`JHZLZ
I owe my career to other people who believed in me at a 
JLY[HPUTVTLU[PU[PTL
What has driven you to stay in the industry for so 
long?
0 HT H UH[\YHS PU[LYMLYLY 0»T J\YPV\Z HUK 0»T MHZJPUH[LK [V
RUV^OV^[OPUNZ^VYR(UKHZT`^PML^PSS[LSS`V\0KVU»[
RUV^^OLU0»T^VYRPUNHUK^OLU0»TUV[
What inspires you?
(UL^KH `,]LY`KH `HUL^KH `
With the increasing movement of magazines from hard copy to online, many are suggesting 
[OH[[OLM\[\YLVM[OLTHNHaPULHUKW\ISPZOPUNPUK\Z[YPLZPZ\UJLY[HPU9LÅLJ[PUN\WVUOPZ
]HZ[L_WLYPLUJL^P[OPU[OLPUK\Z[Y `;LYY`4HUZÄLSK*),L_WSHPUZ[V;OPYK-SVVY^O`OL
believes magazines are just as relevant today as they have ever been and emphasises why 
he thinks it is so important for us to focus on the talent of tomorrow.
Throughout the 50 years of your career, what have 
you learnt about resilience?
I think you have to look after yourself, you’ve got to be 
disciplined and you’ve got to be able to sniff the air and act 
HJJVYKPUNS `=LY`[HSLU[LKWLVWSLKVU»[HS^H`ZÄUKP[LHZ`[V
ILUVYTHS:VTLVM[OL]LY`ILZ[^YP[LYZ0OH]L^VYRLK^P[O
are unable to write until its four o’clock in the morning, they’ve 
OHKUPULJPNHYL[[LZÄ]LJ\WZVMJVMMLL[OL[LSLWOVULPZPU
the fridge, they are two weeks late and they can’t open the 
front door because the editor is trying to break their windows 
¶[OLU[OL`JHU^YP[LSPRLHUNLSZ<U[PS[OL`NL[[V[OH[Z[HNL
in the process, they can’t write at all, so they have to be 
IYPSSPHU[ MVY WLVWSL [V W\[ \W ^P[O [OLPY UVUZLUZL <Z\HSS`
[OV\NOP[»ZZVTL^OLYLPU[OLTPKKSL
Throughout your 50 years in industry, what would you 
say has been the biggest, most revolutionary change 
that has had the most impact and why?
;LJOUVSVN `;LJOUVSVN`PZTV]PUNZVX\PJRS`[OH[[OL[OPUNZ
that we are using today could be obsolete in 16 weeks, if 
[OH[,]LY`[OPUN»ZZV MHZ[UV ^ PZU»[ P[&;OH[»Z [OL^VYSK^L
SP]L PU 0UTHNHaPULZ^L\ZLK[VILHISL[V MLH[\YL(ZJV[
which is in June, in the September issues – you couldn’t do 
[OH[[VKH`"WLVWSL^HU[[VZLLP[HZP[OHWWLUZ;LJOUVSVN`
PZ[OLIPNNLZ[YL]VS\[PVU(UV[OLY[OPUN0SPRL]LY`T\JO[OH[»Z
happened during my career is the evolution of the success 
VM^VTLU>OLU 0ÄYZ[JHTL PU[V[OLTHNHaPULI\ZPULZZ
a lot of the editors for women’s magazines were men, 
^OPJOPZOHYK[VILSPL]LUV ^>OH[PZZVUPJLHIV\[P[PZ[OH[
`V\UN^VTLU[VKH` Q\Z[HZZ\TL[OL`»YL PUJOHYNL 0OH]L
KH\NO[LYZHUK[OL`JHU»[PTHNPULUV[ILPUNPUJOHYNL
It has been said that the printed magazine industry is 
a dying business – is this something that you agree 
with?
0[»ZILLUK`PUN MVY`LHYZ 0 YLTLTILY^OLU [LSL]PZPVU
ÄYZ[ JHTL HSVUN HUK L]LY`IVK` ZHPK [V TL! ¸.L[ V\[ VM
magazines and come into television, that’s where the big 
HJ[PVUPZ¹I\[^LHYLZ[PSSOLYLZLSSPUNTVYLTHNHaPULZ[VKH `
Do you know there are 3,400 magazines on the newsstand 
in this country at any given time? There certainly wasn’t 
^OLU 0 ÄYZ[ JHTL PU[V [OLI\ZPULZZ4HNHaPULZ HYL SPRL H
cockroach: wherever you go in the world there’s always 
a cockroach somewhere that manages to survive, and 
THNHaPULZHYLSPRL[OH[,]LY`[PTL`V\[OPUR[OH[THNHaPULZ
HYLNVPUNHUV[OLYVULJVTLZ\W0[OPUR[OH[[OL]LY`ILZ[
THNHaPULZ^PSSHS^H`ZZ\Y]P]L
Of all your achievements, what is the one thing you 
treasure the most?
The Estee Lauder company was started by an amazing lady 
called Estee Lauder and I knew her for a very long time – I 
YLTLTILY^OLU[OL,Z[LL3H\KLYIYHUKÄYZ[JHTLV]LY[V
[OPZ JV\U[Y` MYVT (TLYPJH >OLU ZOL KPLK 0 ^HZ HZRLK
with Liz Hurley and one other person, to speak at her 
TLTVYPHSZLY]PJLHUK0[OPUR[OH[^HZZWLJPHS(M[LYHSS0^HZ
her supplier, I produced magazines, but I knew the family 
well enough for them to ask me to speak at the memorial 
ZLY]PJL0[OV\NO[[OH[^HZPUJYLKPISL
>OH[OHZILLU[OLTVZ[KPMÄJ\S[WVPU[PU`V\YJHYLLY
[OH[`V\JHUYLTLTILY&/V^KPK`V\JVWL^P[O[OPZ&
/H]PUN [V JSVZL THNHaPULZ ;OLYL OH]L ILLU KPMMLYLU[
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magazines over the last 50 years which in my heart I didn’t 
^HU[[VJSVZLI\[T`PU[LSSLJ[[VSKTL0OHK[V:VTL[PTLZ
THNHaPULZ SPRL L]LY`[OPUN LSZL PU SPML ILJVTL VIZVSL[L
Things are constantly changing and once again it usually 
JVTLZ KV^U [V [LJOUVSVN ` 0 [OPUR [OL JSL]LYULZZ VM
magazines is their ability to adapt and adjust all the time as 
ZVJPL[`HUK[OLTHYRL[JOHUNL0[OPURJSVZPUNTHNHaPULZPZ
HS^H`Z]LY`KPMÄJ\S[ILJH\ZLP[HMMLJ[ZWLVWSL»ZSP]LZHUKHZ
T\JOHZHI\ZPULZZPZHI\ZPULZZP[PZHSZVHJVTT\UP[ `
>OLYLKV`V\ÄUK[OLIHSHUJLIL[^LLUWYHJ[PJHSP[`
and creativity?
Well, that’s a miracle that the newspapers have to deal with 
every day and magazines have to deal with every time they 
W\ISPZO0UW\ISPZOPUN^LTV]LMYVTHJYLH[P]LWYVJLZZ[VH
THU\MHJ[\YPUNWYVJLZZQ\Z[SPRLMHZOPVU-HZOPVUKLZPNULYZ
do a drawing of a garment and then someone else comes 
along and has to work out how many pieces it takes to 
make that garment into something that is three-dimensional; 
you have to pattern cut in such a way that the initial vision 
JHUILZL^U[VNL[OLYHUKILJVTLZ^LHYHISL;OLZHTL
thing applies to a magazine: you start with the raw copy and 
the photographs and you bring it all together with the same 
]VPJL@V\OH]LKPMMLYLU[WLVWSL^P[OKPMMLYLU[ZRPSSZHUKP[PZ
H[LHTLMMVY[,]LY`VULKVLZKPMMLYLU[[OPUNZ[VTHRLP[^ VYR
Q\Z[SPRLY\UUPUNH[OLH[YL
>OH[^HZP[[OH[ÄYZ[THKL`V\^HU[[VNL[PU]VS]LK
with Graduate Fashion Week?
0[ ^HZ JVTWSL[LS` I` HJJPKLU[ 0 OHK RUV^U [OL MHZOPVU
designer Jeff Banks for a long time and was asked to give 
an award for his 13-year contribution to Graduate Fashion 
>LLR 0UT`OLHK 0 [OV\NO[ 0^V\SK [\YU\WVU [PTLZH`
some nice things about Jeff, have a glass of wine and go 
OVTL;^ VKH`Z SH[LYOLWOVULKTLHUKZHPK!¸0»]LILLU
KVPUNP[MVY`LHYZ^OH[HIV\[`V\NP]PUNP[HNV&¹0»T]LY`
superstitious and I think that there are three stages in life; 
SLHYUPUNLHYUPUNHUKYL[\YUPUN¶NP]PUNIHJR(Z0»TUV^H[
[OH[NYV^U\WZ[HNL0ÄUKP[HYLHSWYP]PSLNL[VILHISL[V[HSR
to young, fresh talent, as you never know where they could 
IL[LU`LHYZMYVTUV ^
What do you think it is that sets Britain apart in terms 
of young creative talent?
0[OPUR^LHYL[OLTVZ[JYLH[P]LJV\U[Y`PU[OL^VYSK>OH[
is not generally known about the creative industries in Britain 
is that if you were to put them all together, they would be 
TVYL]HS\HISL[V[OPZJV\U[Y`[OHUÄUHUJPHSZLY]PJLZ 0U[OL
<2^ LOH]L[OLTVZ[JYLH[P]LLULYN `/V^THU`SHUN\HNLZ
KV`V\[OPUR^LZWLHRPU3VUKVU&>LHYL[OLTVZ[
diverse city in the world when it comes to fashion, culture, 
MVVKSPMLZ[`SLL]LY`[OPUN,]LY`IVK`^HU[Z[VILHZZVJPH[LK
with London in some way or another: Tom Ford wants to be 
OLYLPU3VUKVUILJH\ZLOLSV]LZ[OLLULYN `;OLVMÄJLZVM
the chief designer for Ford cars are not in Detroit, they are 
in Carnaby Street, so they design cars for all over the world 
0THNLJV\Y[LZ`VM^^ ^JH[^HSRPUNJVT
PU3VUKVU>OLUP[JVTLZ[VLK\JH[PVUILPUNLK\JH[LKPU
)YP[HPUNP]LZZ[\KLU[ZHULKNL
>OH[KV`V\ÄUKTVZ[PUZWPYPUNHIV\[^VYRPUN^P[O
young people?
5L^ PKLHZ @V\UN WLVWSL KV UV[ ZLL [OL ZUHNZ HUK
because they’ve not experienced the snags they just have a 
NV^OPJO0[OPURPZSV]LS `
>OH[PTWHJ[KV` V\[OPUR[OLJ\YYLU[KPMÄJ\S[LJVUVTPJ
climate is having on the creative industries?
I think that there is a different behaviour as far as fashion 
KLZPNU PZ JVUJLYULK @V\ OH]L [^V LUKZ VM [OL THYRL[
running: the top end of the market and the bottom end of 
[OLTHYRL[@V\OH]L [OLJSHZZPJHSKLZPNULYZ SPRL)\YILYY`
who are doing fantastically well; and then at the opposite 
end, people like Primark and the supermarkets who are 
HSZVKVPUNPUJYLKPIS`^LSS0[PZ[OLTPKKSLNYV\UK[OH[PZ[OL
TVZ[KPMÄJ\S[(UV[OLYIPNWYVISLTPZ[OLSHJRVMVWWVY[\UP[`
MVY`V\UNWLVWSL¶WHPKVWWVY[\UP[`HU`^H `;VILOVULZ[
0 ÄUK P[ ]LY` [YV\ISLZVTLOV^THU` `V\UNWLVWSL 0 OH]L
met who are doing internships somewhere or other and 
they’re not even getting their bus fare; sadly companies 
[HRL HK]HU[HNL@V\UNWLVWSL MLLS P[»Z IL[[LY [VIL PUZPKL
the company in the hope there might be a job tomorrow 
VY [OL KH` HM[LY [OHU ILPUN V\[ZPKL ;OL NV]LYUTLU[ HYL
trying to reinvent apprenticeships which I think is a good 
PKLHILJH\ZL[OLUH[SLHZ[[OL`NL[WHPKZVTL[OPUN
What is fashion?
Fashion is the biggest energy in the world – there is nothing 
IPNNLY [OHU MHZOPVU >OH[ OHWWLUZ VU [OL JH[^HSRZ ^PSS
ÅHZO HJYVZZ [OL ^VYSK MHZ[LY [OHU H ^HY -HZOPVU PZ MVY
TLUV[HIV\[JSV[OLZP[PZHIV\[L]LY`[OPUN^LKVPUSPML0[
impacts on how cars are designed, the kind of fabrics that 
are used in upholstery, in food – we have magazines like 
Good Housekeeping where we do a lot of food pictures 
and it’s amazing how a Yorkshire pudding that we have 
photographed say two or three years ago now cannot be 
\ZLK ILJH\ZL P[ KVLZU»[ SVVR YPNO[ 0[»Z H IP[ SPRL [OL ^H`
you keep clothes in the hope that they will come back 
into fashion – and then when it does come back, it never 
X\P[LJVTLZIHJR[OLZHTL^H `0[»ZJ\[KPMMLYLU[S `HUK[OL
MHIYPJZHYLU»[X\P[L[OLZHTL)LH\[`MVSSV^ZMHZOPVUMHZOPVU
KVLZU»[MVSSV^ILH\[ `
What gives you hope for the future?
Young people – they’re the hope for the future, aren’t they? 
0»]L Y\U T` YHJL HUK [OL` HYL [OL M\[\YL -\[\YLZ JHU IL
PTWYVIHISL"[OL`HYLUV[HZ[YHPNO[SPUL3PMLPZHQV\YUL`HUK
that journey will have twists and turns, but that’s what makes 
P[SPML0[»Z[OLTPZ[HRLZ[OH[`V\THRLHUKHSS[OL[OPUNZ[OH[
KPKU»[ X\P[L ^VYR V\[ [OH[ THRL `V\ ^OH[ `V\ HYL ^OLU
`V\»YLHNYV^U\WWLYZVU@V\OH]L[VJYLH[LHUPU[LYLZ[PUN
life for yourself, because you are going to spend more time 
^VYRPUN[OHU`V\^PSSHU`[OPUNLSZL
Words  by Emma Rehling
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Gareth Bryn Lewis is an accomplished accessories designer with a passion for innovation 
through his use of materials and techniques. Gareth began working as a bespoke tailor 
when he was only 16 as he searched for a creative pastime outside of boarding school. “I 
started learning to pattern cut and was really interested in fashion and the social relevance of 
it in society.” Although a great skill, Gareth found pattern cutting a bit bland and this led to an 
interest in accessory design, where he became increasingly inspired by footwear designers 
such as Salvatore Ferragamo and Manolo Blahnik. “I started an internship in footwear design 
MVY:OVL-VSRI\[0KPKU»[ÄUKT`MLL[HUKMLS[SPRL0ULLKLKTVYLJYLH[P]LMYLLKVT¹.HYL[O
then enrolled on an accessory design-based course as he felt he had the ability to be a lot 
more creative with space and concepts. After graduating from London College of Fashion’s 
Cordwainers College, Gareth’s unique approach to accessory design was recognised when 
he was awarded young designer of the year 2009 by Drapers.
Gareth’s exploration of geometry and symbolic 
WH[[LYUZ^P[OPUOPZKLZPNUZNP]LZOPZ^VYRH\UPX\L
HUK Z[PT\SH[PUN MLLS /L \ZLZ H ]LYZH[PSL HWWYVHJO
to handbag design, and his work in the past has 
ranged from a collaboration with Kuni Awai to a 
WYVQLJ[MVY-YLUJOJVTWHU `*VW*VWPUL.HYL[OPZ
currently based in a sleepy village outside of Venice, 
Italy, where he is part way through an apprenticeship 
with the luxury brand Bottega Veneta, resulting in a 
capsule collection which will be considered for putting 
PU[VWYVK\J[PVU
Nowadays handbags are used to carry anything 
from your macbook and phone to a teacup dog, 
but for the most part practicality is essential. Is 
this something you consider when you design?
0[KLWLUKZ^OH[`V\»YLKLZPNUPUN MVY¶T`ÄUHS4(
collection was the last chance I had to be really 
creative and I didn’t have to worry about aspects 
Z\JO HZ WYHJ[PJHSP[ ` 0M `V\ JVUZPKLY KLZPNULYZ
such as Gareth Pugh or Hussein Chalayan, half of 
their collection will be concept pieces to show the 
concept of the collection, but the other half will be 
[V[HSS`ZLSSHISL0[»ZPTWVY[HU[[VOH]LJVUJLW[WPLJLZ
in your collection to really show off what you’re trying 
to say, and if you want to make a statement within 
your work then shapes are a great way of doing 
ZV -VY T` 4( JVSSLJ[PVU [OL ^OVSL WVPU[ ^HZ [V
be impractical, whereas now at Bottega Veneta, 
WYHJ[PJHSP[`PZL_[YLTLS`PTWVY[HU[)V[[LNH=LUL[H»Z
Cabat bags are hand woven, cost up to £10,000 
HUKHYLTHKL\WV\[VMLPNO[JYVJVKPSLZRPUZ;OL`
OH]L[VILHIZVS\[LS`WLYMLJ[HUK\ZLHISL/V^L]LY
when it comes to my capsule collection for Bottega 
Veneta, I might hopefully be able to do something 
TVYLPUUV]H[P]LHNHPU
As an accessory designer, there are many 
Z[HNLZ` V\OH]L[VNV[OYV\NO[VMVYTHÄUPZOLK
product. What is your favourite stage of the 
design process?
For me personally, it is design realisation, when you 
ÄYZ[ ZLL `V\Y JVUJLW[ HUK WH[[LYU J\[[PUN JVTL
together and you’re in the stage of watching your 
JVUJLW[NYV ^ 0[»ZHSTVZ[HZPM`V\»YLHWHYLU[HUK
you watch your kids graduating from school – it’s 
SPRL [OL IHSS PZ YVSSPUN UV ^ -PUPZOPUN PZ HSZV X\P[L
UPJL¶`V\JHUÄKKSLHYV\UK^P[O P[HKKHJV\WSL
VMZ[P[JOLZOLYLHUK [OLYLI\MM P[\WHIP[ 0[»Z SPRL
getting up in the morning, it’s like you’re ready to 
MHJL[OL^VYSK
You won the Drapers young accessories 
designer of the year in 2009 – this is a great 
achievement, you must have been extremely 
proud. How do you think an award like that 
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¸0[OPURT`THPUPUZWPYH[PVUZJVTLMYVTH]HYPL[`VMKMMLYLU[WSHJLZ!HYJOP[LJ[\YLÄULHY[VY
maybe even things like science. It can come from any form of life.”
ILULÄ[LK`V\&
Having an award behind you, such as Draper’s, really 
ZOV^Z[OH[ZVTLVULILSPL]LZPU`V\0[OPURMVYTLTVYL
importantly, it proved to myself that I could design women’s 
accessories and having such an award really demonstrates 
[OH[ `V\ YLHSS` JHU KV ZVTL[OPUN 0 OHKU»[ TL[ HU`IVK`
at Draper’s until the awards ceremony; I submitted some 
^VYRI\[[OL`OHKUVPKLH^OV0^HZ0[NVLZ[VZOV^[OH[
^P[OV\[OH]PUNTL[ZVTLVUL`V\JHUQ\KNL[OLPYZ[`SL0[
was a concept-driven bag but it was practical, so it showed 
[VHSV[VMWLVWSLT`M\SSHIPSP[`^P[OJVUJLW[]ZKLZPNU
Where do you draw the line between fashion and art?
When you design, you have an artistic intention but 
often your design is pre-meditated, whereas art isn’t pre-
TLKP[H[LKP[ PZZWVYHKPJ@V\KYH^[OLSPULHZHKLZPNULY
^OLYL`V\MLLSILZ[JVTMVY[HISL¶P[»ZHWLYZVUHSJHSS0M`V\
are designing for a project, a brand or freelance, then it’s 
PTWVY[HU[[OH[`V\Ä[PUSPUL^P[O[OLWYVQLJ[KL[HPSZVYKLZPNU
IYPLM
.LVTL[Y`HUKZ`TIVSPJWH[[LYUZHYLUV[LKPUÅ\LUJLZ
on some of your work; what else inspires your designs?
7YPTHY` YLZLHYJO PZ HS^H`Z H RL` PUZWPYH[PVU 4` THPU
inspirations come from a variety of different places: 
HYJOP[LJ[\YL ÄUL HY[ VY VM[LU MYVT ZJPLUJL 0UZWPYH[PVU
JHUJVTLMYVTHU`MVYTVMSPML9LJLU[S`0»]LILLUOLH]PS`
PUÅ\LUJLKI`[OLVYPLZVMTH[OLTH[PJZHUKJOHVZ[OLVYPLZ
When designing, I like the idea that you can make shapes 
using maths, for example; to make a polyhedron, it’s a 
number of faces, and every time you add another face 
`V\HKKHUV[OLY SL]LS¶ P[»ZHUVUNVPUNZWPYHS4H[OZHUK
science give a lot of interesting pathways that I can follow 
^P[OPUT`KLZPNUZ
What do you think about fashion now?
When the whole of the country is frowning, the fashion 
industry is smiling! We have to keep a smile on our 
face, irrespective of the economy, and try to keep some 
OHWWPULZZPUSPML;OLMHZOPVUPUK\Z[Y`IYPUNZV\[[OLILZ[PU
our culture; even though the current economy is stuttering, 
we need to give it a tap on the back and say ‘come on 
SL[»ZRLLWNVPUN»;OLYLHYLHSV[VMJ\[IHJRZHUKHSV[VM
young people without jobs, but that also means there are 
a lot of young people with the opportunity to do something 
MVY[OLTZLS]LZ7LVWSLHYLZWLUKPUNQ\Z[HZ^LSSHZILMVYL
the recession; they are just taking more of a hard line on 
X\HSP[`HUKZ\Z[HPUHIPSP[ `7LVWSLYLHSPZL[OH[I\`PUNHQHJRL[
from Primark is probably only going to last one season, 
but buying from a top-end designer is going to last a lot 
SVUNLY4`KHKNH]LTLH*OYPZ[PHU+PVYZ\P[[OH[OLIV\NO[
when he was my age and it is still wearable now, it is still 
MHU[HZ[PJ/V^L]LY[OLSVUNL]P[`VMTHRPUN[OPUNZYLHSS`
NVVKX\HSP[`TPNO[TLHU[OH[WLVWSLKVU»[JVTLIHJR
[V`V\;HUULY2YVSSL[Y\URTHRLYZZH`[OL`THRL[OLT
so well that they last forever, but then you would only 
ULLKVULZV`V\^V\SKU»[OH]LYLWLH[J\Z[VTLYZ
As you say, people are ever more persuaded by the 
sustainability of a handbag and how long it will last. 
Within your work as a designer, are sustainability 
and quality important factors?
@LZVMJV\YZL0[OPURYLSL]HUJ`PZHUPTWVY[HU[MHJ[VYHZ
^LSS<ZPUNYLSL]HU[TH[LYPHSZPZPTWVY[HU[:VTLWLVWSL
don’t know enough about the materials they use and 
[OPZ PZ H NYLH[ ZOHTL 0U -YHUJL HUK 0[HS ` [OL` OH]L
big guilds who are so involved in training young people 
in what leather is good for and what fabrics are good 
MVY^OH[ 0[^V\SKILNYLH[[VZLLZVTLVUL PU[YVK\JL
a British guild to help designers and manufacturers, 
Words by Katie Handy-Beith
sourcing the right types of material for the use 
PU[LUKLK
You are currently part-way through your 
placement at Bottega Veneta. What other plans 
do you have for 2012?
0»TNVPUN [V [HRL [OPUNZ HZ [OL` JVTL MVY UV ^ 0
love being out in Italy, it has given me a great sense 
VMJOHYHJ[LY 0 OH]LZTHSSLYIV\UKHYPLZ PU 0[HS`! H[
Bottega Veneta, they spend almost two weeks 
testing the leather that they will use for a bag and put 
it through about 20 different processes to test the 
X\HSP[ `0[OPURILPUNPU0[HS`PZNVPUN[VOLSWYLÄULT`
Z[`SLHUKLUJV\YHNLTL[VILJVTLTVYL\UPX\L
HUKHWWLHSHISPUNHZHKLZPNULY0[OPURWVZZPIS`MVY
the time-being I might also spend some time in 
Paris, because there are possible collections that 
0»TWSHUUPUNVU^VYRPUNVU[OLYL0»TZ\YL[OLYL^PSS
be some more crazy stuff before not too long!
"when the whole of the country is 
frowning, the fashion industry 
is smiling!"
Images courtesy of Gareth Bryn Lewis
Gareth Bryn Lewis is sponsored by Bodin Joyeux and Qualitetch
HUKJYLH[P]L ZLY]PJLWHJRHNLHUKOHZ HJOPL]LK ZPNUPÄJHU[
press coverage including features in Vogue, the Sunday 
;PTLZ:[`SL4HNHaPUL[OL+HPS`;LSLNYHWOHUK*VZTVWVSP[HU
:OLOHZHSZVWYLZLU[LKHZLNTLU[VU[OL))*»Z;OL6UL
:OV ^5HVTPOHZYLJLU[S`SH\UJOLKHIVVRLU[P[SLKº:[`SL4L
=PU[HNL»;OLIVVRHPTZ[V[LHJO P[Z YLHKLYZ^OPJO]PU[HNL
era works best for different body shapes, and gives advice 
VUI\PSKPUNH]PU[HNL^HYKYVIL[VÄ[HZWLJPÄJI\KNL[;OL
book is not a guide on how to dress, but is an inspirational 
memoir displaying vintage style and a collection of the useful 
[PWZ [OH[5HVTP OHZJVSSH[LK [OYV\NOV\[ OLY JHYLLY5HVTP
sees vintage fashion as an investment; she describes why 
ZOLILSPL]LZWLVWSLKLZPYL]PU[HNLMHZOPVU!¸0[»ZSPRLH[YLHZ\YL
O\U[0[[\YUZ\WL]LY`^OLYLHUK`V\UL]LYRUV^^OH[`V\
^PSSÄUK-VYHSVUN[PTLWLVWSLTHKL[OLPYV^UJSV[OLZZV
P[»Z UV[ OHYK [VV^UHJVTWSL[LS`VULVMM WPLJL 0[ JHUNL[
\[[LYS`HKKPJ[P]L [OV\NO¹=PU[HNL MHZOPVU PZ ]LY`T\JO S\JR
of the draw, and part of the excitement of vintage fashion is 
KPZJV]LYPUN[OLOPKKLU[YLHZ\YLZ5HVTPPZHNYLH[L_HTWSL
of someone who is embracing the vintage trend and has 
[\YULKP[PU[VHJHYLLY
However, the rise of vintage style in recent years has caused 
THU` [V X\LZ[PVU ^OL[OLY VY UV[ P[ OHZ SVZ[ P[Z VYPNPUHS
KLZPYHIPSP[ `4HU`OPNOZ[YLL[IYHUKZHUK MHZOPVUKLZPNULYZ
have recognised the growing demand for vintage fashion 
and are now using vintage references to inspire their current 
JVSSLJ[PVUZ ,]LY` ZLHZVU HKPMMLYLU[ LYH Z[HUKZV\[^P[OPU
MHZOPVU [YLUKZ +\YPUN [OL (>  JVSSLJ[PVUZ IV[O
Yves Saint Laurent and Henry Holland drew reference to the 
 Z^P[OTL[HSSPJJVSV\YZHUKV]LYZPaLKZOHWLZ
Fiona Stuart, the co-owner of Rellik, a vintage retailer based 
PU.VSIVYUL9VHK3VUKVUMLLSZ[OH[]PU[HNLPZZ[PSSKLZPYHISL
When asked why she believes that people are turning to 
]PU[HNL MHZOPVU ZOL HUZ^LYZ! ¸;OL KLZPYL MVY ]PU[HNL PZ
WLYZVUHS 0[ JHU Z[LT HU`^OLYL MYVT H ZPTWSL JOPSKOVVK
memory when they were younger, to wanting a couture 
item which they could never afford, or simply falling in love 
^P[OH YHYLHUKZWLJPHSWPLJL¹-PVUHZ\NNLZ[Z [OH[]PU[HNL
MHZOPVU HSSV^Z WLVWSL [V MLLS \UPX\L HUK NP]LZ PUKP]PK\HSZ
the opportunity to seek out pieces that they would not be 
HISL[VÄUKLSZL^OLYL^P[OVULWLYZVU»ZOPZ[VY`ILJVTPUN
ZVTLVULLSZL»ZM\[\YL
Although the vintage trend has been a recurring theme within 
the fashion industry for several years now, it seems that 
people are not tired of it yet and perhaps the fashion industry 
^PSSHS^H`ZLUQV`SVVRPUNIHJR[V[OLWHZ[MVYPUZWPYH[PVU;OL
vast growth of vintage blogs such as Vintage Vixen, Diary of 
a Vintage Girl, Sally Jane Vintage and Blooming Leopold is 
RLLWPUN [OL]PU[HNLWOLUVTLUVUHSP]L(Z SVUNHZWLVWSL
are still shopping within vintage stores, this popular trend will 
JVU[PU\L[VL_WHUKHUKKL]LSVW
Words by Sophie Hawkes
nostalgia for 
yesteryear
;OL KLTHUK MVY ]PU[HNL OHZ ILJVTL ZV ZPNUPÄJHU[ [OH[
vintage is seemingly everywhere: Vintage fairs often take to 
the big cities of the UK and independent vintage shops are 
UV^ ZJH[[LYLK HJYVZZ [OL JV\U[Y ` >OL[OLY P[ IL NLU\PUL
vintage pieces or high street brands that replicate historic 
NHYTLU[Z[OLYLPZUVKLU`PUN[OH[]PU[HNLPZV\[[OLYL;OPZ
SLHKZ \Z [V X\LZ[PVU ^OH[ P[ PZ HIV\[ ]PU[HNL JSV[OLZ [OH[
HWWLHSZ[V[OLTVKLYUTHYRL[
Some vintage garments, due to their historic background, 
are rare and hard to come by and people can sometimes 
ÄUKO\U[PUN[OYV\NOYHJRZVM]PU[HNLJSV[OPUNTVYLZH[PZM`PUN
than picking up a generic garment from their nearest high 
Z[YLL[Z[VYL>P[OOPNOZ[YLL[JSV[OPUN`V\JHUVM[LUÄUK[OH[
somebody has the same garment as you, whereas with 
vintage, this risk is a lot lower as pieces are usually one of a 
RPUK
Rachel Ducker is the director of Shikasuki, a vintage store 
situated in Primrose Hill specialising in stylish garments, bags, 
QL^LSSLY`HUKÄULHY[9HJOLSZ[YVUNS`JVUJ\YZ^P[O[OLPKLH
of the appeal of nostalgia surrounding vintage fashion and 
believes individuality is a trait many aspire to when dressing 
[OLTZLS]LZ!¸(ZH[LLUHNLY0SV]LK[OL\UPX\LULZZ"UVVUL
LSZL^HZL]LY^LHYPUN[OLZHTLJSV[OLZHZ0^HZ¹
Vicky Brearley, the voice behind the popular vintage blog, 
Vintage Vixen, suggests that no retailer has its own sole 
PKLU[P[`[OLZLKH`Z!¸6UJL`V\JV\SK]PZP[HZOVWHUKL_WLJ[
HJLY[HPUZ[`SLTVYLVYSLZZL_JS\ZP]L[V[OH[Z[VYL5V^HKH`Z
[OLZHTLWYPU[ZZOHWLZHUKZ[`SLZHYLH]HPSHISLL]LY`^OLYL¹
Maybe this is one of the reasons why consumers are turning 
[V ]PU[HNL MHZOPVU=PU[HNLWYV]PKLZWLVWSL^P[O HKPMMLYLU[
aesthetic due to the fact that these pieces are original and are 
YLTPUPZJLU[VMHMVYNV[[LULYH=PJR`JVTTLU[Z!¸)L`V\YZLSM
I\`^OH[`V\SPRLHUK^LHY[OPUNZ[OH[NP]L`V\JVUÄKLUJL
+VU»[MVSSV^Y\SLZVYHSSV^ºL_WLY[Z»[V[LSS`V\OV^[VKYLZZ¹
Jo-ann Fortune, who launched and runs the vintage website, 
Vintage Brighton, suggests that vintage fashion is a way of 
SPML1VHUUKLZJYPILK]PU[HNLMHZOPVUHZILPUN¸[OH[ZWLJPHS
ÄUK¹HZLHJOWPLJLVM]PU[HNLJSV[OPUNOHZHOPZ[VY `HZ[VY`
ILOPUK[OLNHYTLU[VYP[LT7\[[PUNVUHKYLZZHUKPTHNPUPUN
its history provides much more of an experience to its wearer 
than putting on a high street dress manufactured and sold to 
[OLTHZZLZ
For consumers, knowing where and when to source the 
ILZ[]PU[HNLNHYTLU[ZJHUILH MHPYS`KH\U[PUNL_WLYPLUJL
Vintage fashion stylist Naomi Thompson recognised this 
IHYYPLYIL[^LLU[OL]PU[HNLPUK\Z[Y`HUK[OLJVUZ\TLY6U
her mission to bridge the gap between vintage fashion and 
[OL J\Z[VTLY ZOL JYLH[LK OLY ^LIZP[L =PU[HNL :LJYL[
Thompson now holds one-day events, issuing personal 
styling advice and guiding potential vintage customers to their 
ULHYLZ[IV\[PX\LZHUKZ[VYLZ:OLWYLZLU[ZHU PU[LYLZ[PUN
Vintage is a term widely used within the fashion industry today. 
Both vintage and contemporary fashion have the same function and 
wearability, but often hold a completely different design aesthetic.
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pastel
perspective
A fusion of pastel tones 
complimented with upbeat 
sorbet shades make for a 
positive vibe. The chalky colour 
palette and refreshing hues are 
ÄUPZOLKVMM^P[OZOHYWTPUPTHS
tailoring.
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This Page: Sleeveless trench coat by Maryling; Pastel pleated shirt from Zara; Pink tights and Mint lace trim socks from Topshop; Brown court shoes from River Island
Opposite Page: White structured body by Aqua by Aqua":OLLYÅVYHSZOPY[MYVTHepwright’s; White framed sunglasses from Zara
This Page: 7PURÅVYHSZOPY[HUK4PU[RUP[[LKQ\TWLYMYVTZara; Cropped trousers and gold and mint earrings from Topshop; Strappy green and orange shoes from River Island
Opposite Page: Floral print suit from River Island; Yellow button up shirt by Gallery 4; Pearl necklace from Topshop
Mint green cropped t-shirt and Pearl collar necklace from Topshop; Pink faux leather jacket from Hepwright’s; Cream pleated trousers by Corrie Nielson; Love heart ring by Adrienne Honie; Pearl earrings Stylist’s Own
Model: Celyn Marshall; Hair & Make Up: Tasha B Harris; Photographic Assistant: Uljana Rättel; Fashion Assistant: Kiera Liberati
the 
ascent 
of the 
british 
alpha 
male
The launch of London Collections: Men 
this year landmarks a huge step forward 
for the British Menswear industry, putting 
London on the map as the fashion capital 
[V ^H[JO MVY  ;OPYK -SVVY YLÅLJ[Z
upon the elements that are making 
British Menswear so exciting today, and 
understands why Menswear is no longer 
prepared to be side lined to its female 
fashion counterpart.
It is no secret that in recent years, British menswear 
has slowly been gaining credence as an increasingly 
WYVNYLZZP]L PUZWPYH[PVUHS HUK ZPNUPÄJHU[ ZV\YJL VM J\[[PUN
LKNLJVU[LTWVYHY`MHZOPVU6]LY[OLSHZ[ML^ZLHZVUZ[OL
menswear market has seen a huge growth in the attention 
it has been receiving from buyers, editors and press, with 
3VUKVUZLLTPUN[VILH[[OLLWPJLU[YLVMHSS[OLL_JP[LTLU[
While the rest of the industry is feeling the full effects of tough 
LJVUVTPJ HUK ÄUHUJPHS JVUZ[YHPU[Z TLUZ^LHY PZ UV[ VUS`
Q\Z[Z\Y]P]PUNI\[HJ[\HSS`HWWLHYZ[VILÅV\YPZOPUNPU[OLZL
KPMÄJ\S[ [PTLZ ZOV^PUN NYLH[ YLZPSPLUJL PU V]LYJVTPUN [OL
J\YYLU[YLJLZZPVU0UHYLJLU[Z[\K`JHYYPLKV\[I`)HPU*V
Consultancy, it was found that the luxury menswear market 
is currently expanding at twice the rate of womenswear, 
meaning that although menswear has traditionally been 
sidelined by its female fashion counterpart, it is now becoming 
HMHZOPVUMVYJLPUP[ZV^UYPNO[
From the days of Beau Brummel and the dandy, to the 
internationally renowned Savile Row bespoke tailor, London 
has always been considered a world leader in men’s fashion 
HUKOPZ[VYPJHSS`OHZWSH`LKHM\UKHTLU[HSYVSLPUKLÄUPUN[OL
MHJLVM)YP[PZOMHZOPVU;OLJP[`»Z\UPX\LJYLH[P]LLULYN`HUK
wide range of diverse street style is sought after by trend 
forecasters all over the world, and the British capital often 
acts as an inspirational focal point for designers, buyers 
HUKIYHUKZHSPRL3VUKVUPZ^OLYLWLVWSLJVTL[VO\U[MVY
fashion innovation, and menswear is no exception, which is 
why the extension of Men’s Fashion Week in 2012 comes as 
SP[[SLZ\YWYPZL;OLSH\UJOVM3VUKVU*VSSLJ[PVU!4LUOLHKLK
by GQ Editor Dylan Jones, coincides with one of the most 
important years in London’s history, recognising the growing 
demand for men’s fashion in London and also landmarking 
Q\Z[OV^MHY)YP[PZOTLUZ^LHYOHZJVTLPU[OLSHZ[ML^` LHYZ
The new menswear initiative begins this year, and will not only 
kick start the menswear fashion calendar for 2012 but will 
also give the best of British menswear designers the chance 
[VZOV^JHZL[OLPY^VYRZVTLVM[OLTMVY[OL]LY`ÄYZ[[PTL
When asked what London Fashion means to him in 2012, 
chairman of the London men’s showcase Dylan Jones 
ZHPK! ¸;OPZ PZVULVM [OLTVZ[ PTWVY[HU[ `LHYZ PU3VUKVU»Z
history, and one of the most important years in the history of 
TLUZ^LHY[VV¹
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Classically, men’s fashion has always moved at a much slower 
pace than women’s, with the rates at which male trends are 
HKVW[LKILPUNHT\JOTVYLNYHK\HSWYVJLZZ[OHU[OLMYLX\LU[
ZLHZVUHS JOHUNLZ [OH[ ^VTLUZ^LHY \UKLYNVLZ LHJO `LHY
But in an age where men are becoming much more concerned 
with their appearance, the traditional ‘one new suit every year’ 
HWWYVHJO Q\Z[ PZU»[ J\[[PUN P[ HU`TVYL HUK MVY [OL ÄYZ[ [PTL PU
decades, we are amidst a time of great change in the world 
of men’s fashion; the men of today want variety, they want 
cutting-edge trends and they want them as soon as they can 
NL[[OLT*OHYSPL-PHUKLYJYLH[P]LKPYLJ[VYH[VUSPULTLUZ^LHY
YL[HPSWSH[MVYT4`,KVJV\RL_WSHPUZ^O`ZOL MLLSZ [OLYLOHZ
been an increasing shift towards menswear in the last few 
ZLHZVUZ! ¸0 MLLS [OH[ PU YLJLU[ `LHYZTLUOH]LILJVTLH SV[
TVYL JVTMVY[HISL HUK VWLU PU JHYPUN MVY [OLPY HWWLHYHUJLZ
Men are no longer going to London Fashion Week just to see 
the girls, but they are also now going to see men’s fashion 
[VV<W\U[PS [OPZ `LHYTLUZ^LHY OHZVUS`ILLU MLH[\YLK MVY
VULKH `0OH]LILLU[V`PUNVU[OPZHSV[¶[OLZLKH`ZP[ZLLTZ
everywhere is harping on about values, sustainable and ethical 
MHZOPVUI\[^OH[HIV\[LX\HSYPNO[ZVMTLUZ^LHY&¹
6ULVM[OLTVZ[UV[PJLHISLJOHUNLZPUTLUZ^LHYV]LY[OLSHZ[
few years has been the sheer amount of choice and variety that 
is now being made available to the male consumer – brands 
are starting to stock a much more varied range of trends and 
styles, and there has also been a huge increase in the amount 
of fresh, new menswear designers starting out in the British 
THYRL[>OLYLHZPU[OLWHZ[TLU^ LYLSPTP[LK[VMHPYS`YPNPK[YLUKZ
and a more conservative aesthetic than women, the market has 
steadily begun to diversify in a shift to try and satisfy the changing 
^HU[ZHUKULLKZVM[OLJVU[LTWVYHY`THU"PU[OL[^LU[`ÄYZ[
century he is no longer having to conform to traditional, bland 
fashions of the past and is using the opportunity to be more 
experimental in the trends that he adopts and the way that he 
KYLZZLZ( YLZ\S[ VM [OPZOHZILLU [VVWLU [OLTPUKZVM [OL
consumer and people working within the menswear market to 
fresh fashion design ideas, allowing for a much more innovative 
approach towards British menswear and tailoring, as well as 
making room for creative young talent such as JW Anderson, 
*OYPZ[VWOLY:OHUUVU1HTLZ3VUNHUK4HY[PUL9VZL>PUULY
VM=H\_OHSS-HZOPVU:JV\[»Z6ULZ;V>H[JOMVY-YHUJLZ
Phillips is one of London’s most exciting up-and-coming 
menswear designers and the driving force behind masculine 
KLZPNU SHILS ;6),-9(52 H IYHUK [OH[ HPTZ [V YLÅLJ[ [OL
PTHNL VM [OL YLHS )YP[PZO NLU[SLTHU 7OPSSPWZ ZOHYLK ZVTL VM
her views on the ascent of the British menswear industry with 
;OPYK-SVVYHUKHSZVVU[OLTVKLYUTHUVM[VKH`!¸0[OPUR^L
went through a very long stage of menswear being ignored; 
womenswear was in the limelight and it’s great that menswear is 
now taking some of that limelight back; men have often been a 
second thought regarding fashion as womenswear has always 
KVTPUH[LK [OL Z[VYLZ HUK [OLWYLZZ.LULYHSS` ZWLHRPUN [OL
man of today has changed; he’s now coming back stronger, 
he’s a lot more aware of his image, not in a vain way but in a 
WYV\K^H `;OLWYV\KTHUPZIHJR¹
<USPRL[OLPYMLTHSLLX\P]HSLU[ZTLUOH]L[`WPJHSS`ILLUT\JO
TVYLJVUJLYULK^P[O[OLYLZPSPLUJLHUKX\HSP[`VM[OLPYJSV[OPUN
V]LYP[ZHLZ[OL[PJ]HS\L+LZWP[L[OLPUJYLHZLKZLUZLVMTHSL
fashion freedom that we are now experiencing, it is unlikely 
[OH[TLU^PSSILHU`TVYL^PSSPUN[VJVTWYVTPZLVU[OLX\HSP[`
or craftsmanship of their apparel due to their strong sense of 
NHYTLU[Z\Z[HPUHIPSP[`HUKWYHJ[PJHSP[ ` 0U [LYTZVMH[[PYLOPNO
X\HSP[`JYHM[ZTHUZOPWPZZVTL[OPUN[OH[OHZHS^H`ZILLUPU[YPUZPJ
[V)YP[PZOTLUZ^LHYHUKPZZVTL[OPUN[OH[;6),-9(52HPTZ
[V LUJHWZ\SH[L PU [OL WYVK\J[PVU VM P[Z NHYTLU[Z ,_WSHPUPUN
OV^;6),-9(52[HRLZP[ZPUÅ\LUJLMYVT[OL[YHKP[PVUHS)YP[PZO
NLU[SLTHU7OPSSPWZZHPK!¸,UNSPZO[HPSVYPUNHUK,UNSPZOKLZPNUPZ
Z\JOHZ[YVUNPUZWPYH[PVUHSLSLTLU[[OH[0Q\Z[[Y\S`SV]L0[»ZHIV\[
[OLX\HSP[`VMTHRLHUK[OLKLZPNUPUZWPYH[PVU"SVVRPUNIHJRPU
time and seeing how our fashions have evolved throughout the 
KPMMLYLU[JSHZZLZHUK[OL`LHYZPZHTHaPUN¹
,]LY` QHJRL[ HUK WHPY VM [YV\ZLYZ [OH[ ;6),-9(52 JYLH[LZ
PZ ºMYHURLK» ^P[O H \UPX\L PKLU[PÄJH[PVU U\TILY ^OPJO SL[Z
the customer know exactly where and when each individual 
NHYTLU[ ^HZ WYVK\JLK +LZPNUZ HYL HSZV ZVSK ^P[O H <:)
that describes to the client exactly how their garment was 
THKL^OVJ\[ [OLWH[[LYUZHUK^OVZ[P[JOLK P[HSS [VNL[OLY
Living in the digital age that we now do, this personal touch 
and element of authenticity can be something of a rarity, but 
is something that Phillips manages to capture and hone in on 
^P[OPUOLYKLZPNUZ;6),-9(52\UKLYZ[HUKZ[OLZPNUPÄJHUJL
of honesty and frankness in menswear, and Phillips draws upon 
[OL [YHKP[PVUHS ^VYRPUN JSHZZ THU MVY PUZWPYH[PVU! ¸0 SPRL ILPUN
HISL [VNV ÄYZ[OHUK [V [OL PUZWPYH[PVU ZLLPUN [OL PUZWPYH[PVU
HUKTLL[PUN[OLWLVWSL^OVOH]LPUZWPYLKTL0KLZPNU\ZPUN
stories; my Autumn/Winter collection this year was inspired by 
[OL^VYRPUNTHUHUK[OLI\ZPULZZJVTIPULKHZVUL¹
This fusion between heritage and modernity is one of the 
LSLTLU[Z[OH[PZTHRPUN)YP[PZOTLUZ^LHYVM[VKH`ZVL_JP[PUN
Unlike womenswear, there is much greater scope in menswear 
to push boundaries as it still remains a relatively unexplored 
ÄLSK^P[OPU MHZOPVUKLZPNU¶UV[L]LY`[OPUNOHZHSYLHK`ILLU
KVULVY[YPLKILMVYL>OLUJVTWHYLK[VV[OLYMHZOPVUJHWP[HSZ
designers in London are a little less scared to think outside the 
box and do not feel the pressure to conform to set expectations; 
reworking and rethinking fashion is something we have always 
excelled at and when this knack for innovation is combined 
^P[O [YHKP[PVUHS MHZOPVU PUÅ\LUJLZ MYVT V\Y HTHaPUN OPZ[VYPJHS
backdrop, London is certainly set to become the menswear 
JP[`[V^H[JOPU(Z+`SHU1VULZZH`Z!¸>OL[OLY`V\»YL
involved in sport, fashion, media, retail, entertainment or tech, 
VYPUKLLKHU`PUK\Z[Y `3VUKVUPZ[OLWSHJL[VILPU¹;OPZ
year highlights a big step forward for the menswear and British 
fashion industry; this summer, eyes from all over the world will 
be watching London, and this time it will be for all the right 
YLHZVUZ
Words by Emma Rehling
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tim soar year, his Autumn/Winter collection was heavily inspired I`1HWLULZLJ\S[\YL! ¸;OLYLHYLH SV[VM2PTVUVHUKSamurai armour references and an a-symmetry indication [OH[ ^HZ KYH^U MYVT [YHKP[PVUHS 1HWHULZL JSV[OPUN¹Tim’s womenswear line takes aspects from his 
menswear collections, such as sharp tailoring and 
strong silhouettes with a fresh sporty edge, and adapts 
them in a way that is suitable and appealing for a female 
THYRL[;PTKPZJ\ZZLZOV^[OLLJVUVTPJJSPTH[LOHZ
been partly responsible for his switchover into women’s 
JSV[OPUNKLZPNU! ¸0^HU[LK[VTHRLZVTLTVUL`HUK
^VTLUZ^LHYPZHT\JOT\JOIPNNLYTHYRL[0[PZ]LY`
easy in fashion to have a business that doesn’t make 
TVUL`HUKP[»ZL]LULHZPLY[VKVZVPUTLUZ^LHY¹;OL
YLJLZZPVUTLHUZ[OH[P[OHZILLUH]LY`KPMÄJ\S[[PTLMVY
fashion designers and Tim plans to use his womenswear 
collection as a way of establishing his business and 
THRPUNHUHTLHUKWYVÄ[MVYOPTZLSM!¸5V[VYPV\ZS `[OL
SH[L(SL_HUKLY4J8\LLUVUS`Z[HY[LKNVPUN PU[VWYVÄ[
three or four years ago and he was one of the biggest 
KLZPNULYZ)YP[HPUOHZL]LYWYVK\JLK¹-VY[OL[PTLILPUN
Tim’s main focus will be predominantly womenswear, 
but he still continues a menswear collection, with 
OPZ L]LU[\HS HPT [V IYPKNL IHJR PU[V TLUZ^LHY
For Tim’s womenswear collection, NEWGEN has 
ILLU H O\NL JVU[YPI\[PUN MHJ[VY [V OPZ Z\JJLZZ ¸0
knew about the BFC [British Fashion Council] from 
my menswear, so it was natural to apply for NEWGEN 
^P[OT`^VTLUZ^LHY¹5,>.,5PZVULVM[OL^VYSK»Z
most internationally recognised talent schemes, 
working in conjunction with the fashion industry, and in 
the past has supported designers such as Alexander 
McQueen, Matthew Williamson, Christopher Kane 
and, more recently, Meadham Kirchhoff and Mary 
2H[YHU[aV\+PZJ\ZZPUN [OLILULÄ[ZVM5,>.,5;PT
Z[H[LZ!¸0[PZMHU[HZ[PJHUKHNYLH[WSH[MVYTMVYKLZPNULYZ
London Fashion Week is internationally known, the 
BFC is internationally known, and therefore to be 
HZZVJPH[LK ^P[O P[ PZ Q\Z[ HTHaPUN¹ 3VUKVU -HZOPVU
Week is very different when compared to other fashion 
capitals in terms of its strong support network for up-
HUKJVTPUN KLZPNULYZ! ¸3VUKVU OHZ H NYLH[ HY[PZHU
history; something similar to NEWGEN doesn’t exist in 
7HYPZ HUK P[ KVLZU»[ YLHSS` L_PZ[ PU5L^@VYR VY4PSHU
3VUKVU PZNYLH[ILJH\ZL P[ OHZLJSLJ[PJPZT¹ 3VUKVU
OHZHO\NLPUÅ\LUJLVU[OLMHZOPVUPUK\Z[Y`^VYSK^PKL
and, in August 2011, took the fashion capital of the 
world top spot from New York, according to a survey 
I` .SVIHS 3HUN\HNL 4VUP[VY JVUK\J[LK LHJO `LHY
¸6ULVM [OLIPNNLZ[ [OPUNZ [OH[ 3VUKVUOHZNP]LU [V
the fashion industry in the last ten years is vintage 
HZHJVUJLW[ 0[»Z HSS HIV\[TP_PUN Z[`SL [VNL[OLY HUK
LJSLJ[PJPZTTP_PUNVSKHUKUL^^ P[OL_WLUZP]LHUKVSK¹
 When it comes to the inspiration behind Tim’s designs, 
he uses a combination of physical and mental artefacts, 
as he says taking these mental references and turning 
[OLTPU[VKLZPNUZPZHIV\[¸ KL]LSVWPUN[OLTLU[HSWPJ[\YL
PUT`OLHK¹¸ 0OH]LILLUPU]VS]LKPU[OLMHZOPVUPUK\Z[Y`
for a long time now and have a huge mental reference of 
[OLSHZ[` LHYZVMMHZOPVU¹>OLUP[JVTLZ[VWO`ZPJHS
HY[LMHJ[Z ;PT SV]LZ ]PU[HNL JSV[OPUN! ¸0 I\` H SV[ VM
]PU[HNLWPLJLZHUK^PSSVM[LU[HRLHTVVKMYVT[OLT¹
Within Tim’s designs, resilience remains an important 
factor for both his menswear and womenswear 
JVSSLJ[PVUZ ¸(SS VM T` NHYTLU[Z HYL THKL ^P[O YLHSS`
good fabric that I know is going to last, and I think 
[OH[ PZ YLHSS` PTWVY[HU[;OLYLHYLZVTLWPLJLZ^OPJO
`V\RUV^HYLNVPUN [VILZLHZVUWPLJLZ;OL`TH`
not be physically tired but you know that, visually, 
WLVWSL ^PSS ^HU[ [V OH]L TV]LK VU (Z H KLZPNULY
it’s important that the price of your garments is 
OLH]PS` YLÅLJ[LK PU [LYTZVMX\HSP[ `@V\YJSV[OLZOH]L
got to last – if people are paying a lot of money for 
`V\Y KLZPNUZ [OLU [OL JSV[OLZ OH]L NV[ [V SHZ[¹
While the turbulent economic climate continues to have 
an effect on the fashion industry, for Tim the ‘sale’ aspect 
is something that he takes into account when designing 
OPZJVSSLJ[PVUZ! ¸;OL MHZOPVU PUK\Z[Y` PZNVPUN [OYV\NO
a tough time, the general economic situation is not 
good and that leads to stores being more conservative 
about what they sell and becoming ruthless if items 
HYLU»[ZLSSPUN 0[OHZ [VILHI\ZPULZZZV[VHJLY[HPU
degree this can limit what you’re doing, as you need to 
HJRUV^SLKNL[OH[`V\ULLK[VTHRLTVUL `-HZOPVU
PZU»[ÄULHY[P[PZTHRPUNJSV[OLZMVYWLVWSL"HUKPM`V\Y
JSV[OLZKVU»[ZLSS[OLU` V\HYLU»[KVPUN` V\YQVIWYVWLYS `¹
Words by Katie Handy-Beith
Tim Soar is a British fashion designer of both menswear 
and womenswear, who was one of this year’s featured 
5,>.,5KLZPNULYZ/LPZHSZV[OLV^ULYVM[OLNSVIHS
music consultancy company, Music Concrete, through 
which he has collaborated with brands such as Fendi 
HUK (KPKHZ ;PT»Z RLLU PU[LYLZ[ PU MHZOPVU KLZPNU
^HZÄYZ[ZWHYRLK^OLUOLLZ[HISPZOLK76:;+LZPNU
in the 1980s with the renowned graphic designer, 
5L]PSSL)YVK `:PUJL76:;+LZPNU;PTOHZJVU[PU\LK
to design using menswear as his main focus, and 
OPZ TLUZ^LHY SHILS :6(9 ^HZ SH\UJOLK PU 
After six years working successfully as a menswear 
designer, Tim made the decision to branch out into 
^VTLUZ^LHY!¸0SV]LTLUZ^LHYI\[[OLYLJHTLHWVPU[
^OLU 0 [OV\NO[^VTLUZ^LHY PZKLÄUP[LS`NVPUN [VIL
the way to establish my business and to move forward 
PUMHZOPVU¹-VYOPZ^ VTLUZ^LHYJVSSLJ[PVUZ;PTJHYYPLZ
over his signature style into his collections, but altered with 
HMLTPUPUL[V\JO;OYV\NOOPZ5,>.,5ZWVUZVYZOPW
Tim’s Autumn/Winter 2012 womenswear collection 
was allocated exhibition space at London Fashion 
>LLR PU ^OPJO OPZ JVSSLJ[PVU ^HZ ZOV^JHZLK ;OPZ
Menswear and womenswear designer Tim Soar discusses his views on how the recession 
has had an effect on the business side of fashion.
Photography by Katie Handy-Beith
ED ONISM CH A OS R EBEL L ION
(J[ UV ^ KLHS ^P[O [OL JVUZLX\LUJLZ SH[LY
Hedonistic, destructive attitudes bringing chaos 
and panic as people lash out with raw and 
PYYH[PVUHSLTV[PVU.VPUNHNHPUZ[[OLNYHPUÄNO[PUN
MVYJOHUNLPU\UZ[Y\J[\YLKKPZHYYH `
Illustration by Joe Staples; Photography by Katie Handy-Beith
experience but it was fashion assisting where 
0MLS[TVZ[JVTMVY[HISL¹)`KH `(SL_PZYLTHPUZ
busy with a wide array of styling work, but by 
night she hosts surrealist club night ‘Circus’, 
HSVUNZPKL 1VKPL /HYZO H[ *HMt KL 7HYPZ
London, which she uses as her own time to 
ZOV^JHZLOLYV^U\UPX\LZLUZLVMWLYZVUHS
Z[`SL (SL_PZ» L_[LUZP]L SPZ[ VM JVTTPZZPVULK
work and direction of fashion editorials at 
Notion has allowed her to work with a list 
of well-known names including Marina and 
the Diamonds, Nicola Roberts, Daisy Lowe, 
1LZZPL1HUK40(HTVUNZ[THU`V[OLYZ
More recently, Alexis has turned her styling 
abilities to television projects and she has 
carried out the role as on-screen stylist 
mentor for shows such as ‘New Look – Style 
the Nation’, ‘Pineapple Studios’ and ‘Britain’s 
5L_[;VW4VKLS»
>OH[PZ` V\YÄYZ[MHZOPVUTLTVY`&
I remember being eleven and going 
halves with my friends on some 
‘shag band’ bracelets from Topshop 
– I remember feeling pretty cool 
because only the older girls at school 
were shopping in Topshop!
You are the fashion director of 
Notion magazine; what does your 
role entail?
I make decisions on all the content 
and then delegate it out to writers 
HUK V[OLY Z[`SPZ[Z 0 [Y` [V THRL
sure that the content is varied and 
L_JP[PUN
What do you enjoy about your 
job?
Every day is different and there aren’t 
any limits to the future! I also get to 
TLL[SV[ZVMHTHaPUNWLVWSL
As a stylist, how would you cope 
with a personal fashion crisis?
I don’t know if I’ve ever had one! I 
would probably have a Starbucks 
chai tea latte and phone my boyfriend 
.HIYPLS /L»Z WYVIHIS` [OL JSVZLZ[
thing I have to my own stylist!
What relationship do you have 
with photographers at shoots?
Mutual respect; for example, if I 
have an idea for a shoot, I’ll go to 
the photographer who I think will 
LTIYHJL HUK \UKLYZ[HUK P[ ILZ[
In return, I listen to photographers’ 
suggestions about how we could 
[HRLT`VYPNPUHSPKLHM\Y[OLY,X\HSS `
I’m always happy to style to brief, but 
where I can I will try and contribute 
Through her vivid imagination and 
expertise in styling, Alexis Knox 
brings to life the editorials pages 
of Notion magazine. Third Floor 
discusses with Alexis the role of a 
stylist in the fashion industry today.
Alexis Knox is a London-based freelance 
fashion stylist who, as well as working on 
various runway shows and fashion editorials, 
PZ [OL MHZOPVU KPYLJ[VY VM 5V[PVU THNHaPUL
Alexis’ role at fashion, music and art magazine 
Notion giver her the opportunity to use her 
creativity and watch her styling ideas come to 
SPML (M[LY JVTWSL[PUN H KLNYLL PU PSS\Z[YH[PVU
Alexis moved to London to venture into an 
exciting career in the fashion industry and 
[V ZLL ^OH[ [OL JHWP[HS JP[` OHK [V VMMLY! ¸0
embarked on lots of different types of work 
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PKLHZHUKMYLZO]PZPVUZ
What do you think it is about you that 
makes you stand out as a stylist?
.P]LU[OH[0JVTLMYVTHÄULHY[IHJRNYV\UK
and I care about style and the process of 
picture and character building far more than 
KLWPJ[PUN MHZOPVU HUK [YLUKZ )` [OL [PTL
something is established as a trend, I’ve 
ILJVTLWYL[[`IVYLKVMP[
Imagine a scene of chaos at a photoshoot; 
how do you react?
0^PSSSVJRP[YPNO[KV^U.L[[V[OLJLU[YLVM[OL
chaos and spread my calm and logic from 
the inside out!
How do you think the economic climate 
has changed the fashion industry?
It’s gotten rid of the jokers – if you’re in it, then 
you’re in it for the love, certainly not for the 
TVUL `
What are your thoughts on street-style 
photography? Do you think subcultures 
are relevant today?
I think it’s a cool way to communicate and 
ZWYLHK PKLHZVUZ[`SL 0[»ZNYLH[ILJH\ZL P[»Z
not predominately dictated by trends! I think 
subcultures are more relevant than ever! With 
the growth of social media communication, 
my friendship stretches across the world 
[V WLVWSL 0»]L UL]LY TL[ :\IJ\S[\YLZ HYL
becoming more prominent even through 
ZPTWS`OHZO[HNNPUNHWPJ[\YLVU;^ P[[LY
Do you like the idea of trying a different 
role at a photoshoot; do you think you 
would ever try photography?
My role varies from shoot to shoot, but I 
KV SPRLILPUN [OLIVZZ-VYTL [OL PKLHVM
ZL[[PUN\WLX\PWTLU[[OLU[HRPUNP[HSSKV^U
and editing all the pictures doesn’t hold much 
HWWLHS >P[O WOV[VNYHWO` HUK Z[`SPUN [OLYL
is so much extra work to do that people 
^V\SKU»[ PTHNPUL 0 T\JO WYLMLY OLHKPUN
KV^U[OLHY[KPYLJ[PVUYV\[L*VTPUNMYVTH
ÄULHY[IHJRNYV\UK0SV]L[OLHY[PZ[PJWYVJLZZ
VMKL]LSVWPUNH]PZPVU0KPWPUHY[PZ[PJWYVJLZZ
VMKL]LSVWPUNH]PZPVU 0KPW PUHUKV\[VMHY[
directing various shoots, working with hair and 
make-up and photographers – I would like to 
ZWYLHKT`^PUNZ^P[O[OH[YVSL
Words by Katie Handy-Beith
    
    
IMAGE
SALVAGE
In an 
increasingly 
digital age, 
image retouching 
has become a large part 
of the photographic industry 
and can often cause controversy. 
Rebecca Manson demonstrates 
how retouching can have a positive 
effect on people’s lives.
Rebecca Manson is one of the most experienced 
WOV[VNYHWOPJ YL[V\JOLYZ PU [OL PUK\Z[Y `4HUZVU ÄYZ[ ILJHTL
interested in photography when she was at school, 
a n d 
she began 
r e t o u c h i n g 
p r o f e s s i o n a l l y 
PU    4HUZVU
has had a wide range 
of experience in the creative 
industries, with a list of previous 
clients including i-D, Vogue and 
/HYWLY»Z )HaHHY +\YPUN OLY JHYLLY OHZ
completed work for some of the world’s 
most prestigious fashion photographers including 
*OYPZ[VWOLY .YPMÄ[O (SHZKHPY 4J3LSSHU HUK (UUPL
3LPIV]P[a
6U-YPKH`4HYJO1HWHU^HZZ[Y\JRI`[OL;VOVR\
LHY[OX\HRLHUK[Z\UHTP;OV\ZHUKZVMSP]LZHUKI\ZPULZZLZ
^LYLZ^LW[H^H` PU [OPZKL]HZ[H[PUNUH[\YHSKPZHZ[LY;OLZL
events affected people worldwide and soon after many began 
[VWYV]PKLHPK PUHU`^H`[OL`JV\SK9LZJ\LTPZZPVUZ MYVT
across the world commenced to save people and their 
SP]LSPOVVKZMYVT[OLKLIYPZ(SS/HUKZ=VS\U[LLYZ^^ ^OHUKZ
org) an organisation based in Massachusetts, provided hands-
VUZ\WWVY[MVY1HWHUHM[LY[OLLHY[OX\HRLHUK[Z\UHTPZ[Y\JR
With them, they brought hundreds of volunteers to assist and 
OLSWYLJV]LY[OLSP]LZVM[OL]PJ[PTZ
Having always had a love for travel, Manson was affected by 
the catastrophic events of the 2011 Japanese tsunami and 
found herself inspired by the work and aid which All Hands 
^LYLKVPUN4HUZVU[OLUTHKL[OLKLJPZPVU[VW\[OLYI\Z[SPUN
New York career on hold to volunteer in Japan; whilst she was 
there she started to think about ways in which she could apply 
OLYZRPSSZ [VOLSW-VYTHU`WLVWSLWOV[VNYHWOZJHUTLHU
so much, and often hold cherished memories that cannot be 
YLWSHJLK+\YPUNOLY]VS\U[HY`^VYR9LILJJHILNHU[VÄUK
damaged and dirty photos in the wreckage and focused her 
LMMVY[ZVUYLJV]LYPUN[OLPTHNLZ
Using her industry contacts, Manson began to get others 
involved in the colossal project by messaging people on social 
media sites such as Facebook and LinkedIn, to see if her plan 
[VYLZJ\LWOV[VZ^V\SK^VYR!¸0W\[HZOV\[V\[VU-HJLIVVR
and said ‘If I did this, would any of you help me out?’ I sent it 
out to 25–30 people, and about 15, 20 got back to me and 
ZHPK º`LHO P[»Z HNYLH[ PKLH»:OL PUP[PHSS` OHK MYPLUKZHUK
volunteers who were interested in the appeal; the numbers 
X\PJRS`ÅV\YPZOLK[V]VS\U[LLYZMYVTHYV\UK[OL^VYSK
Manson had a small team cleaning the photos in Japan, ready 
[V IL ZJHUULK HUK \WSVHKLK [V H JSV\K KYP]L =VS\U[LLYZ
could then download the photographs and attempt to retouch 
HUK YLZ[VYL [OL PTHNLZ 6UJL [OL WOV[VNYHWOZ OH]L ILLU
repaired, they are sent back to Manson to be printed and 
YL[\YULK[V[OLPYMHTPSPLZ
The appeal has now drawn to an end, with plans to restart 
PUTVYL]PSSHNLZ PU:\TTLY4HUZVUOHZUV^ILN\U
a new project in Binghamton, upstate New York, recovering 
WOV[VZ[OH[^LYLKLZ[YV`LKPUÅVVKZHM[LYO\YYPJHUL0YLUL;OL
team again will be scanning and uploading photos for people 
[VYLZ[VYL
For survivors, the photos are precious reminders of times before 
the tragedy, and those affected by Manson’s work describe it 
HZHTPYHJSL;OLWOV[VZHSSOH]LNYLH[Z[VYPLZILOPUK [OLT
and high sentimental value to their owners, many of whom lost 
L]LY`[OPUN[OL`V^ULKPU[OL[Z\UHTP
The rescued photos are currently displayed at a temporary 
SPIYHY ` H]HPSHISL MVY Z\Y]P]VYZ [V ZLHYJO [OYV\NO ;OL
WOV[VNYHWOZL_OPIP[HZ[YVUNZLUZLVMJVTT\UP[`HUKMHTPS `
So far, over 150,000 photos have been cleaned and 320 
WOV[VNYHWOZOH]LILLUYL[V\JOLKHM[LY[OLZL]LYLKHTHNL
Words by Jennifer Frazer
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C O L O U R
C O L L E C T I V E
The clash of Aztec prints combined 
with the chaotic colour palette are 
complimented with warm summer 
tones, a walking contradiction.
Previous Page: Giraffe printed strapless dress by Coco Ribbon; Bangles and necklace Stylist’s Own; Chunky leather shoes from Topshop; This Page: Patterned multicoloured vest top by Apricot; Beaded necklace Stylist’s Own; 
Opposite Page: Layered print dress by Veronica Moncho Lobo
Photography by Jennifer Frazer; Styling by Sophie Hawkes
This Page: Pleated panelled dress by Maryling; Opposite Page: Patterned dress and long sleeved pleated dress by Patrizia Pepe
Aztec print cropped shirt by Bill + Mar; Sheer orange harem trousers by Anna Jeanne; Beaded necklace Stylist’s Own; Patterned headband from New Look
Model: Monique @ Oxygen Models; Hair & Make Up: Tasha B Harris; Photographic Assistant: Uljana Rättel; Fashion Assistant: Kiera Liberati
PANDEMONIA 
GET 
FRONT 
ROW?
Conceptual 
a r t i s t 
P a n d e m o n i a 
has sparked 
debate at fashion 
events and catwalks 
across the country, 
causing us to question who 
really deserves to be in the 
front-row at a fashion show?
For designers, distributing front-row seats for 
their catwalk shows has always been a crucial 
point of consideration and plays a hugely important 
role in getting media coverage of their brand and 
JVSSLJ[PVUZ,HJO` LHYH[MHZOPVU^ LLRZHJYVZZ[OLNSVIL
front-
r o w 
invi tat ions 
are delivered 
to the biggest 
and most 
PUÅ\LU[PHS UHTLZ PU
the fashion industry 
and to some of the 
world’s most photographed 
JLSLIYP[PLZ 9LJLU[S ` 5PJVSL
Farhi sparked debate when she 
stated that celebrities are often 
spotted at fashion shows because 
they have been paid to attend and not 
purely for their love of fashion and next 
ZLHZVU»Z[YLUKZ
;OL TLKPH HYL HS^H`Z X\PJR [V TLU[PVU ^OV
attended which fashion shows, and this can 
often receive more press attention than the actual 
JSV[OLZ[OLTZLS]LZ/V^L]LYUV[HSSKLZPNULYZHNYLL
with the celebrity culture surrounding the catwalk: in 
1999 Alexander McQueen famously refused to let Victoria 
Beckham attend his show because he believed it would 
WYV]LHU\U^LSJVTLKPZ[YHJ[PVU MYVT [OLJSV[OLZ+LZPNULY
Marc Jacobs also denounces the celebrity culture surrounding 
fashion shows and has banned stars from attending his 
JH[^HSRZ >OL[OLY JLSLIYP[PLZ YLJLP]L TVUL` PUJLU[P]L [V
attend the shows or not, there is certainly no denying that the 
front-row seats are the most sought after at a catwalk show, 
^OPJO SLHKZ\Z [VX\LZ[PVU^OV PZLU[P[SLK [VIL [OLYLHUK
who isn’t?
Self-styled and seven feet tall, conceptual artist and personality 
7HUKLTVUPH PZJLY[HPUS`THRPUNHZ[PY PU[OLMHZOPVUPUK\Z[Y `
6UJLHNH[LJYHZOLYVMMHZOPVU^LLRWHY[PLZHUKL_OPIP[PVUZ
7HUKLTVUPHPZUV^]LY`T\JOHULZ[HISPZOLKMYVU[YV^ÄN\YL
HUKPZMYLX\LU[S`ZUHWWLK^P[OV[OLYMYVU[YV^PJVUZZ\JOHZ
/PSHY`(SL_HUKLY1HTLLSH1HTPS7HT/VNNHUKAVL.YPMÄU
When asked why she secures so many front-row seats, 
7HUKLTVUPHHUZ^LYZ!¸0NL[VMMLYLKMYVU[YV^[PJRL[ZILJH\ZL
people are intrigued by my work and it attracts media attention; 
P[ JYLH[LZ [OVZLL_[YHJVS\TU PUJOLZ¹+LZWP[L7HUKLTVUPH
becoming a well-known fashion personality through the 
amount of fashion events she attends, there still seems to be 
HMLLSPUNVMT`Z[LY`Z\YYV\UKPUNOLYHUK^OH[ZOLYLWYLZLU[Z
When asked what she is ultimately trying to achieve through 
[OL^H`ZOLKYLZZLZHUKWVY[YH`ZOLYZLSMZOLZ[H[LZ!¸0HTH
]PZ\HSHY[PZ[L_WSVYPUNPKLHZHUKVIZLY]H[PVUZVMKHPS`SPML¹
WHY DOES Images courtesy 
of
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Pandemonia 
Panacea isn’t 
[OLÄYZ[JVUJLW[\HS
artist to dress in such 
a manner and in some 
ways she can be related 
to the exhibitionism through 
appearance and clothing in the 
^VYR VM [OL SH[L 3LPNO )V^LY `
He was a conceptual performance 
artist, clothing designer and club 
creature in London in the 1980s and 
1990s, and if you compare the two, it is 
possible to draw distinct similarities in some 
VM [OLPY M\SSSLUN[O SH[L_ V\[Ä[Z 7HUKLTVUPH PZ
the creation of an anonymous art graduate who 
was born in 2008, after graduating from an MA 
-PUL(Y[JV\YZLH[*OLSZLH*VSSLNLVM(Y[ 0U[OLMV\Y
years since then, not only has Pandemonia made herself 
RUV^UHZHULZ[HISPZOLKÄULHY[PZ[I\[ZOLOHZHSZVJYLH[LK
a lifestyle which she lives daily through her art and image 
HZ 7HUKLTVUPH 7HUHJLH +YLZZLK OLHK[V[VL PU SH[L_
[OL JHY[VVUZ[`SL JVUJLW[\HS ÄN\YL HPTZ [V JOHSSLUNL [OL
WLYJLW[PVUVM [OL PKLHS^VTHU PU [OL [^LU[`ÄYZ[ JLU[\Y `
Each creation and art piece takes months to create, 
I\[ [OL PTWHJ[ HUK YLHJ[PVU ^OPJO LHJO V\[Ä[ H[[YHJ[Z PZ
WOLUVTLUHS ;OL ZLSMTHKL 79 THJOPUL ÄYZ[ ILJHTL
noticed by the fashion industry when she was featured in an 
interview in the Flesh and Blood issue of i-D magazine with 
Holly Shackleton, and since then, Pandemonia’s image has 
grown from strength to strength; with over 4,000 followers 
VU ;^ P[[LY MYLX\LU[ TLU[PVUZ VU ISVNZ HUK MLH[\YLZ PU
magazines such as Vogue and The Independent, it seems 
7HUKLTVUPH»ZTLZZHNLPZILPUNOLHYKSV\KHUKJSLHY
The unconventional and impractical way that Pandemonia 
JOVVZLZ[VKYLZZTHRLZ` V\X\LZ[PVU^ O`ZOLOHZJOVZLU
[VSP]L[OPZ^H `>OLUHZRLKPMZOLKYLZZLZHZ7HUKLTVUPH
LHJO[PTLZOLSLH]LZ[OLOV\ZLZOLHUZ^LYZ!¸6MJV\YZL
P[ PZH M\SS [PTL QVI¹7HUKLTVUPH[HRLZ PUZWPYH[PVUMYVT[OL
Z\WLYÄJPHS^ VYSKVMMHTLHUK[OLJLSLIYP[`J\S[\YL[OH[ÄSSZV\Y
magazines, and when asked what else inspires her style of 
KYLZZ7HUKLTVUPHZ[H[LZ!¸ -VYTLP[»ZHIV\[L_JS\ZP]P[ `0[»Z
about expressing yourself; what you wear is what you are 
HUK^OH[`V\I\`PU[V0»TI\`PUNPU[V[OLTVKLYUKYLHT
PU[VMHZOPVUHUK[OLPKLHVMILH\[ `0NL[T`PKLHZMYVTWLVWSL
0ZLLHK]LY[ZHUK[OPUNZ0SPRLPUTHNHaPULZ¹0[PZL]PKLU[[OH[
7HUKLTVUPH YLTHPUZ H SHYNLY[OHUSPML \UPX\L WVY[YH`HS VM
¸0.,;6--,9,+
-965;96>;0*2,;:
),*(<:,7,673,(9,
05;90.<,+)@4@>692
(5+0;(;;9(*;:4,+0(
(;;,5;065"0;*9,(;,:
;/6:,,?;9(*63<45
05*/,:¹
beauty, 
and will 
c o n t i n u e 
to cause 
mayhem at 
fashion events 
and grace front 
rows alongside fashion 
insiders at many catwalks 
PU[OLM\[\YL
Words by Katie Handy-Beith
NIKITA   
KARIZMA
Womenswear designer Nikita Karizma stands out 
amongst other young, up and coming designers as 
she designs with a cause, portraying messages of 
ZVJPHSHUKWVSP[PJHS ]HS\L [OYV\NOV\[OLY^VYR5PRP[H»Z
understanding of the clothing cycle was almost innate 
as she was born into a household of designers: her 
parents are the third generation of the family-owned 
(ZPHU IV\[PX\L =HYPL[` :PSR /V\ZL +LZWP[L JVTPUN
from a traditional Asian fashion background, she 
has managed to successfully distinguish her own 
rebellious style, drawing on punk references with a 
hard-edged aesthetic for her design inspiration, which 
is in complete contrast to the luxurious and glamorous 
designs that have typically been associated with Variety 
:PSR/V\ZL5PRP[HNYHK\H[LK MYVT3VUKVU*VSSLNLVM
Fashion’s Fashion Design and Development course 
PU^P[OÄYZ[JSHZZOVUV\YZKLNYLL/LYNYHK\H[L
collection played with the idea of domestic violence 
and has been shot by Saga Sig and David Motta 
MVY=63;THNHaPULHUKOHZHSZV MLH[\YLK PU:JOU
=PZPVU*OPUH HUK.YHaPH+HPS ` [VTLU[PVU Q\Z[ H ML ^
Nikita is currently concentrating on her ‘Collection Riot’ 
range and enjoying regular celebrity 
commissions, such as the ‘X Factor’ 
and more recently costumes for the JLS 
[V\Y
Nikita’s work often portrays powerful statements in 
relation to current social issues and her strong views 
on women’s rights are often depicted through her use 
VMMHZOPVUKLZPNU!¸;OLYLPZUVWVPU[PUJYLH[PUNJSV[OLZ
^P[OV\[OH]PUNHTLHUPUNVYW\YWVZLILOPUK [OLT 0
want to create collections that provoke emotion and get 
people to think further than the material–verbal–internal 
dialogue that is running through ourselves in the way 
^L SP]L PU [OPZ ZVJPHS^VYSK¹6ULVM5PRP[H»Z Z[YVUNLZ[
statements to date was her previously mentioned 
graduate collection ‘Fashion vs Abuse’, which set out to 
illustrate 
what a 
huge problem 
domestic violence 
PZ ;OL JVSSLJ[PVU
incorporated protective 
elements such as buckles, 
animalistic feathers and rebellious 
spikes, all stripped back with a nude colour 
For womenswear designer Nikita Karizma the relationship between 
political and social issues act as huge inspiration for her work.
WHSL[[L
N i k i t a 
discusses the 
ideas behind the 
JVSSLJ[PVU! ¸6UL PU [OYLL
women in the UK experience 
a form of domestic violence, which 
PZHUHSHYTPUNYH[L¹;OYV\NOOLY^VYR
Nikita hopes to create awareness and to 
illustrate what a huge problem domestic violence 
represents 
MVYOLY+\YPUN
the research stage 
of the collection, 
Nikita interviewed a policeman 
about the vulnerability of women 
and   his views on how important it is 
MVY [OLT [V Z[HUK \W JVUÄKLU[S` HJ[LK HZ H
RL` PUÅ\LUJL VU OLY KLZPNUZ! ¸4` HYTV\YLK JYHW
jacket shows that women must stand up straight 
^P[OJVUÄKLU[ZOV\SKLYZ¹5PRP[HOHZHSZVJVSSHIVYH[LK
^P[OÄSTVNYHWOLY4HY[H;\JJPVUHMHZOPVUÄSTLU[P[SLK
º-HZOPVU]Z(I\ZL»^OPJOOPNOSPNO[Z[OLPZZ\LZM\Y[OLY
Another social issue that inspired  Nikitas designs was 
the onset of the London riots that took place in August 
 /LY SH[LZ[ JVSSLJ[PVU º*VSSLJ[PVU 9PV[» [VVR
inspiration from these terrifying events and the devastation 
JH\ZLKTHPUS`PU[OLJP[`VM3VUKVUSHZ[:\TTLY¸ 0[^ HZ
very shocking for me to see the youth of our own city 
YLILSSPUNPUZ\JOHUH^M\STHUULYVU3VUKVUWYVWLY[ `¹
People’s 
r e a c t i o n s 
to chaos and 
emergency have also 
ILLUHRL`PUÅ\LUJL^P[OPU
Nikita’s work; discussing this, 
ZOLZH`Z! ¸0 HT]LY` MVUKVMOHYK
edged fabrics; rebelliousness and chaos 
ZLLT[VÄ[PU]LY`UPJLS`^ P[OT`UH[\YHSKLZPNU
Z[`SL¹
Although descending from a background of traditional 
Asian fashion design, Nikita continues to go against the 
grain and push boundaries with her design aesthetic, 
HUK OHZ KL]LSVWLK H KPZ[PUJ[ Z[`SL VM ^VYR ¸0 SV]L
using rivets, hammering seams together and using 
\U[YHKP[PVUHS TL[OVKZ VM NHYTLU[ JVUZ[Y\J[PVU¹ ;OL
collection is indeed beautifully crafted and contains a lot 
VMZWPRLZOHYZOZOV\SKLYZHUKIVSKZ[Y\J[\YLZ
(ZHUL^KLZPNULY[Y`PUN[VLZ[HISPZOOLYZLSMPUHKPMÄJ\S[
LJVUVTPJ JSPTH[L 5PRP[H OHZ MHJLK KPMÄJ\S[PLZ HUK
obstacles during her endeavour to break into the fashion 
PUK\Z[Y `¸0[PZH]LY`J\[[OYVH[PUK\Z[Y `4PUPT\TVYKLYZ
^P[O THU\MHJ[\YLYZ HUK ÄUKPUN [OL IHSHUJL VM WYLZZ
and commercial pieces is always a pickle for young 
designers, as essentially we are entering a market that 
PZZH[\YH[LK¹
Coming from a background of designers, Nikita is lucky 
enough to share a beautiful studio with her sister at her 
3VUKVU OVTL ^OLYL ZOL JYLH[LZ OLY KLZPNUZ (Z H
representative of fresh, new London talent, Nikita also 
discusses what she thinks it is that sets London apart 
from other cities in terms of innovative fashion design: 
¸3VUKVUPZ]LY`Z\WWVY[P]LVM`V\UNKLZPNU[HSLU[;OL
magazines here mix young designers from high end to 
OPNOZ[YLL[3VUKVUPZHSZV]LY`VWLUTPUKLK[VKPMMLYLU[
types of creatives and there is a huge mix of freelancers 
NYV^PUN[VNL[OLYHUKZ\WWVY[PUNLHJOV[OLY»Z^VYR¹
For 
N i k i t a 
t h e 
resilience of the 
materials she uses 
in her work is a hugely 
PTWVY[HU[ MHJ[VY /LY KLZPNUZ
contain hardwearing aspects 
such as leather, metal, buckles and 
harnesses, and for her, the durability and 
SVUNL]P[`VMHNHYTLU[PZ]P[HS¸ 0^ HU[T`NHYTLU[Z
[VILVMNVVKX\HSP[`HUK[VSHZ[0OH]L\ZLKSLH[OLY
PU[OLWHZ[I\[0HT[Y`PUN[VÄUK]LNL[HYPHUHS[LYUH[P]LZ
^OLYL]LY WVZZPISL 0 HT H ]LNL[HYPHU HUK ILSPL]L PU
RHYTHOLH]PS `¹>OLUHZRLK^OLYLZOLKYH^Z[OLSPUL
IL[^LLUWYHJ[PJHSP[`HUKJYLH[P]P[ `5PRP[HZH`Z!¸0VM[LU
WVUKLYIL[^LLU[OL[^V0[THRLZHIL[[LYKLZPNULY[V
be able to design a beautiful creative product that can 
HSZVIL^VYU¹
It has been an extremely busy year for the talented 
Nikita, and when asked where she aspires to be this 
[PTLUL_[` LHYZOLYLWSPLZ!¸ 0^ HU[[VZ[HY[JVSSLJ[PVUZMVY
[OLJH[^HSRHUKHPT[V^HYKZHML^ZLSLJ[Z[VJRPZ[Z 0
will continue to take on commissions for celebrities and 
performances, as I love my work in 3D formats as well 
HZ PUWYPU[ 0^HU[ [VRLLWJVSSHIVYH[PUNHZ^LSS PU [OL
^VYSKVMMHZOPVUÄSTZ¹
Following her ‘Collection Riot’ range, Nikita’s next 
collection will again pose a strong message and serve 
to remind people just how important it is to nurture 
young talent in the right manner, to encourage our youth 
to represent themselves in the professional community 
HUKH]VPKM\Y[OLYJVUMYVU[H[PVUHSHJ[PVU
Interview by Emma Rehling
Words and Photography by Katie Handy-Beith
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 STAR 
A kaleidoscopic view towards a 
hedonistic future, a chaotic constellation 
of intense make up with decadent 
connotations.
THE
GAZER
Photography by Jennifer Frazer; Beauty by Tasha B Harris

Model: Olesja @ Oxygen Models; Photographic Assistant: Uljana Rättel
The current state of the world economy is hardly a secret; 
JVUZ[HU[ TLKPH H[[LU[PVU PZ Ä_H[LK VU KLTVUZ[YH[PUN [OL
WV[LU[PHSJVSSHWZLVM[OL^VYSK^PKLÄUHUJPHSTHYRL[/V^L]LY
despite the inherent misery businesses have ensued since the 
credit crunch began in 2007; what has surprised economists 
and governments worldwide is the continued demand for 
S\_\Y` NVVKZ >OLU [OL YLJLZZPVU ILNHU P[ ^V\SK OH]L
seemed implausible that there would be a three-year waiting 
SPZ[ MVY HOHUKIHNJVZ[PUNV]LY>P[O\ULTWSV`TLU[
H[ P[ZOPNOLZ[MVY`LHYZHUK^P[OTPSSPVUWLVWSLPU[OL
United Kingdom without a job, according to The Guardian, who 
PZI\`PUN[OPZIHN&;OLIHNPUX\LZ[PVUPZ[OL/LYTLZ)PYRPU!
prices for the basic leather style start at £4,200 and rise to 
£80,000 for the ‘Silver Himalayan’ bag, which comes complete 
^P[OH[OYLLJHYH[KPHTVUK,]LUMVYHJLSLIYP[ `[OH[PZHOPNO
price tag for a handbag and yet this bag type has been coveted 
by so many consumers that some will have to wait three years 
ILMVYL[OL`JHUW\YJOHZLP[0ZP[WVZZPISL[OH[[OPZJHUHSTVZ[IL
deemed some form of ‘rebellion’ against the current economic 
climate, or are some consumers simply protesting ignorance? 
7YVJLLKPUN[VZOVWHZ[OL`^LYLILMVYLVYPUHUL]LUÄLYJLY
manner? Either way, the attitudes of the consumer in 2012 
are following a previously observed chain reaction to varying 
LJVUVTPJJOHUNLZ[OYV\NOV\[OPZ[VY `
The infamous ‘Hemline Index’ theory presented by economist 
George Taylor in 1926 is an example of response to economic 
changes, as it suggests that the hemlines of women’s dresses 
YPZL HSVUN ^P[O Z[VJR WYPJLZ /PZ [OLVY` Z\NNLZ[Z [OH[ [OPZ
was demonstrated by the introduction of the ‘miniskirt’ in the 
1960s when the economy had just about recovered from 
[OL :LJVUK >VYSK >HY /L Z\NNLZ[Z [OH[ P[ HSZV ^VYRZ [OL
other way, implying that it is likely that hemlines will be lower 
when the economy is poor, as shown by the 1929 Wall Street 
*YHZO^OLYLOLTSPULZKYVWWLKJVUZPKLYHIS`H[HMHZ[WHJL
This reaction by the fashion industry received an outstanding 
consumer response, with a range of stereotypical consumers 
MYVT[OLZLLYHZZWVY[PUN[OLYLSL]HU[OLTSPULZ/V^L]LY[OL
reaction of the consumer in the current recession could be 
ZLLU [V IL TVYL ZPNUPÄJHU[ [OHU [OL YLHJ[PVU VM [OL MHZOPVU
PUK\Z[Y `HZHS[OV\NO[OL]HYPV\ZJVSSLJ[PVUZYLÅLJ[J\S[\YHSHUK
social changes, they are also a designer’s personal response 
HUKZV[OLYLMVYLUV[ULJLZZHYPS`YLÅLJ[P]LVMHJVSSLJ[P]LVWPUPVU
The 2012 consumer, however, has seemingly adopted a state 
VMKLÄHUJLPU[OLMHJLVM[OLLJVUVTPJJYPZPZHUKZVHULYH
of purchasing ‘investment pieces’ began to appear in 2008; 
movements were introduced encouraging the consumer to buy 
MVYSVUNL]P[`YH[OLY[OHUQ\Z[MVY[YLUK*V\SK[OPZ[OLUWVZZPIS`
explain the three-year waiting list for a handbag which costs the 
ZHTLHTV\U[HZHZTHSSJHY&6YPZP[ZPTWS`[HRPUNºPU]LZ[TLU[»
to the extreme? Either way, the popularity of this bag evidently 
cannot be doubted, and it is not the only extravagant luxury 
WPLJL^OPJOPZJH\ZPUNHZ[PY
When looking at the price points of some luxury pieces on 
the market (some also with year-long waiting lists), it is almost 
WVZZPISL[VX\LZ[PVU^ OL[OLYVYUV[[OPZLJVUVTPJJYPZPZPZZPTWS`
a ploy devised by governments across the globe to encourage 
TVYL JHYLM\S ZWLUKPUN 6M JV\YZL \ULTWSV`TLU[ YH[LZ HUK
bankruptcy are a serious matter, but it is astonishing to monitor 
spending habits across the luxury market when the world is in 
ZVT\JOKLI[>OLYLPZ[OLKLTHUKMVYHU  JYVJVKPSL
ZRPU IHN I` =PJ[VYPH )LJROHT ;OLYL HYL WLVWSL HSS HYV\UK
[OL ^VYSK ^OV X\LZ[PVU [OL L_[YH]HNHUJL HUK YLSL]HUJL VM
the fashion industry, and its ‘tricks’ to make the consumer buy 
things they don’t need: is this spending habit supporting those 
J`UPJZ&6YPZP[PUMHJ[WVZZPISL[OH[[OLL_JLZZP]LZWLUKPUNVM
some of these consumers is signalling a sense of hope? The 
Chinese demonstrate some of the greatest demand for luxury 
products with the current observed economic growth in China, 
but with a 10 per cent increase in the global sales of luxury 
NVVKZ[OLYLPZZVTLPUKPJH[PVUVMWV[LU[PHSZPNUZVMYLSPLM;OPZ
demonstrates that although a large proportion of consumers 
are remaining cautious with their spending, there is also a 
proportion following in the footsteps of the anarchists from the 
1970s, refusing to slow down and determined to show the 
H\[OVYP[PLZ[OH[[OL`OH]LNV[P[^YVUN
In a society where so much media attention is focused on the 
negative, and we are constantly made aware of how critical 
the current economic situation is, can it not be argued that 
fashion is a valid release for those suffocating underneath 
[OL MHJ[Z HUK ÄN\YLZ&-YVT [OLJH[^HSRZVM:WYPUN:\TTLY
 P[^V\SKILKPMÄJ\S[ [VILSPL]L [OH[^LHYL PU [OLTPKZ[
of such a bleak economic situation, with a colour palette that 
resembles a sweet shop sweeping through the collections, a 
strong sense of childhood nostalgia indicating that designers 
may have been hyped up on sugar when planning their 
shows, and a potent feminine trend throughout womenswear, 
Z\NNLZ[PUN\UP[`PU[OLMHJLVMHK]LYZP[ `-VSSV^PUN[OLº/LTSPUL
Index’, the hemlines for Spring/Summer 2012 are particularly 
focused on asymmetrical dresses, jackets and skirts, which 
HNHPUJV\SKILZLLUHZHSVVRVMKLÄHUJLHNHPUZ[JVUMVYTPUN
[V[OPZWHY[PJ\SHY[OLVY `0[JV\SKZ\NNLZ[[OH[KLZPNULYZKVUV[
want to acknowledge the correlation between the economy 
and fashion, which is supported by the hazy nostalgic trend 
that was evident at shows such as Meadham Kirchhoff and 
3V\PZ=\P[[VU;OLMHZOPVUPUK\Z[Y`OHZ[OLWV^LY[VOLSWKPYLJ[
the mood of a consumer; dark, desolate colours enforce a 
stern, depressed atmosphere, but the high-spirited collections 
of Spring/Summer 2012 demonstrate a positive outlook and 
HKL[LYTPUH[PVU [V V]LYJVTL [OPZ L_[YLTLS` KPMÄJ\S[ WLYPVK H
WLYMLJ[L_HTWSLVMYLZPSPLUJL
Words by Sarah Morris
Where is the demand 
for an  8,995 crocodile 
skin bag by 
Victoria Beckham?
THE 
C O S T 
OF LUXURY
The recession has caused many consumers to adopt a ‘quality 
over quantity’ attitude when it comes to buying fashion items. 
Third Floor examines how the luxury fashion industry is surviving 
against the odds.
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Famous all over the world, the Great British high 
street is unique. But in recent times it has been 
hitting the headlines for all the wrong reasons 
leaving many questioning whether it can survive, 
or even if it should. 
In 2011 one in six high street shops stood empty (Department 
for Business, Innovation & Skills/Genecon 2011) making for 
KLWYLZZPUNHUK\UZPNO[S` [V^UJLU[YLZ 0[ PZ^P[OV\[Z\YWYPZL
[OH[[OLYLWLYJ\ZZPVUZVM[OLJSVZ\YLZLX\HSTVYLKVVTHUK
gloom in the way of reduced footfall, decrease in sales of the 
shops remaining and ultimately a higher chance of those shops 
HSZVJSVZPUN;OPZ[VNL[OLY^P[O[OLPTWHJ[ZVM[OLYLJLZZPVU
and the growth in e-retailing, m-commerce, out of town retail 
parks, shopping centres and supermarkets has contributed in 
transforming the way we shop and has tempted us away from 
[OLOPNOZ[YLL[
Consumer shopping habits in the UK have changed beyond 
YLJVNUP[PVU;OL^H`^LZOVWOHZL]VS]LK[VILJVTLHIV\[
VULVM[^V[OPUNZ!JVU]LUPLUJLVYL_WLYPLUJL3LHKPUNI\Z`
lives means we are more selective about how we spend our 
[PTL!ZOVWWPUNULLKZ[VILX\PJRHUKLHZ `VY^VY[OZVTLVM
V\YWYLJPV\Z[PTL
Technology has responded to the need for convenience, a 
Reevoo report for Retail Gazette (2011) reports that mobile 
smartphones and tablet devices are reshaping the retail 
landscape, despite only being widely available for the last two 
`LHYZ;HISL[KL]PJLZ PUWHY[PJ\SHYOH]LJOHUNLKJVUZ\TLY»Z
OHIP[Z ;OL YLWVY[ MV\UK [OH[ ¸HM[LY WT TVYL WLVWSL HYL
[YHUZHJ[PUN MYVT [HISL[Z [OHU [OL UVYTHS 7* >OLU `V\
consider that this device has been on the market for just 
V]LYH`LHY [OPZ PZ PTWYLZZP]L¹ 0U:V\[O2VYLH;LZJVOH]L
successfully recognised the smartphone customer and the 
need for convenience by installing a virtual store in Seoul 
Z\I^H` Z[H[PVU )\Z` JVTT\[LYZ ZJHU [OL WYVK\J[Z
they wish to buy from the virtual displays on their 
journey to work in the morning, and they are 
delivered that evening (Tesco 2011), all 
[OYV\NO[OL\ZLVM89JVKLZ
The technology developed 
in the 1990’s, but which 
has only taken off in 
the past three 
years with the 
growth of 
t h e 
ZTHY[WOVUL PZ PUJYLHZPUNS`L]LY`^OLYL3\_\Y`IYHUK9HSWO
Lauren have invested heavily in mobile technology, with 
numerous apps and strong QR code campaigns in their 
advertising and store windows to attract interest and customers 
in store and encourage them to scan the code to be taken to 
[OL9HSWO3H\YLUTVIPSLZP[L9H[OLY[OHU[OLZ[HUKHYKTP_[\YL
of shapes which make up QR codes, the Ralph Lauren code 
was customised with the famous polo player logo, a creative 
TV]L[VM\Y[OLYPUJYLHZL[OLIYHUKH^HYLULZZ
)HJRVU[OLOPNOZ[YLL[6_MHTHYL\ZPUN89JVKLZ[V[LSS[OL
Z[VY`VM[OLWYVK\J[Z[OL`ZLSSPU[OLPYJOHYP[`ZOVWZ6YPNPUHSS`
inspired by The Tale of Things, a concept that encourages 
creating memories for products through attaching QR codes 
[V [OLT6_MHTOH]L SH\UJOLK:OLSÅPML;OLMYLLHWWYLHKZ
QR codes to allow shoppers to discover the story of a 
ZLJVUKOHUKWYVK\J[ [OL`ÄUK MVYZHSLVU6_MHT»ZZOLS]LZ
HUKKVUVYZ[VZOHYL[OLZ[VYPLZVM[OLWYVK\J[Z[OL`KVUH[L
The aim is to create a more interesting charity shop experience 
HUK LUNHNL JVUZ\TLYZ 6_MHT»Z :HYHO -HYX\OHY /LHK VM
9L[HPS)YHUKZHPK! ¸,]LY` P[LTOHZHZ[VY` [V [LSS HUK6_MHT
:OLSÅPMLLUHISLZWLVWSL [VZOHYL [OLZLZ[VYPLZ>L»]L MV\UK
that items with an interesting story behind them are instantly 
TVYLHWWLHSPUN[VV\YJ\Z[VTLYZZV^LOVWL6_MHT:OLSÅPML
^PSSLUJV\YHNLWLVWSL[VSV]LP[LTZMVYSVUNLY;OPZJVTTP[TLU[
[VZ\Z[HPUHIPSP[`PZHUPTWVY[HU[WHY[VM^OH[6_MHTZOVWZIYPUN
[V[OLOPNOZ[YLL[¹6_MHT
By allowing brands and retailers to send large amounts 
of information to consumer’s smartphones, they can 
JVTT\UPJH[L[OLPYIYHUKTLZZHNLZX\PJRLYHUKLHZPLY[OHU
ILMVYL 89 JVKLZ THRL WYL]PV\ZS` WHZZP]L HK]LY[PZLTLU[Z
interactive; the consumer engages with the brand and actively 
seeks the brand messages to arrive straight to their mobile 
WOVUL
Whilst the developments in technology have aided retailers 
in offering a convenience service to customers, it somewhat 
JV\U[LYHJ[Z [OL NVHS VM KYH^PUN J\Z[VTLYZ PU[V [OL Z[VYLZ
Retailers need to recognise the value in attracting customers 
to the stores by creating new interactive experiences with new 
[LJOUVSVN `:\JOHJ[PVUPU]VS]LZWSHUUPUNZ[YH[LNPJHSS`MVYSVUN
term resilience on the high street, but implementing short term 
action by generating buzz and attracting footfall, creating an 
interactive experience for customers they cannot achieve at 
OVTLVU[OLPYV^UJVTW\[LYZ[HISL[ZVYZTHY[WOVULZ
Marks & Spencer are already leading the way on some 
OPNO Z[YLL[Z OH]PUN SH\UJOLK :[`SL 6USPUL [V ZVTL VM [OLPY
Z[VYLZ :[`SL 6USPUL PZ HU PU[LYHJ[P]L HUK VUSPUL T\S[PTLKPH
HYLH MLH[\YPUNH¹ZJYLLU^OLYLJ\Z[VTLYZJHU]PL^RL`
looks and products, search the latest trends, watch catwalk 
]PKLVZHUKJYLH[LSVVRZ\ZPUNHUV\[Ä[I\PSKLY>.:5
*\Z[VTLYZILULÄ[MYVT[OLWLYZVUHSJ\Z[VTLYZLY]PJLVM
style advisors and can order products not available in 
THE GREAT 
BRITISH HIGH 
STREET?
Photography by Jennifer Frazer
store via the touch screen ordering point or with a style advisor 
who will process the order together with the customer on an 
P7HK:[`SL6USPULHJOPL]LZSPURPUN[OL4HYRZ:WLUJLYVUSPUL
environment with their bricks and mortar stores, giving high 
levels of customer service and customers the chance to see 
products and sub-brands that may not usually be stocked 
PU [OLPY SVJHS Z[VYL ;OL UL^ JVUJLW[ HSZV HSSV^Z [PTLWVVY
ZOVWWLYZ[VLUQV`[OLILULÄ[ZVMIV[OJVU]LUPLUJLHUKHUPU
Z[VYLL_WLYPLUJL
The days of pile ‘em high and sell ‘em cheap are increasingly 
a thing of the past, consumers now expect a higher level of 
customer service and to feel valued where they spend their 
TVUL ` 0UZ[VYLL]LU[ZL_JS\ZP]L [V [OLOPNOZ[YLL[Z[VYLZH
more personalised service, insight into the retailer or brand’s 
heritage or exciting one-off visual merchandising can all add 
value to a customer’s visit, creating something for them to tweet 
about, share on Facebook, Tumblr and blogs, ultimately raising 
IYHUKH^HYLULZZ[VKYH^WLVWSLIHJR[V[OLOPNOZ[YLL[
High street retailers and brands can look to the luxury and 
WYLTP\TTHYRL[MVYPUZWPYH[PVU^P[O]PL^[V\WWPUN[OLPYNHTL
Accessories brand Lulu Guinness hold in store events, not 
in all three of their London shops, but one at a time, to draw 
J\Z[VTLYZ [V [OL Z[VYL ;OLPY TVZ[ YLJLU[ L]LU[ \ZLK [OLPY
website, social media channels and email newsletters to 
invite customers to the London Ellis Street store for not only 
complimentary drinks while they viewed the products on offer, 
but also to have personal cameo silhouettes created by an 
attending artist in celebration of the classic Lulu Guinness 
JHTLV KLZPNU YHUNL ;OL ÄYZ[  J\Z[VTLYZ [V THRL H
W\YJOHZLHSZV YLJLP]LK S\_\Y`NVVKPLIHNZ,]LU[ZZ\JOHZ
these give the customer much more than a trip to the shops, 
I\[HUL_WLYPLUJL[OL`^PSSYLTLTILY
6UH SHYNLYZJHSL3VUKVU»Z:OVYLKP[JO PZ [OLJ\YYLU[OVTL
VM[OL^VYSK»ZÄYZ[WVW\WºTHSS»)V_WHYR;OL[LTWVYHY`ºTHSS»
is made up of shipping containers housing retail spaces for 
MHZOPVUHUKSPMLZ[`SLIYHUKZHZ^LSSHZNHSSLYPLZHUKJHMtZHSSVU
HUPU]P[H[PVUVUS`IHZPZ)V_WHYR»ZJVUJLW[PZVULVMJVTT\UP[`!
¸H JVTT\UP[` VM IYHUKZ WHJRLK ^P[O [HSLU[ PUUV]H[PVU HUK
attitude that puts creativity and fashion back where they belong: 
VU [OL Z[YLL[¹ )V_WHYR  ;OL ZLUZL VM JVTT\UP[`
Boxpark communicates is complimented by their offering of 
shipping containers, or ‘box-shops’, to local organisations 
HUKJYLH[P]L PUK\Z[YPLZ/PNOZ[YLL[ YL[HPSLYZJHU [HRL
inspiration from the overall Boxpark concept of 
UV[VUS`ILPUN^OLYL`V\ZOVWI\[¸HWSHJL
[VKYVWPUHUKOHUNV\[0[»Z^OH[HYLHS
brand experience should be all 
HIV\[¹)V_WHYR
Retailers are faced 
with the 
JOHSSLUNLVMZ[LWWPUN\WVYSVZPUNV\[PU[OLIH[[SL[VZ\Y]P]L
Brands outside of the fashion industry are realising this and 
re-evaluating the service and experience customers want to 
YLJLP]L PUZ[VYL*VMMLLJOHPU:[HYI\JRZOH]LILN\UHZRPUN
customers their name for it to be written on the cup and called 
when the drink is ready in aim of introducing a more personal 
ZLY]PJLPUZ[VYLHUKJYLH[PUNHMYPLUKSPLYH[TVZWOLYL;OLJOHPU
is also introducing ‘concept stores’ across Europe, the Middle 
East and Africa to give customers a more memorable visit with 
\UPX\LZ[VYLPU[LYPVYZPUZWPYLKI`HUKYLÅLJ[P]LVM[OLJP[`HUK
country where they are located, with locally sourced second-
OHUKM\YUP[\YLHUKMLH[\YLZ9L\[LYZ
In the future, consumers will expect the higher levels of 
customer service we are currently beginning to catch a 
NSPTWZLVM(^HYLULZZVM[OLS\_\Y`IYHUKZHUKYL[HPSLYZHUK
the services and experiences they offer are now so readily 
available online, high street consumers are wanting a piece of 
P[;OLPYZOVWWPUNL_WLJ[H[PVUZOH]LNYV^U[VOPNOLYSL]LSZHZ
HYLZ\S[0[PZU»[HUL^JVUJLW[I\[VUL[OH[OHZILLUMVYNV[[LU
on the high street as the value retailers took hold in the era of 
[OLº7V\UKZOVWZ»^OPJOWYVTV[LKHZLUZLVMX\HU[P[`YH[OLY
[OHUX\HSP[ `
3VUKVU»ZS\_\Y`IV\[PX\L35**[HRLZPUUV]H[PVUPUJ\Z[VTLY
service and experiential retailing to the next level as an 
appointment only concept store where customers are taken on 
HN\PKL[V\Y[OYV\NO[OLZ[VYLZKPMMLYLU[aVULZ(SVUNZPKL[OL
product mix of women’s and menswear, music and books, 
the USP of the store is the concept space home to 
a library, photography studio, installations and a 
club space, all aimed to give the customer a 
TLTVYHISLL_WLYPLUJL!¸^LKVU»[JHYLPM
you come here but don’t actually buy 
anything - we are happy for you 
to take whatever you want 
from this, whether 
it be product, 
information 
o r 
RUV^SLKNL¹ 35** ;OL ÄYZ[VM P[Z RPUK 35**
is a true lifestyle store with an incomparable attention to 
KL[HPSHUKKLZPNU
The future of the high street lies with the retailers’ ability 
to recognise the changes in the ways consumers shop 
HUK [V NP]L [OLT YLHZVU [V YL[\YU [V [OL OPNO Z[YLL[
Never before have consumers had such choice in how 
they shop, but this does not have to spell the end of 
IYPJRZHUKTVY[HYMHZOPVUYL[HPSZWHJLZ0UOLYYLWVY[;OL
Portas Review (2011), Mary Portas makes a number of 
recommendations which are all ultimately based round the 
idea of creating a high street which is a hub for the local 
JVTT\UP[ ` ;OL ZOLLY ZPaL VM [OL MHZOPVU PUK\Z[Y `
^VY[OHULZ[PTH[LKIPSSPVUPU 6MÄJLMVY
National Statistics) and its history on the high 
street strongly suggests that fashion 
retailers should be at the forefront 
of leading new strategies 
to save the British high 
street and re-invent 
the traditional 
brick and 
TVY[HYZ[VYL
Words by Victoria Robinson
Photography by Katie Handy-Beith
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